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Our Windmill Helps Prevent Moles from Disfiguring Your Lawn
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KEEP AWAY PESKY MOLES

Tackle garden work with time-proven tools, p. 9

Bake like a pro, p. 20

Find essential tools for homemade butter and cheese, p. 16-17

Pickle and ferment with our exclusive crock, p. 13

WANT MORE?



C. Calm the Itch with 
This Customer Favorite

Our soothing, all-natural soap helps relieve 
skin from poison ivy and other irritating plants. 
Handmade of non-GMO ingredients, including 
oatmeal.Each bar 2.9-oz.
 USA MADE   

Lehman's Poison Ivy/Oak Relief Soap 
#112-9130 / $10.99

J. Protect Your Garden  
and Yard from Moles

Spring-loaded metal trap goes partially 
underground to catch and eliminate pesky moles. 
Just push trap into ground across mole tunnel and 
set with your foot. 113⁄4"H, 3 lb.
 USA MADE   

Mole Trap   #100-003-446 / $29.99

G. Leather  
Fly Swatter  
Gives You  
More Zip

Tough, hand-sewn leather 
head. 15" wire handle. 
 USA MADE 

Lehman's Leather  
Fly Swatter
#LFS / $6.99

B. Safe and Humane Solutions  
to Keep Rodents Away

Simple, toxin-free solutions are safe for your 
family and effective for humanely removing 
rodents before they ravage your home.
 USA MADE 

Deodorizing Mouse Repellent Pouches-Repel mice  
and absorb mouse odors. Lasts 3-6 months. 4 pk.  
#100-014-541 / $14.99
Potent Mouse and Rat Repellent Spray-Peppermint  
and cinnamon oils deter mice and rats from entering  
and chewing. Lasts up to 1240 sprays! 8 fl oz.
#100-014-540 / $13.99
Live Critter Catcher-Great for catching mice,  
shrews, chipmunks and ground squirrels. 2 pk.
#100-014-542 / $24.99

H. Goodbye Mosquitoes,  
Hello Light…

Use for comfortable lighting  
(3 settings: low, medium,  
high). Or turn on the  
ultraviolet LED to attract  
and eliminate mosquitoes.  
Recharge with its USB port.  
Hanger handle. 5"H.
Mosquito Killer Lantern 
#100-014-840 / $29.95 SALE $24.99

I. Bye,  
Carpenter Bees...

Keep destructive carpenter bees 
away from your hive and home. 
123⁄4"H. 
H USA MADE H
Carpenter Bee Trap
#100-012-977 / $19.99

D. Keep  
Critters  
Away

Solid American  
hardwood.
 USA MADE 

Lehman's  
Hardwood Slingshot 
#109-9100 / $14.99

GOODBYE PESTS, HELLO SPRING!

F. Nature's 
Soothing 
Solution  
to Poison Ivy
Natural jewelweed 
has been used for 
generations for itch 

relief from poison ivy, and for good reason! It has 
the ability to remove the urushiol, which causes 
that uncomfortable rash.
 USA MADE   

Jewelweed Spray-Spray on existing rash for soothing 
relief or to prevent rash after contact. Made with 
jewelweed-infused witch hazel, 4 oz.
#100-015-980 / $14.99
Jewelweed Salve-Apply to existing rash for soothing 
itch relief and to help eliminate the rash. Made with 
jewelweed-infused olive oil, 2 oz.
#100-015-979 / $14.99
Jewelweed Anti-Itch Soap-Just wash  
with this soap to relieve existing rash  
or to prevent rash after contact. Made  
with jewelweed-infused olive oil, 5 oz.
#100-015-978 / $9.99

A. Repel Moles with  
a Simple Breeze

Moles disfigure lawns, kill young plants and 
eat the gardener’s best friend, the earthworm. 
The spinning blades of the windmill drive 
them away by sending vibrations through the 
ground. More humane than chemicals and 
poisons. Covers nearly 20,000 square feet. 
Rust-proof, zinc-plated steel. To use, mount on 
a 1⁄2" steel rod (not included). Blades 18"L, 3 lb.
Mole Chasing Windmill  #90-254 / $29.99
Note: For best results, use an eight foot "grounding rod".  
If soil is hard or rocky, a shorter rod may be used.

E. Citronella Lantern 
Comes with enough  
fuel for an entire month  
(2 hrs per night). Citronella 
oil burns smoke free and 
casts light more than 10 ft  
in every direction. 131⁄2"H 
#100-018-262 / $29.99
Refill-Citronella oil, 64 oz.
#0846-0420 / $12.99

Prices and product availability are subject to change without 
notice. Lehman's reserves the right to limit quantities.  

Not responsible for typographic errors.  
©2019 by Lehman Hardware and Appliances, Inc.
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L. Our Most Rugged Reel Mowers
Better constructed, they're the only reel mowers 
made for daily use! They're hand-tuned by Amish 
craftsmen and made with 6 sharp, heat-treated 
blades that give you a smooth cut. Handle 35"L. 
Steel wheels, semi-pneumatic tires. 5-year 
warranty.
18" Cut Mascot Mower-18"W cut, 41 lb.
#124-7105 / $369.00
21" Cut Mascot Mower-21"W cut, 50 lb. 
#450-252 / $349.00

P. Carry Heavy Loads with Ease
Our custom-designed yoke sits across the neck 
and shoulders, preventing muscle strain. 21⁄2" 
thick poplar yoke is handmade by an Amish 
craftsman. 30" lengths of 1⁄4" Manila hemp rope 
end in 31⁄2" solid iron hooks. 431⁄2"L, 61⁄2 lb.
 USA MADE 

Shoulder Yoke      #15-673 / $159.99
Note: Buckets sold separately.

NEED THE BUCKETS?
Made of kiln-dried oak slats, copper bands and 
sisal rope. 111⁄2"Hx101⁄2"OD, hold 2 gallons.
 USA MADE 

Beeswax-Lined #00B-P / $64.99
Unlined  #00B / $54.99
Note: Not for drinking water.

O. The Axe That  
Digs and Chops!

We've found an axe  
that not only chops and  
splits wood like a pro,  
but has a second blade  
that's designed to cut and  
dig through tough garden  
soil. One tool for multiple  
jobs! Hand-sharpened high carbon steel, full tang. 
Leather sheath included. 24"Lx12"W.
Pulaski Axe  
#100-013-351 / $135.00

Whetstone & HolderPeening Jig

S. Sharpening Tools for Scythes
Before you scythe, hammer the blade edge to 
harden and draw it out to a narrow cutting edge. 
Slip blade between cap and anvil, then tap with 
carpenter's hammer.
Peening Jig  #2583-7578 / $64.95
Touch up your edge while you mow. Coarse silicon 
carbide stone can be carried on your belt in a 
watertight holder.
Whetstone  #2572-1051 / $9.95
Plastic Holder #1300-895 / $10.99

M. First, Choose Handle: Best 
Commercially Available "Snath"

Available in the USA only from Lehman's. Steam 
bent ash with fitted, hand-carved grips. Made by 
Mennonite woodworkers to the specifications of 
scythe expert Peter Vido. 
59" Snath-For users up to 5'10" tall.       #1221-0200
66" Snath-For users over 5'10" tall.       #1221-0100
YOUR CHOICE $89.95

Q. Then, Choose Scythe Blade: 
Cuts Through Dense Growth 

Unique curved point makes blade easier to pull 
through dense growth. The result of Peter Vido's 
cooperation with the Schroekenfux scythe factory 
in Austria, it has been declared the "Profi" of 
contemporary scythe blade design. Edge is more 
'ready-to-use' than has become the claimed norm.
23" (60 cm)   #129-9200 / $74.99
25" (65 cm)   #129-9205 / $79.99
291 ⁄2" (75 cm)  #129-9210 / $84.99
311 ⁄2" (80 cm)  #129-9215 / $94.99
Note: Blades are similar to but may not be identical to photo. 
Supplies are limited. 

N. Remove Weeds and Moss 
Effortlessly from Pavers  
and Bricks 

Attach to the end of a standard diameter 
broomstick  for simpler use (you supply).  
Brass-plated carbon steel bristles. 4"Lx11⁄4"W.
Weed Brush  #100-017-158 / $9.99

K. Safely Remove Grass from Lawn 
Mower Blades

This scraper's long handle keeps your fingers 
away from lawn mower blades, so you can clear 
grass and debris safely. Helps improve mowing 
efficiency! About 181⁄4"L, carbon steel blade 4"W.
Lawn Mower Blade Scraper     
#100-017-160 / $9.99

   R. Easy Yard   
                 Clean-Up without  
      Stooping and Bending

 One tool is all you need to remove leaves,        
             dig up vegetables, collect fallen fruit, spread  
compost, even skim your pond. Ergonomic 
aluminum shaft design reduces strenuous bending! 
Polypropylene teeth. 62"L, 13⁄4 lb.
 Rake Assassin  #100-014-572 / $49.99

TACKLE       LAWNyour WITH  
TIME-PROVEN TOOLS
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B. Discover the Beauty of Reclaimed "Mushroom" Wood 
Amish craftsmen transform old boards (used in mushroom beds) into handsome, eco-friendly bird and 
bat shelters. Reclaimed wood is naturally tough, so no staining is needed. Deep, rustic grain texture.
 USA MADE 
"Outhouse" Birdhouse-Hinged door opens for easy 
cleanup. 61⁄4"Lx77⁄8"Wx137⁄8"H. 
#100-010-972 / $39.99 
The Condo Birdhouse-Metal perch. 111⁄4"Hx8"Wx53⁄4"D.
#100-014-675 / $24.99
The Chalet Birdhouse-Metal perch. 101⁄4"Hx8"Wx95⁄8"D.
#100-014-674 / $29.99
Two Story Birdhouse-Two entryways, two metal perches. 
12"Hx71⁄2"Wx61⁄4"D.
#100-014-678 / $24.99
Rustic Finch House-Metal perch.  
(Not freestanding.) 121⁄4"Hx8"Wx61⁄8"D.
#100-014-671 / $24.99

Upcycled Bat House-33⁄8"Lx127⁄8"Wx151⁄2"H. 
#100-010-971 / $35.99 
Rustic Wren House-Metal perch, wire hanger. 
101⁄2"Hx8"Wx61⁄8"D.
#100-014-672 / $24.99
The Corncrib Birdhouse-Metal perch. 10"Hx91⁄2"Wx53⁄4"D.
#100-014-676 / $24.99
Small Rustic Birdhouse-Metal perch,  
wire hanger. 81⁄4"Hx71⁄2"Wx61⁄2"D.
#100-014-673 / $24.99
Note: Handmade, so dimensions may vary;  
mounting hardware not included.

Outhouse Birdhouse
Upcycled Bat House Rustic Wren House Small RusticThe Corncrib

Two 
Story

The Condo

Rustic 
Finch 
House

The Chalet

A. Bring Rustic Décor  
to Your Home

Hitching posts are common  
here in Amish Country.  
Our gleaming cast iron  
horse head mounts onto  
a 2" threaded pipe or  
a regular unthreaded  
post. Fully functional.  
101⁄2"H, steel ring 45⁄8"OD,  
10 lb. 
Horse Head Hitching Post 
#654-451 / $45.00

C. A Birdfeeder That  
Keeps Squirrels Out!

When squirrels step onto the feeder, their weight 
will close the food ports, ensuring only the birds 
get the seed. Dishwasher-safe design for a healthy 
feeder; not harmful to any animal. Rust-proof 
polycarbonate and powder-coated aluminum and 
stainless steel components. 221⁄4"Lx61⁄2"OD.
Squirrel Buster™ Plus Birdfeeder 
#100-017-149 / $89.99

E. These Mason Jars are for the Birds...
Jar feeders adds charm to any landscape. Metal base  
provides feeding ports and circular perch. Hang by handle.
Mason Jar Wild Bird Feeder-Just add bird seed (you supply).  
Holds up to 1 lb of seed. 83⁄4"H. 
#701-396
Mason Jar Hummingbird Feeder-Fill with nectar  
(sold separately). 32-oz capacity. 71⁄2"H. 
#701-400 
YOUR CHOICE $24.99

Wild Bird 
Feeder

Hummingbird 
Feeder

CREATE   RELAXING OUTDOOR SPACE a

Galen Lehman's 
personal favorite - 
it's the bird feeder 
that lasts season 

after season.
D. Lanterns, Moose  

and Bears… Oh My!
Both birds and people will flock to 
these metal birdfeeders. Eye-catching 
and lightweight, just hang 'em up. 
Painted metal.
Lantern Hummingbird Feeder-Two 
feeding ports, red. Holds 11.8 oz, 
91⁄2"Hx71⁄2"Wx51⁄2"D.
#100-018-997 / $24.99
Mesh Lantern Birdfeeder-Holds 20 oz, red. 
105⁄8"Hx6"Wx43⁄8"D.
#100-018-995 / $29.99
Mesh Moose Birdfeeder-Holds 40 oz, 
91⁄2"Hx14"Wx4"D
#100-018-998 / $29.99
Mesh Bear Birdfeeder-Holds 64 oz, 
9"Hx14"Wx4"D.
#100-018-996 / $29.99

Mesh Moose 
Birdfeeder

Lantern 
Hummingbird 

Feeder

Mesh Lantern 
Birdfeeder

Mesh Bear 
Birdfeeder
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L. Protect 
Yourself  
from 
Splatters  
and Hot 
Grease

Made of durable black 
suede with flame-
retardant lining. Just 
tie on. Adjustable 
neck strap, two front 
pockets. About 30"L 
x 27"W.
Leather Grill Apron 
#100-021-217 / 
$49.99 SALE $39.99

J. This Bell Will Be Heard
We make our wall bells right here in Ohio. Cast 
aluminum rings crystal clear. Baked-on polyester 
coating. Includes pull rope and hardware. 
17"Hx101⁄4"OD, extends 121⁄2" from wall, 7 lb.
 USA MADE 

Lehman's Own Wall Bell            #WB1025 / $134.99

G. Everything You Need  
for Cooking with Cast Iron

A great gift for the camper! Set includes: 75⁄8" stew 
pot with lid, 12" skillet, 41⁄2 qt Camp Dutch Oven 
with lid, Camp Dutch Oven pot rack, lid lifter, 
reversible grill (20"x93⁄8"), chain mail scrubber, 
two silicone hot handles, and a wooden box for 
easy storage.
Cast Iron Cookware Camping Gift Set 
#100-020-036 / $129.99

F. Fireside Staples for the Cook
Cooking over an open fire gives your food savory, 
unbeatable flavor!
Campfire Biscuit Roaster-Wrap refrigerated dough 
around wooden end of roaster; cook over fire. Aluminum 
shaft with ash handle, 341⁄2"L.
 USA MADE 

#112-4740 / $10.95 
Buy 3 or more for $10.00 ea
Hot Dog Roasters-Chrome-plated steel with two prongs 
for roasting. Stay-cool wood handle with leather 
hanging tie. 41"L. Set of 4.
#100-018-130 / $16.99
Long-Handled Campfire Skillet-It's the ideal size (6"OD) 
for learning to cook an egg, pancake or grilled sandwich. 
Cast iron, wooden handle 32"L, 2 lb.
#112-2405 / $19.99 
Not pictured.

Campfire Waffle Maker-Make 61⁄2"OD waffles. Cast iron, 
overall 25"L, 4 lb.
#112-2410 / $24.95 
Not pictured.

Pie Iron Carrying & Storage Bag

Optional Pie Iron Carrying & Storage Bag-Holds up 
to 6 single pie irons. Zip closure, leather handles. 
311⁄2"Lx91⁄2"W. 
#115-3265 / $21.99

COOK OUT, EAT OUT
GATHER TOGETHER FOR A FAMILY MEAL

Grill amazing, mouthwatering barbecue with 
bourbon-infused Smoker Bricx. They're made 
of solid wood used in creating award-winning 
bourbons in our area, so you get optimal smoke 
and better flavor. Use with charcoal, gas, kamado 
style and smoker grills. 23⁄4"Wx51⁄2"H.
32 oz American White Oak #100-020-174
32 oz Black Cherry  #100-020-176
32 oz Hickory  #100-020-177
32 oz Sugar Maple  #100-020-865
YOUR CHOICE $11.95
64 oz American White Oak #100-020-173
64 oz Black Cherry  #100-020-863
64 oz Hickory  #100-020-864
YOUR CHOICE $17.95

K. Better Smoke,  
Better Flavor!

H. Stew and Bake Over the Fire
Round cast iron kettle comes with lid and metal 
bail. Three legs.
3 Qt-8", 12 lb. #100-014-999 / $69.99
1.5 Gal-91⁄2", 17 lb.   
#100-015-000 / $79.99 SALE $63.99
2 Gal-101⁄2", 20 lb.  #100-015-001 / $99.99 
2.25 Gal-12", 29 lb.  #100-015-002 / $129.99
3.5 Gal-131⁄2", 37 lb. #100-015-003 / $169.00
4.75 Gal-151⁄4", 46 lb. #100-015-004 / $199.99
7.4 Gal-153⁄4", 57 lb.   #100-015-005 / $279.00 
9 Gal-16", 72 lb.  #100-015-006 / $329.00 
14.75 Gal-191⁄4", 110 lb.  #100-015-007 / $429.00 
18.5 Gal-203⁄4", 131 lb.  #100-015-008 / $499.00

Standard Tripod with Chain-Use our tripod to make 
fireside cooking easier. 431⁄2" steel legs, 24" chain, 10 lb.
#20-3TP2 / $39.99

Campfire Biscuit 
Roaster

Hot Dog 
Roaster

I. Best. Popcorn. Ever. 
Make It Over the Campfire

For generations, this popper has been used to 
make hot, delicious homemade popcorn over the 
campfire, stovetop or fireplace. Handcrafted 
of stainless steel. Wooden handle. Hand 
wash. 31⁄2 qt capacity. Overall 241⁄4"L, popper 
91⁄2"Lx73⁄8"Wx27⁄8"D, 11⁄4 lb.
American-Made Popper              #128-4880 / $49.99

5» LEHMANS.COM » 800.438.5346



Kids' 
VegTrug

Cedar Elevated 
Garden Bed

Strawberry Planter-Designed so berries grow vertically for easy 
picking. Increases berry yield per square foot. Includes wooden tier and 
greenhouse frame and cover. 40.71"x16.38"x24.02". Not pictured.
#100-018-123 / $79.99
Note: Some assembly required.

Classic VegTrug

B. Grow Easily and Organically  
with Cedar Garden Beds

Aromatic red cedar is naturally resistant to 
weather, rot and insects, making these easy-to-
assemble garden beds a hardy choice. Also great 
for organic gardening – no chemical treatment 
used!
 USA MADE   

Cedar Raised Garden Bed Kit-Customize this garden 
bed to almost any size, shape or height you desire. Use 
one kit for a simple 64"x64" bed (28.4 sq ft of planting 
space), or buy multiple kits to expand and design.
#100-017-619 / $69.99
Cedar Elevated Garden Bed-Specially designed so you 
don't have to bend down to the ground, it's easier on 
your back. Almost 3 ft tall! 48"Lx24"Dx32"H, 54 lb. 
#100-017-620 / $199.99
Note: Some assembly required.

GARDEN SOLUTIONS     SMALL SPACESfor

Cedar Raised Garden Bed Kit

Layout shown requires 2 kits

I get excited about working in the garden...it's my way of unwinding. We 
grow a lot of tomatoes, and my grandchildren love my homemade ketchup.

–ROGER, garden expert at Lehman's, who grows a half acre of vegetables each year

SOW A SIMPLER LIFE

A. These Garden Beds  
Save Space AND Your Back!

These elevated garden beds are perfect for folks who don't have 
a lot of yard space for planting. Even better, they're cleverly 
designed with legs so you don't have to bend down to your 
hands and knees!  
Classic VegTrug-Enough space to grow up to 30 vegetable plants at any 
one time! Has fittings, so you can attach netting and fleece easily to 
protect crops from frost and pests (you supply). 72.20"x29.92"x31.5".
#100-018-125 / $299.99
Kids' VegTrug-The perfect height for children! Youngsters will have 
fun tending to their own garden while learning. Holds 14.5 gal. 
19.3"x18.1"x24.8".
#100-018-124 / $99.99

C. The Perfect Space for All Your Garden Tasks
Our American-made cypress garden and potting tables give you an elevated work area with a beautiful, 
durable design that will see you through years of planting. Built locally by Amish craftsmen with 
unfinished cypress, which naturally resists decay and weathers to a rustic gray over time. 
 USA MADE 

Classic Garden Table-Simple and practical, it comes with 
a work board to keep your work area neat. When you're 
not busy planting, use it as a serving table for outdoor 
entertaining. Top and bottom shelves for convenient 
storage. 431⁄2"Lx22"Wx501⁄2"H. 
#100-016-507 / $249.00 
plus $35 additional shipping

Potting Table-The perfect space for transplanting, 
dividing and potting plants! Solid and slatted inserts in 
worktable are interchangeable and removable. Slatted 
insert allows dirt to fall back into the removable tote, 
eliminating potting soil waste (holds up to 14 gal). 
481⁄4"Lx223⁄4"Wx57"H. Ships in two boxes.
#300-7688 / $379.00  
plus $25 additional shipping
Note: Cannot ship Parcel Post. Some assembly required.

Classic Garden Table Potting Table

Read more of Roger's story at

LEHMANS.COM/GARDENING

6 Simple Tip: Give your garden a deep soaking once a week, instead of a light soaking every day.



I. Retro Watering Can
Timeless design with a vintage look, galvanized. 
Holds 1 gal.
#100-013-509 / $24.99

Gardening is not just for big yards. With our new assortment of rustic metal 
containers and planters, you can plant a garden anywhere. Fresh tomatoes  
from your balcony, basil and cilantro on your porch steps, bright daisies from  
the driveway…it all starts here.

G. Galvanized Oval Tub
Vintage look with metal handles. 12"Lx7"Wx51⁄8"H.
#100-013-517 / $12.99

E. Galvanized Basin Planter
Galvanized with white wash. Metal handles with 
wooden grips. 14"Lx9"Wx6"H.
#100-013-507 / $24.99

Galvanized 
Oval Tub

Galvanized 
Basin Planter

F. Floral Bucket Planter
Galvanized with white wash. Metal handle with 
wooden grip.8"ODx63⁄4"H.
#100-013-516 / $12.99

Floral Bucket 
Planter

GROW A GARDEN    ANY SPACEin

J. Gather, Wash and Drain Your 
Harvest the Simple Way

A customer favorite! PVC-coated wire mesh, pine 
ends with solid oak handle. 187⁄8"Lx11"Wx61⁄4"D.
 USA MADE 

Maine Garden Hod
#500-1252 / $50.99

D. Decorative Wire Tray
Fits 4" planters. Metal handles with wooden 
grips.131⁄2" hexagon tray.
#100-013-512 / $14.99

"Gardening is a simple, understandable way to grow, harvest and enjoy your 
own food, right from your backyard."

A SIMPLER LIFE is Understandable

–GALEN LEHMAN, Proprietor and Gardener for Life

Find more styles and sizes at

LEHMANS.COM

H. Take All Your Tools with You
Hefty canvas bucket holds soil, seedlings, 
compost, mulch and nearly anything else 
you'll need while gardening. 8 large pockets, 
10"Hx10"OD.
Canvas Garden Bucket 
#100-008-709 / $19.99

7» LEHMANS.COM » 800.438.5346



E. A Weed-Free, 
Backache-Free 
Garden

Its four serrated, scissor-like  
tines intertwine as they turn 
to easily loosen soil and uproot 
weeds. No bending or stooping. 
Aerates soil at a 11⁄2” depth. Carbon 
steel construction, comfort-grip 
handle and rust-proof tines. 55”L.
Original Garden Weasel  
#722-235 / $34.99

C. Root Issues? Cut 'Em Out
These shovels have sharp serrated "teeth" that 
cut roots as you dig them out, saving you a lot of 
hassle. Powder-coated carbon steel.
Mini Root Assassin-32"Lx6"W, 2 lb.
#100-014-571 / $39.99
Large Root Assassin-48"Lx61⁄4"W, 4 lb. 
#100-014-570 / $49.99

B. Everything You Need  
to Start Your Seeds

Just plant inside the included growing bag, then 
when your seedlings are ready, transplant to an 
outside space. Comes with organic seeds and 
growing medium. 
Brandywine Tomato  #100-017-137
Cucumber   #100-017-138
Five-Alarm Hot Pepper  #100-017-134
Sweet Pepper  #100-017-136
Yellow Pear Tomato  #100-017-135
Zucchini   #100-017-139
YOUR CHOICE $10.00

EVERY GARDEN STARTS          SEEDwith a
FLOWERS, FRUITS, VEGETABLES, TREES

A. Unique and Tasty: Heirloom 
Seeds from Seed Saver’s 
Exchange

Generations-old, non-GMO, non-hybrid varieties 
handed down from gardener to gardener, they are 
some of the most unique and tasty types available. 
Seed Saver’s Exchange is a non-profit, member-
supported organization that saves and shares 
North America’s diverse but endangered heirloom 
seeds.  
 USA MADE 

German Pink Tomato (50)  #112-6475
Amish Paste Tomato (50) #115-4835
Amish Snap Pea (100)  #112-6415
Mortgage Lifter Tomato* (25)  #115-5445 
Amish Muskmelon* (25) #112-6430 
Bull's Blood Beet (100)   #115-4765
Bushy Cucumber* (25)   #115-4580 
Golden Bantam Sweet Corn* (100)  #115-4600 
Danvers Carrot* (250)   #121-3715 
Kentucky Wonder Bush Bean (50) #115-5430
Bull Nose Bell Pepper (Sweet) (50) #112-6570   
Golden Zucchini (25)   #112-6455
French Breakfast Radish* (250)  #112-9025 
Seed Savers Lettuce Mixture (250) #112-6405 
Late Flat Dutch Cabbage (50)  #112-6370
*USDA Certified Organic
(Number of seeds per packet in parentheses.) 
YOUR CHOICE $3.25 per packet
Mix and Match!  
Buy 5 or more for $2.99 per packet!

F. Share the Joy of Flowers  
with Your Children

Let youngsters scatter these seeds and watch their 
amazement appear as seeds grow into a beautiful 
habitat of flowers for birds and butterflies. 
Includes field guide and notes.
Children's Bird Habitat-35 seed varieties to attract 
birds. Covers 100 square feet.
#100-017-145
Children's Butterfly Garden-19 seed varieties  
to attract butterflies. Covers 125 square feet.
#100-017-146 
YOUR CHOICE $13.99

D. The Rake that Out-Performs  
and Outlasts

Our rake is so good you'll never use a different 
one. Unbreakable tempered spring steel tines 
resist permanent bending. 19"Wx15"L.  
48"L metal handle.
 USA MADE 

Rugged Steel-Tine Rake                  #912-211 / $29.95

GET GROWING!
Find our full selection of  

gardening supplies at

LEHMANS.COM/GARDEN 

8 Simple Tip: Great soil and adequate sun are the two most important items for your garden.



Hori Hori

H. Dig Out Deeply Rooted Weeds
Using a push and pull motion, the sharp, serrated 
edges of the “v” blade helps you to cut down weeds 
easier than a traditional hoe. Long wooden (ash) 
handle, hardened steel blade. Overall 62"L, blade 
77⁄8"Lx 61⁄8"W. 25⁄8 lb. 
 USA MADE 

Push-Pull Hoe             
#122-8770 / $57.99

Garden  
Ultimate Tool

HANDS-ON GARDENING COMFORTABLY AND SAFELY

I. Dig Deep without 
the Weight

Easier on your back. Made 
of aircraft aluminum, so 
it's super resilient and 
much lighter. 65"L, 21⁄2 lb. 
Italy.
Ultra-Light Shovel  
#100-010-128 / $49.99
Note: Handle comes unattached; 
just secure with included screws.

J
J. Cut through 

Tough Soil  
with a Swing

Great for clearing sod. 
Steel tines, 50"L handle, 
43⁄4 lb. Italy.
Magna Grecia Hoe 
#100-014-063 / $59.99
Note: Before use, just slip the handle 
into the head (no hardware needed).

I

G. Gardening Tools with a Purpose –  
Buy Once, Give Twice!

Sustainable, stainless steel garden sets are made 
by a caring company who gives back locally and 
globally. Here at Lehman's, we do the same. That's 
why we donate 10% of pre-tax profits to charities  
and nonprofits. 
Set comes in a handmade pine crate, which you can 
reuse as a garden container!
 
The Perennial Gardener-Includes large scissors,  
small scissors, pruner, wood stakes, twine and holder.
#100-013-349 / $90.00

Perennial Gardener

Chocolate

Lavender

Lemon Calendula

L. Take Care of Hardworking Hands
After a day's work in the garden, these scrubbing 
soaps will wash away tough dirt and gently 
moisturize your hands. Made with organic 
moisturizers. Vegan, gluten free, 4.75-oz bar. 
 USA MADE   

Basil Poppyseed  #100-021-735
Chocolate   #100-021-736
Lavender   #100-021-734
Lemon Calendula  #100-021-733
YOUR CHOICE $9.99

Spade

K. Hand Tools That  
Get The Job Done

The tools you use matter! We found gardening 
tools that not only feel comfortable in your hand, 
but have the strength to endure the dirt and the 
weeds. Super durable, heat-treated stainless 
steel blades can be re-sharpened as needed. Plus, 
ergonomic handles are eco-friendly.
Spade-Dig, turn and spread soil. 141⁄2"L.
#100-013-332 / $20.00
Cultivator-Rake through dense, rocky soil and remove 
weeds. 121⁄2"L. 
#100-013-334 / $20.00
Square Hoe-Curved blade makes prepping soil and 
cutting stubborn roots easier. 133⁄5"L.
#100-013-335 / $20.00
Hori Hori-Your go-to gardening knife for digging, 
trenching, planting, cutting and more. Serrated edge 
with bottle opener, 133⁄4"L.
#100-021-461 / $24.00
Garden Ultimate Tool-Get all the advantages of this 
versatile gardening knife with a sheath for easy 
carrying and accessibility. Clips to your belt! Comes in 
gifting box.
#100-019-543 / $50.00
Gardener's Scissors Set-Harvest herbs and leafy 
greens in full comfort. Includes 71⁄4" scissors and 83⁄4"L 
scissors, comes in a wooden box you can reuse.
#100-013-345 / $45.00

Cultivator

Gardener's Scissors Set

Square Hoe
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Beekeeping 
Brush

A. Get Fresh Honey  
from Your Own Hive

Fresh honey, beneficial wax and pollination of 
crops – there's a hive full of benefits waiting 
for you. Whether you're just beginning or are a 
seasoned beekeeper, our hive kits will suit your 
needs. Fully assembled and carefully handcrafted 
of pine by an Amish family who raises their own 
bees. Unpainted.
 USA MADE 

Complete Deep Hive Kit-Comes with 1 deep box  
(10 frames), telescoping metal cover, screen bottom  
and inner cover.
#100-012-965 / $149.99 + $25 additional shipping

Hive Kit Combo-Comes with 2 deep boxes, 2 medium 
boxes (10 frames per box), top telescoping metal cover, 
screen bottom and inner cover.
#100-012-964 / $349.99 + $50 additional shipping 
Note: Ships in two boxes

Bee ready with these  
recommended supplies.
Deep Frame-About 91⁄8"Hx19"Wx13⁄8" thick. 
#100-012-973 / $6.99

Heavy-Duty Hive Stand-Keeps your hive off the ground 
to prevent rotting. About 273⁄8"Lx161⁄4"Wx51⁄2"H.
#100-012-970 / $19.99
Feeders-Just fill with sugar syrup to feed your bees.
Top Feeder-About 20"Lx161⁄4"Wx41⁄2"H.
#100-012-975 / $24.99
Entrance Feeder-Fits into front entrance of hive, so 
your bees have easy access to food. Holds about 1 quart. 
Plastic feeder with glass jar, base 53⁄4"Lx31⁄8"W, 63⁄4"H.
#100-017-162 / $19.99
Smoker and Burlap Set-Keep bees calm as you work 
on your hive. Stainless steel body with suede leather 
bellows, 4"x7". Untreated burlap produces a cool, white 
smoke (piece 23"x12"). 
#100-017-588 / $59.99
Beekeeping Brush-Its soft bristles remove bees from 
frames without harm, so you can inspect your beehive 
and extract honey. 14"Lx31⁄2"W.
#100-013-133 / $9.99
Beekeeping for Dummies Book 
Learn what to do in your first  
season and beyond. 
#100-014-537 / $22.99

Entrance 
Feeder

Hive Kit 
Combo

B. Help Your Garden Grow with  
the Help of Beneficial Bees

Just hang up these upcycled bottle habitats around 
your yard to attract leafcutter and mason bees, 
gentle non-honeybees who are great pollinators 
of flowers and vegetables and almost never sting! 
23⁄4"Wx51⁄2"H.
Leafcutter Bee Bottle-One leafcutter bee can pollinate 
as much as 20 honeybees. They're active in the summer.
#100-017-133
Mason Bee Bottle-One mason bee can pollinate as much 
as 100 honeybees! They're active in the spring.
#100-017-132
YOUR CHOICE $30.00
Note: Mounting hardware not included.

Top Feeder Deep Frame

Complete Deep 
Hive Kit

Heavy-Duty 
Hive Stand

Hat with 
Veil

CoverallsSmoker

DISCOVER     BENEFITS OF BEESthe

D. Beekeeping Protective Gear
Stay covered and safe as you tend to your hive.
Hat with Veil-Poly-cotton blend, ventilated mesh and 
elastic. 20"x17"
#100-006-652 / $24.99 
Coveralls-Made of Tyvek®, elastic sleeves and ankles 
keep bees out. Full-front zipper closure, water resistant.
Large-Fits most men 5'11"-6'1" tall,  
(women's size 14). 
#100-006-651 / $49.99
Extra Large-Fits most men 6'1"-6'2" tall,  
(women's size 16).
#100-017-161 / $49.99
Find more sizing info at Lehmans.com

Beekeeping Gloves-Made of smooth, pliable goatskin. 
Elastic cuffs keep bees out, vented sleeve. Large, 17"L.
#100-006-655 / $22.99

Beekeeping 
Gloves

Smoker and  
Burlap Set

C. Give Bees Essential Water
Just fill the dish with the  
included stones and add  
water. The stones give bees  
a safe landing spot, so they  
don't drown. Handmade, about  
3"Hx31/8"OD.
Bee Bath
#100-013-019 / $9.99
Note: Handmade so dimensions may vary.

10 Simple Tip: Chickens will eat almost anything. But avocados, chocolate and raw beans can be lethal.



F. Just Hatched! We Now Ship  
Baby Chicks to Your Coop

It's simple to start your flock with our chicken 
delivery. Just select the type of baby chicks you 
want and they'll be carefully shipped to your home 
by a professional, well cared for hatchery. (For 
each breed you order, you'll get 8 baby chicks.)
Easter Eggers-A children's favorite due to the colorful 
eggs they lay. Docile, heat and cold hardy. 
Females   #100-018-216 / $59.99*
Straight Run  #100-018-217 / $39.99*

Black Australorps-A hardy producer of large brown 
eggs. Also known for being docile and quiet.
Females   #100-018-218 / $49.99*
Straight Run  #100-018-219 / $39.99*

Barred Rocks-A friendly breed that does well in cold 
weather. Lay brown eggs. 
Females   #100-018-220 / $49.99*
Straight Run  #100-018-221 / $39.99*

Buff Orpingtons-Friendly and affectionate, making 
them a great choice for children. Lay brown eggs. 
Females   #100-018-222 / $49.99*
Straight Run  #100-018-223 / $39.99*

Rhode Island Reds-Some of the best layers! (They rarely 
brood though, so you'll need other chickens to sit.)
Females   #100-018-224 / $49.99*
Straight Run  #100-018-225 / $39.99*

Golden Buffs-A popular breed that thrives in a free-
range environment. Lay brown eggs, cold tolerant. 
Females   #100-018-226 / $49.99*
Straight Run  #100-018-227 / $39.99*
*Add $35 additional shipping; cannot ship  
to PO Boxes or internationally. Order at  
Lehmans.com or by phone: 1-800-438-5346.

Buff 
Orpingtons

Easter Eggers Black 
Australorps

Barred 
Rocks

RAISING BACKYARD CHICKENS 
IS SIMPLER THAN YOU THINK (AND FUN!)

Organic Chick Starter-For chicks up to 7 weeks of age, 
21% feed. 10-lb bag.
#100-018-108 / $24.99

G. Carry Eggs To House 
or Market Safely

Unique, rustic design looks great in the barn or  
any room of the house. Made of hardwood strips.
Small-Holds 18, 9"x8"x7", 1 lb. 
#34476 / $29.99
Medium-Holds 5 dozen, 13"x13"x7", 3 lb.
#34463 / $31.99
Large-Holds 10 dozen, 13"x13"x11", 5 lb.
#34454 / $34.99

M. Jiffy-Way 
Egg Scale

Weighs and grades 
eggs. 21⁄2 oz or 
71 g max. Overall 
93⁄4"Lx71⁄2"H.
#54-339 / $49.95

H. Chicken Jar Feeder and Waterer
Regular mouth quart jar with galvanized base.
Feeder-87⁄8"Hx6"OD, 11⁄4 lb.          #130-2035 / $9.99
Waterer-71⁄4"Hx51⁄2"OD, 1 lb.        #130-2030 / $7.99

I. 2-Gallon Chicken Waterer
Galvanized font, holds 2 gallons. 4 lb. 
 USA MADE 

#71-4524 / $39.99

J. Feeding Trough
Galvanized. 18"Lx4"Wx13⁄4"D.
#2261-1958 / $7.99

H

I

J

Assorted

E. Perfect for Storing  
and Giving Away Eggs

Assorted Color Egg Cartons-Paper mache cartons hold 
12 eggs. Comes in an assortment of pink, blue and 
green. 12"x4".
25 Pack   #100-018-104 / $19.99
50 Pack   #100-018-105 / $34.99
100 Pack   #100-018-106 / $69.99

Gray Egg Cartons-Paper mache cartons hold 12 eggs. 
Styled like the assorted cartons, but in gray only. 
12"x4".
25 Pack   #100-018-112 / $17.99
50 Pack   #100-018-113 / $24.99

Vintage-Style Egg Cartons-Recycled fiber paper 
cartons hold 12 eggs, 3"x4".
25 Pack   #100-018-114 / $29.99
50 Pack   #100-018-115 / $69.99
100 Pack   #100-018-116 / $99.99

Vintage-
Style

L. Collect Fresh 
Eggs Easily

The perfect  
size for backyard flocks! 
Holds up to 36 eggs, 
coated wire. 8"ODx5"H.
Small Egg Basket 
#100-018-110 / $14.99

ARE YOU 
INTERESTED IN 

RAISING CHICKENS  
ON YOUR 

PROPERTY?
Choosing the right breed is not  

as hard as it seems! 

Find advice and tips from  
chicken expert Lisa Steele at

LEHMANS.COM/CHICKENS 

K. Storey's Guide to 
Raising Chickens

The only book you'll need 
to keep your birds safe and 
healthy. Damerow, 438 pp.
#173-25X / $24.95
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Lehman’s offers a full schedule of lifestyle workshops and family fun 
events that will help you on your journey to a simpler life.

VISIT LEHMANS.COM/2019EVENTS TO LEARN MORE

LOVE to LEARN? 
Lehman's not only teaches you new 

skills but we stock our store with all 

of the products you need to complete 

your project from start to finish.

WHAT IS IT?
When making sauerkraut, stompers get the fermentation process started! 
Layer shredded cabbage and salt in a crock, then pound the salted cabbage 
with this stomper made for super-size crocks! Repeat until crock is full.

It's a stomper!

Plan your visit to our retail store in Kidron, OH and learn with Lehman's by some of our favorite local experts. 
While you're here, find everything you need to get started today!

IN AMISH COUNTRY

VOTED

BEST
DESTINATION

12 Tips, Sales, Specials – Sign up for our emails at Lehmans.com/email



F. Himalayan Pink Salt
One of the purest salts available – nothing added. 
Two bottles (each net wt 16 oz).
#100-010-970 / $16.99

Do-It-Yourself

C. Maple Sugaring Starter Kits
Everything you need to collect sap from 3 mature 
maple trees! Kit comes with instruction booklet; 
tapping bit; 3 spiles; 3 aluminum buckets (each 
holds 2 gallons of sap); 3 metal bucket lids; 3 
hooks; and a cheese cloth for filtering sap.
#100-019-446 / $109.99
Alternative 3-Tree Sap Kit-Kit comes with everything 
above, except polypropylene buckets instead of 
aluminum. Includes spile cleaning brush.
#120-8700 / $99.99

A. Maple Syrup Processing Kit
Our starter processing kit includes: test 
cup; hydrometer; professional-grade candy 
thermometer; 2 syrup filter papers; stainless steel 
funnel with screen; and 12 glass bottles with lids 
for storing your finished syrup.
#120-8750 / $124.99

B. Individual Sugaring Supplies
Spile Cleaning Brush-83⁄4". 
#120-7315 / $4.95
Not pictured.

MAPLE SYRUP

SAUERKRAUT

Step by Step 

GET EXPERT ADVICE FROM 

OUR BLOG AT  

LEHMANS.COM/SAUERKRAUT

MAKING SAUERKRAUT  
IS EASIER THAN YOU THINK!

Shred cabbage and add salt.

Stomp together in a crock.

Place weights and cover.

1

2

3

Why make maple syrup? You'll 
enjoy more than its sweet, pure 

taste. You'll feel the joy and 
satisfaction of knowing that you 

made it yourself!

HOMEMADE IS  
WORTH IT!

Not sure where to begin? 
Let us help!

Find 10 tips for tapping trees  
at Lehmans.com/maple

E. Triple-Bladed Cabbage Cutter
Three finely honed, rustproof stainless steel 
blades. Beechwood frame. 811⁄16"Wx239⁄16"L.
#111-7805 / $59.99

G. Wooden Stompers
Stomping your cabbage causes it to release juices, 
making brine. Made of smoothly sanded hardwood.
 USA MADE 

Small Stomper (16"L) #124-5670 / $24.99
Large Stomper (28"L) #421-221 / $29.99

H. New to Fermenting? 
Start Small

All you need are two wide-
mouth canning jars, desired 
vegetables and your appetite.
Perfect Pickler Fermentor Value 
Kit  
#100-012-595 / $32.99
Note: Pickles must be refrigerated after 
fermenting. These kits are not  
for canning.

D. Our Best Crocks
Ancient European design available exclusively from 
Lehman's! This design is the best and safest way 
to make sauerkraut, pickled vegetables, kimchi, 
kombucha, vinegar and wine! Fill the built-in 
channel with water to guarantee a perfect seal 
against the lid. Comes with fitted ceramic weights 
to keep food submerged in the brine.
1-Gallon-Perfect size for beginners and artisan batches. 
Brown, 10"H, 6"OD.
#100-019-279 / $49.99
3-Gallon-Designed by Galen Lehman  
and made at family-run kiln. 151⁄4"H,  
11"OD. Beige with two blue stripes.
 USA MADE 

Blue Striped 
#125-0275 / $129.00

Blue Striped 
3-Gallon Crock

Cheese Cloth (2 sq yd)
#120-7300 / $5.95
Tapping Bit-7⁄16" with 3⁄8" shank.
#120-7320 / $12.95
Set of 12 Glass Syrup Bottles with Lids-71⁄2"H.
#120-8745 / $49.95
Syrup Filter Papers-Pack of 2, 24"x30" each.
#120-7270 / $10.95
Stainless Steel Funnel With Screen-41⁄2"Hx4"OD,  
small end 1⁄2"OD.
#19-104 / $9.95

Want to taste the amazing flavor  
of real maple syrup without the work?
Lehman's Pure Maple Syrup-16 fl oz. 
#100-6685 / $14.99
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E. Country Living Grain Mill: 
Premium Grind, Mid-Range Price 

Grinds all dry grains and legumes, fine to coarse. 
Lifetime warranty. 15"H, 171⁄2 lb.
 USA MADE 

Country Living Grain Mill        #113-6950 / $459.00
Replacement Grinding Plates    #113-6955 / $149.99
Optional Corn and Bean Auger  #113-6960 / $49.99
Optional Power Bar                     #113-6965 / $29.99
Note: Not for use with oily nuts, seeds or grains.

Mylar bags and grain 
sold separately

D. Everything You Need to Store 
Grain Safely

Keep your food supply safe and gain peace of mind.

Mylar Bags-Store dry food; seal with a hot iron. 
10"x14" Bags (20 pk)  #123-9500 / $12.99
20"x30" Bags (10 pk)  #100-008-717 / $29.99 

Gallon Buckets-Can be hot filled (up to 190°F) and 
frozen. Holds up to 40 lb. High-density polyethylene.

Set of 5 Buckets w/ Lids
#3305-3080 / $49.99  
plus $10 additional shipping
Set of 10 Buckets w/ Lids
#3305-3083 / $89.99  
plus $10 additional shipping
Oxygen Absorbers-Add to bags or buckets reduce 
oxygen. 10 per pack. 2000cc.
#118-3175 / $9.95

Oxygen absorbers

C. Quickly Grind Corn 
Meal

An economical way to grind corn 
meal for bird feeders or a few 
chickens. Grinds nuts, beans and 
seeds, too. Cast iron body coated 
with food-safe, tin plating. 10" 
crank, 141⁄2"H, 11 lb. 
High-Hopper Corn Mill     
#107-9030 / $49.99 SALE $39.99

F. Scoop up  
Grain and  
Feed Easily

Cast aluminum  
scoops are ideal for  
dispersing bulk grain  
and animal feed.  
Sturdy and comfortable to use!
2⁄3 Cup-71⁄4"Lx21⁄4"OD.  
#108-2540 / $5.95 SALE $4.99
11⁄2 Cup-9"Lx31⁄4"OD.    
#108-2545 / $6.95 SALE $4.99
2 Cup-1"Lx33⁄4"OD.        
#108-2550 / $7.95 SALE $5.99
31⁄2 Cup-121⁄4"Lx45⁄8"OD.           
#108-2555 / $9.95 SALE $6.99
6 Cup-141⁄2"Lx51⁄4"OD.               
#108-2560 / $14.95 SALE $9.99

Grind Your Own Grain
BECAUSE PURE FLOUR MAKES THE BEST BREAD

G. Your New Favorite  
Baking Tool

Two-wire spiral design lets food 
pass through easily for quicker 
mixing, less clumping. Stainless 
steel wire heads, beech handles. 
Hand wash. Poland.
Large Polish Whisk 
141⁄2"L, head 31⁄4"OD.
#117-4485 / $12.95
Small Polish Whisk 
111⁄2"L, head 23⁄4"OD.
#117-4490 / $9.95

B. Best Value: Lehman’s  
Hand-Cranked Grain Mill

Developed by our CEO, Galen Lehman, it grinds any 
grain, nut, seed, or bean. Easy to adjust from fine 
to coarse grind. 15"H. Made by us in Kidron, Ohio. 
Grain Mill w/ Cast Iron Burrs  #C-17B / $199.99
Replacement Cast Iron Burrs   #C-7B / $39.95
Optional Pulley Flywheel          #123-9555 / $59.95

Buy Grain Mill and Flywheel and SAVE!
#123-9570 / $249.00

BULK GRAIN 
AVAILABLE AT 

LEHMANS.COM

Handle Extension  
for Added Leverage
#3034-0300 / $179.99  
SALE $99.99 
Replacement All-Purpose Burrs 
#10-415 / $179.95
Optional Extra Fine Burrs
#14-150A / $239.00
Optional Extra Coarse Burrs
#16-170 / $179.95

A. The Diamant Grain Mill: Truly the Finest in the World
The best mill we offer! Large, with "lasts forever" cast iron. European-made by a mill manufacturer with 
more than a century of experience. Finely tooled grinder burrs produce the highest quality pastry flour. 
Exclusive pre-grinding "teeth" give you an even grind. Grinds all grains, many spices, legumes, beans, 
nuts (except peanuts) and seeds.
Diamant Grain Mill-All-purpose burrs, 14"H.  #525 / $999.00 SALE $899.00

14 Family owned and operated, since 1955.



N. Cut Uniform Slices
Use this handy guide with a knife (you supply). 
Removable crumb tray, wooden base wth acrylic 
panels. 123⁄8"Lx67⁄8"Wx61⁄2"H.
Bread Slicing Guide #115-6405 / $19.99
Note: Use with a blade that's at least 67/8"L.

I. The Original Flour Sifter: 
American-Made Since 1819

The world’s first patented flour sifter, still made 
in the USA after nearly 200 years! Sift 5 cups 
at once. Hand- and machine-crafted. Lifetime 
guarantee. Shiny tin, wooden handle.  
Hand wash. 61⁄4”Hx5”OD. USA made.
Original Bromwell Flour Sifter
#100-008-677 / $89.99
Note: Small imperfections are a part of the handmade process.

Stainless Steel Flour Sifter-Stainless steel sifter 
aerates flour with a turn of the handle. Holds  
5 cups. Hand wash. 6"H. China. (Not pictured.)
#120-2320 / $14.99

K. Mix Big Batches
Hand-cranked dough mixer holds up to 8 qt! 
Handcrafted of stainless steel and cast alloy for 
lasting use. About 111⁄4"Hx117⁄8"OD, 4 lb.  
Built in USA.
Stainless Steel Mixer     
#129-4270 / $189.99

M. Güde Bread Knives: Hand-Forged 
for Four Generations!

Made by a long-time personal friend of Jay and 
Galen Lehman, Güde knives are hand-sharpened 
for true artisan quality. Sharp edged serrations 
evenly cut through the hardest crusts and never 
crush soft bread.
Small Bread Knife-8.27" (21 cm)
#143-021 / $89.99
Large Bread Knife-12.6" (32 cm)
#143-132 / $169.99
Note: Dimensions refer to blade length.

Small

Large

J. Bake a Better Crust
Stoneware bread bakers create  
the steam that's needed for  
crunchy, chewy crusts  
while bread stays  
moist and soft. Use 
in your home oven.
 USA MADE 

Bread Cloche-Handcrafted of unglazed  
clay. About 63⁄4"Hx131⁄2"W, 9 lb.
#100-005-855 / $79.99
Dominion Bread Baker-Gives you vintage-like décor for 
your kitchen and better bread! Made in Ohio, blue striped 
cover with unglazed bottom pan. 7"Hx115⁄8"OD, 8 lb.
#100-017-058 / $49.99

Bread Cloche

Bread 
Baker

H. Bake Bread to Perfection
That fresh, out-of-the-oven homemade bread 
gets better with Lodge's cast iron bread pans.
Pre-seasoned finish for a no-fuss, easy removal. 
101⁄4"Lx51⁄8"Wx25⁄8"D, 43⁄4 lb. Set of 2.
 USA MADE 

Lodge® Bread Pan Set 
#123-7150 / $29.99

L. Amish-Crafted Bread Box
Beautiful, handmade quality! Slanted lid has 
screened design on acrylic sheet. Brown-stained 
lid, black box; made of pine.  
101⁄2"Lx71⁄4"Wx12"H, 91⁄2 lb.
 USA MADE 

Hinged Bread Box #100-003-006 / $99.99

P. The Tool for Easier  
Homemade Bread

Easily divide bread dough into loaves, level 
ingredients and remove sticky dough from your 
counter without scratching. 43⁄4"Lx51⁄2"W.
Baker's Bench Knife   #13-936 / $9.95

O. Vintage Style, Metal Construction 
Wide hinged lid swings up for easy access. 
Powder-coated steel with glossy finish. 
161⁄2"Lx91⁄2"Wx6"H, 31⁄4 lb.
Red Box   #130-0245 
Turquoise Box  #130-0250
YOUR CHOICE $41.99

JUST IN! 
See our newest products at  

LEHMANS.COM/NEW
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E. Butter Blade
Cuts perfect pats and curls, 
 even softens cold butter.
#100-020-998 / $9.99

F. Sized for 
Individual 
Servings

Nostalgic pint-size 
bottles have snap-on 
plastic lids to prevent 
spills. Holds 16 oz. 
61⁄4"Hx21⁄4"OD. Set of 6.
Glass Pint Milk Bottles   
#100-005-697 / $19.99

C. Perfect for Medium Batches
Holds 1pt of cream and makes up to 1⁄2 lb butter. 
Glass jar, stainless mechanism, polypropylene 
paddle. 101⁄2"H, 61⁄2"W with handle.
Kilner® Butter Churn 
#100-007-348 / $38.99

At our store in Kidron, Ohio, you may see our 
local organic gardener, Karen. She stops in 
every now and then and shares her wealth 
of knowledge with our customers, including 
how to churn butter with Lehman's exclusive 
Dazey Butter Churn!

IT'S YOUR CHURN

A. The Dazey  
Butter Churn

Holds 21⁄2 qt cream.161⁄4"H.  
Includes how-to booklet.
#124-1015 / $199.99
Replacement Jar-Fits 5"ID lids,  
91⁄4"Hx6" square.
#119-3120 / $19.99

for better butter

B. Handmade with Stunning Beauty
Traditional, handmade pottery churn. Functional 
and decorative. Natural stone color, double blue 
stripe. Wooden dasher.
 USA MADE 

2-Gallon-Makes 21⁄2 lb butter. Holds 21⁄2 qt cream. 
113⁄4"Hx8"OD, dasher 211⁄2"H.
#112-5395 / $79.99
3-Gallon-Makes up to 4 lb butter. Holds 1 gal cream. 
131⁄2"Hx9"OD, dasher 28"H.
#112-5400 / $89.99

H. Butter Stays Soft — No Chilling
Just add water in bottom dish. White porcelain 
(holds 1⁄4 lb butter). 8"Lx3"H.
Butter Boat  
#100-016-549 / $19.99 SALE $15.99

G. Butter Spreads Smooth,  
Right from the Fridge

Twist lid to grate cold butter into 
spreadable pieces. For homemade 
or store-bought stick butter. 
4"Hx35⁄8"OD.
Butter Mill w/ Plastic Cover 
#100-001-794 / $19.99
Butter Mill w/ Stainless Steel Cover
#100-010-948 / $29.99

D. Keep Butter Fresh for 30 Days
Pack bowl with butter; fill crock with water. 
Holds 1⁄2 cup butter – no refrigeration needed. 
4"Hx31⁄2"OD.
Porcelain-Cream with blue stripes. #100-284 / $9.99
Marble-Heavy and durable.          #104-3635 / $29.99

Porcelain

Marble
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N. Economical Press for  
Juice, Wine and Cheese

Make artisanal batches right in your kitchen! 
Press grapes and other soft fruit to extract juice 
(makes 1-2 qt). Or make hard cheese (tighten the 
press every few hours during first 24-48 hours.) 
Only stainless steel touches your food. Compact 
size, overall 17"H, basket 61⁄2"OD, 81⁄4 lb.
Stainless Steel Cheese and Fruit Press  
#100-015-017 / $119.99

Economical

2 qt6 qt

13 qt

9 qt

16 qt

USA-Made

K. Fresh Cream and Milk
Have dairy goats, cows or sheep? Separate the 
cream from the milk to make butter, cheese, even 
ice cream. Fresh cream always tastes better! 
For best results, always start with fresh, warm, 
non-homogenized milk. Uses powerful centrifugal 
force to separate the cream from milk in just a 
few minutes. Highly effective, removes 99.95% 
of the heavy cream. All-metal construction for 
superior quality, no plastic parts like other cream 
separators. Holds 3 gallons. 
Electric Cream Separator-All metal, except plastic 
housing for the electric motor.
#100-015-234 / $259.00
Hand-Operated Cream Separator 
#100-015-233 / $229.00

M. Home Cheesemaking  
Book

Find principles and how-to steps 
for virtually every kind of cheese.  
75 recipes, Carroll, 278 pp.
#174-647 / $16.95

L. Stainless Steel  
Milk Funnel 

Holds 5 qt. 43⁄4"OD bottom fits  
larger milk cans. Includes fine  
mesh screen. 71⁄2"H, top 121⁄2"OD.
#117-2450 / $39.99
Replacement Filter Pads-Pack of 100. Each 61⁄2".  
#103-14 / $7.95

J. Beginner’s Cheesemaking Sets
Common Cheese Kit-Make cheddar, cottage cheese, 
Monterey Jack, buttermilk cheese and more! Small 
recipe booklet with easy-to-follow illustrations. 
Includes cheese mold, vegetable rennet, starter cultures, 
thermometer, calcium chloride and cheesecloth. 
#ICMK / $29.99
Mozzarella Cheese Kit-For authentic-tasting Italian 
recipes like pizza and lasagna. Also includes ingredients 
to make Ricotta cheese. Includes recipe booklet, 
cheesecloth, vegetable rennet, thermometer, citric acid, 
flake salt. Makes up to 15 lb. 
#20-256 / $24.95
Goat Cheese Kit-Use goat’s milk to make delicious 
Chevre. Includes four molds, liquid rennet, Chevre 
cheese starter, fresh cheese starter, reusable butter 
muslin and recipe booklet. 
#60-656 / $24.95

SAY CHEESE! Make Your Own

USA-Made Pails-Made of  
top-quality, 18-gauge seamless 
stainless steel. Certified by the NSF 
(National Sanitation Foundation).
H USA MADE H
121⁄2 qt-10"H, 21⁄2 lb.  
#111-7285 / $84.99
143⁄4 qt-101⁄8"H, 3 lb.  
#111-7290 / $109.99
23 qt-12"H, 43⁄4 lb.  
#111-7295 / $189.99

I. Pure Stainless Steel Pails
Seamless in design, so they cannot leak!
Economical Pails-Imported.
2 qt-51⁄2"H, 1 lb.  #PS2 / $32.95
6 qt-8"H, 2 lb. #PS6 / $52.95
9 qt-9"H, 3 lb.  #PS9 / $64.95
13 qt-10"H, 3 lb.  #PS13 / $69.95
16 qt-11"H, 4 lb.  #PS16 / $84.95

Mozzarella  
Cheese Kit

Common 
Cheese Kit

Goat 
Cheese 

Kit

Hand-Operated 
Cream Separator

Electric Cream 
Separator

DISCOVER MORE DIY DAIRY SUPPLIES  
ON OUR WEBSITE!

VISIT LEHMANS.COM/HOMEDAIRY
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OXO® Easy-Release 
Ice Cream Scoop

C. Dish up the Hardest Ice Cream
Less work! These specially designed ice cream 
scoops and spades make serving hard ice cream 
much easier.
Ice Cream Spade-Stainless steel blunt-end blade cuts 
through frozen-solid ice cream. Hardwood handle, 91⁄4"L.       
#92-726 / $9.99 SALE $7.99
Vintage-Style Spade-9"L. 
#100-008-698 / $15.99
Vintage-Style Ice Cream Scoop-Like the ones from 
yesteryear. Chrome-plated, die-cast zinc alloy. 
Dishwasher safe. 8"L.
#100-008-697 / $15.99
OXO® Easy-Release Ice Cream Scoop-Pointed "beak" 
breaks into hard ice cream. Easy release button, 
aluminum with non-slip handle. 81⁄4"L.
#105-7947 / $14.99

SpadeVintage-Style SpadeVintage-Style 
Scoop

B. Amish-Made Freezer 
Lives Up to Its Name

In German, its name means "always 
good." Insulated, leak-proof fiberglass 
tub stays cold longer than wood. 
Stainless canister with clear plastic 
lid lets you see as you churn.  
Makes 6 qt. Stainless gears.
 USA MADE 

Hand-Cranked Immergood Ice Cream 
Freezer-163⁄4"Hx12"OD, 181⁄2 lb.
#100-008-431 / $379.00
Electric Immergood Ice Cream Freezer 
211⁄2"Hx12"OD, 18 lb.
#100-003-039 / $459.00

F. Make Fresh Yogurt in Just Hours
Homemade yogurt contains less sugar and helps 
you save money. Use whole, 2%, 1%, skim, 
powdered, even soy milk. Works with store-
bought yogurt or freeze-dried culture as starter. 
Includes seven 6-oz glass serving jars with lids. 
91⁄2"OD, 5 lb. 
Electric Yogurt Maker
#100-008-691 / $52.99

Electric Yogurt Maker

E. Yogurt Starter Cultures
Make the richest, creamiest yogurt you've ever 
tasted. Or, wrap in cheese cloth and allow to 
drain for two hours to make a thick, delicious 
Greek-style yogurt. 10 packets - enough to 
make about 5 gal of yogurt. 
#100-018-286 / $15.99

A. Ice Cream Essentials
If you're using a traditional ice cream freezer, 
then you'll need ice cream mixes and rock salt.
Richest Vanilla Ice Cream Mixes-Add a few simple 
ingredients (sugar, milk, cream and vanilla) to our 
mixes and use with an ice cream freezer. The results 
are delicious!
 USA MADE 

Makes 6 qt-3 pk            #100-005-040 / $19.99
Makes 4 qt-3 pk            #100-005-039 / $14.99
Rock Salt-Helps produce a necessary freezing 
temperature for homemade ice cream (goes around 
freezer canister, not in actual food.) 4-lb box.
#100-008-690 / $9.99

DELICIOUS, HOMEMADE ICE CREAM
GRANDPA           MAKEused toLike

IT'S HEALTHY AND GOOD FOR YOUR GUT!
MAKE            YOGURTyour own

D. Make Yogurt AND Greek Yogurt!
Homemade is the healthy way to go, and with this 
electric maker, you can make both yogurt and 
Greek yogurt to please every yogurt lover. Make 
up to 2 qt at a time! Comes with glass jar with lid, 
Greek yogurt strainer and thermometer. BPA free. 
101⁄4"H.
Red Maker   #100-014-883 / $59.99
Green Maker  #100-014-884 / $59.99

Red 
Maker

Glass Yogurt Jars-Pack of 8. Comes with  
date-saver lids. BPA free, dishwasher safe.
#100-014-885 / $19.99

Glass 
Yogurt Jars

Vanilla Ice Cream Mixes

Rock Salt

Electric Ice 
Cream Freezer

Hand-
Cranked 

Ice Cream 
Freezer

DISCOVER MORE ONLINE! 
 

Find our pressure canners and over 40 canning helpers at  
LEHMANS.COM/CANNING
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I. Squeezo® Mill: All-Metal 
Construction, USA Made

The original all-metal food mill – cannot stain or 
retain odors. Comes with standard tomato screen, 
wooden plunger (101⁄2"L), cleaning brush and 
recipe booklet. Clamps to surfaces up to 21⁄2" thick. 
Aluminum hopper 9"ODx6"D. Stands 15"H, 53⁄4 lb. 
 USA MADE 

Squeezo® Food Mill            #110-0660 / $229.00
Pumpkin/Salsa Screen             #04001 / $49.99
Berry Screen             #04002 / $49.99

YES, YOU CAN!

K. Ball® Smooth-Sided Jars: Perfect 
for Labeling and Decorating

These jars have plenty of space for labeling your 
home-canned goods. Safe for canning. 
 USA MADE 

1 pt Regular-Mouth-12 pk    #100-012-322 / $14.99
1 qt Regular-Mouth-12 pk    #100-012-323 / $17.99
1 qt Wide-Mouth-12 pk         #100-012-325 / $19.99

M. Sanitize Lids 
without Hassle

Holds 12 canning lids of 
any size in individual 
slots. Rustproof 
aluminum, 4"Wx41⁄4"L. 
Lid Sterilizing Rack
#CS20 / $12.99

You did the work. Now keep your prized food safe.
Compact and Beautiful-Each box holds 6 jars and has 
tabs to keep jars separated. Assorted designs, durable 
cardboard.
Pint Jar Boxes-4 pk   #100-013-594 / $12.99
Quart Jar Boxes-4 pk  #100-013-595 / $13.99
Note: Comes flat; just fold to use.
Plastic Totes-Each tote holds up to a dozen jars.  
High-density polypropylene. Dishwasher safe. Canada.
Quart Totes-Set of 2   #122-2090 / $24.99
Pint Totes-Set of 2  #126-6045 / $19.99

J. Safely Store, 
Protect and 
Transport Your 
Canning Jars

G. Best Canner for BIG Batches
Made locally by the Amish, it holds 15 quart jars 
or 18 pint jars! Water bath canner works on wood 
stoves or gas hotplates. Stainless steel, wooden 
handle grips. Lead-free, food-safe silver-soldered 
seams. Canning shelf. 13"Hx203⁄4"Lx113⁄4"W, 13 lb. 
 USA MADE 

Lehman's Amish-Made Stovetop Canner
#3115 / $199.99
Note: Always follow USDA recommendations when canning.

L. Strain Cans with Less Mess  
and Less Waste

No more food slipping out into the sink! This 
stainless steel strainer fits into most cans, so 
straining is simple and neat. Dishwasher safe. 
91⁄8"Lx43⁄8"Wx1"H.
Universal Can Strainer 
#100-017-156 / $9.99

Original Gulf Wax-Use to seal jam and jelly jars. Paraffin. 
1-lb box contains 4 bars. (Not pictured.)           
#611-409 / $5.95

H. Jar Lid Bargains
 USA MADE 

Sleeve of Regular-Mouth Lids (approx. 345)
#110-8275 / $79.99
Sleeve of Wide-Mouth Lids (approx. 288)
#110-8270 / $79.99
Regular-Mouth Bands-60 pk                           #121-3830 
Wide-Mouth Bands-60 pk                                 #121-3835 
Regular-Mouth Lids & Jar Rubbers-24 pk    #114-1085
Wide-Mouth Lids & Jar Rubbers-24 pk         #114-1095
YOUR CHOICE $19.99

Boxes

N. Time-Proven Favorite Since 1919
Your best food mill for artisinal batches. Purees 
fruit, leaves seeds and skin behind. Hooks over 
top of bowl, comfortable crank handle.
2-Quart “Foley”-121⁄2"Lx33⁄4"D, 71⁄4"OD, 2 lb. 
#H620-971 / $44.99
31⁄2-Quart “Foley”-16"Lx41⁄2"D, 9"OD, 3 lb. 
#H620-998 / $54.99

DISCOVER MORE ONLINE! 
 

Find our pressure canners and over 40 canning helpers at  
LEHMANS.COM/CANNING

Find 10 things you should know before you start at 
LEHMANS.COM/CANFOOD

CANNING WHOLESOME FOOD IS 
SIMPLER WHEN YOU HAVE THE 
RIGHT TOOLS.
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A. Keep Your Food Potluck-Perfect
Bake and transport all in one pan. Raised lid 
snaps over 9"x13" pan, keeping creations in 
perfect shape. Ideal for bringing cakes, desserts 
and casseroles to parties. High quality, heavy-
duty stainless steel. With lid 141⁄8"Lx10"Wx3"H, 
21⁄2 lb.
Stainless Cake Pan      
#104-2905 / $34.99

D. Create the Perfect Pie
Extra-deep (13⁄4"D) with crimped edges. 
101⁄4"OD,41⁄2 lb.
Cast Iron Pie Pan 
#108-4630 / $19.99

G. Catch Messy Splatters
Nonstick liner fits the bottom wire rack of 
a standard electric, gas or convection oven. 
Withstands up to 500ºF (260ºC). 161⁄4"x23".
 USA MADE 

Nonstick Oven Liner           #103-4565 / $19.95
Note: Not for use in homes with pet birds.

F. Bake an Adorable 3-D Cake
Celebrate a long-standing Easter tradition with 
2-piece cake pans. Pour cake batter in bottom 
half, then place top half on to bake a freestanding 
bunny or lamb. Frost and decorate. Aluminum. 
Hand wash.
 USA MADE 

Bunny Cake Pan-9"x83⁄8"x31⁄4".
#110-3970 / $19.99
Lamb Cake Pan-111⁄4"x71⁄2"x31⁄2".
#110-3965 / $19.95
Note: Cake mixes may be used.

E. Lodge® Enameled Dutch Oven
Enameled porcelain coats cast iron for a non-stick 
Dutch oven you never have to season. Use in oven 
up to 500°F. Interior glossy off-white finish. 
3 Qt Red          #107-2060 / $69.99
Find full dimensions and more colors at Lehmans.com.

B. Make BIG Batches
Piping-hot lasagna for a crowd, massive amounts 
of party mix, even the 25-lb Thanksgiving 
turkey: one pan does it all.  
211⁄2”Lx137⁄8”Wx91⁄2”H.
Enamelware Roasting Pan       
#5111 / $49.99

Bake Like a Pro

C. What the Baker Wants: Golden 
Crusts Every Time

Tough, nonstick ceramic with even-heating steel 
core. Cookie sheet, loaf, pie and round cake pans. 
Dishwasher safe
Brown Enamelware Baking Set
#100-001-792 / $29.99

H. Stylish, Versatile Bakeware
Bake, serve, store and reheat in one dish. Made by Lodge® 
with natural clay, this beautiful stoneware can be used in 
the oven (safe up to 450°F), microwave, even in the fridge. 
White interior with glossy finish. Dishwasher safe.
91⁄2" Pie Pan
Blue  #100-012-061 / $29.99
Red  #100-012-062 / $29.99
White  #100-012-063 / $29.99

8"x8" Baking Dish
Blue  #100-012-064 / $29.99
Red  #100-012-065 / $29.99
White  #100-012-066 / $29.99

9"x13" Baking Dish
Blue  #100-012-067 / $39.99
Red  #100-012-068 / $39.99
White  #100-012-069 / $39.99
21⁄2 qt Oval Baking Dish-8"x113⁄4".
Blue  
#100-014-753 / $34.99
Red  
#100-014-751 / $34.99
White  
#100-014-752 / $34.99
Note: Not for stovetop use.

Red 8x8  
Baking Dish

Blue Pie Pan

Blue Oval  
Baking Dish

White 9x13  
Baking Dish
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K. For the Home Artisan Baker – 
Secret of the Pros

Our marble board's constant coolness keeps dough 
from sticking and makes it easy to work with. 
Hand wash. 20”x16”, 233⁄4 lb.
Marble Pastry Board  #3829 / $64.99
Marble Rolling Pin with Stand-21⁄4"x10" barrel, 6 lb.
#044-050 / $19.99

I. Make Hand Pies, Calzones  
and Pastries Easier

This dough press set helps you cut, fill and fold 
dough easier. Includes three sizes: 4", 5" and 6". 
Crimped edges, plastic.
Dough Press          #108-0910 / $8.99

J. Built for Endless Baking
A gleaming, durable alternative for folks who 
don't want aluminum. Heavy-duty stainless steel 
cookie sheet with 1⁄2" edges. 163⁄4"Lx121⁄8"W. 
Stainless Steel Cookie Sheet
#100-003-347 / $24.99 

R. Slice and Serve with One Spatula!
Its serrated edge cuts into pizza, lasagna, cakes 
and more. Then use its flat edge for easy serving. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher safe. 11"Lx17⁄8"W.
Cut & Serve Spatula 
#100-017-159 / $9.99

L. Easily Transfer Cakes  
and Pizzas from the Oven

Extra wide, so your yummy creations make it from 
the oven to your plate. Stainless steel, dishwasher 
safe. 10"OD, handle 8"L.
Oven Spatula  
#112-7240 / $14.99 SALE $11.99

M. Mix, Stir, Pour and Store
Essential glass bowl has spout, handle and 
measurement lines. Freezer, microwave and 
dishwasher safe. Plastic lid. 2-qt capacity. 
6"Hx71⁄2"OD, 33⁄4 lb.
H USA MADE H
Glass Batter Bowl with Lid     
#109-3895 / $19.99

O. Whip Eggs in a Jiffy
It may cost more than others, 
but its heft and power cannot be 
rivaled. Heavy die-cast frame 
with zinc gears. Stainless steel 
beaters with plastic handles. 
Amish-made. Dishwasher safe. 
12"L, 1 lb.
H USA MADE H
Stainless Steel Egg Beater 
#02-779 / $85.00

N. Exact Measuring from Tiny  
to Large – All Stainless Steel!

They're durable, rust resistant and will last. 
Heavy-Duty Spoons-Five pieces: 1 Tbsp, 1 tsp, 1 ⁄2 tsp,  
1 ⁄4 tsp, 1 ⁄8 tsp. Handles 4"L.
#40-527 / $12.99 per set
Heavy-Duty Cups-Seven pieces: 1 c, 3⁄4 c, 2⁄3 c, 1 ⁄2 c, 1 ⁄3 c, 
1 ⁄4 c, 1 ⁄8 c. Handles 31⁄2"L.
#80-526 / $39.99 per set 
Large Scoops-These spoons hold up to 1/2 cup! Set 
includes 1⁄2 cup, 1 ⁄3 cup, 1 ⁄4 cup and 1⁄8 cup spoons.  
Largest is 9"L. 
#100-003-346 / $19.99
6-Piece Nesting Measuring Cups-These cups nest inside 
each other for compact storage. Six pieces: 1 c, 3⁄4 c, 2⁄3 c, 
1 ⁄2 c, 1 ⁄3 c and 1⁄4 c.
#NCP6 / $32.99

Heavy-Duty Cups

Heavy-Duty Spoons Large Scoops

Nesting Measuring Cups

Q. Mix Wet and Dry  
Ingredients Simply

A baker's prized fork for mixing eggs  
and other ingredients. Wide, blunt  
stainless steel tines. Dishwasher  
safe. About 81⁄4"L.
Blending Fork  
#126-7540 / $5.99

FIND EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR HOMEMADE BAKING

Non-Slip Pastry Mat- 
Has five common crust  
measurements, so you can  
roll out dough and bake  
more efficiently. 18"x24".
H USA MADE H                     
#111-8325 / $17.95 

P. Round Angel Food Cake Pan
Make a treasured treat for your next gathering. 
Removable bottom helps outer edges and the 
center of your angel food cake bake evenly. 
Aluminum. 101⁄8"ODx4"D, 3⁄4 lb.
#6185 / $14.99

Oval Measuring Scoops-Fit into narrower spaces. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher safe. Set of 3 (1 ⁄4 c, 1 ⁄2 c, 1 c). 
Not pictured.
#100-021-229 / $29.99 21» LEHMANS.COM » 800.438.5346



Duck 8" Skillet  #100-017-324 / $14.95
Deer 10.25" Skillet  #100-017-325 / $19.95
Bear 12" Skillet  #100-017-326 / $28.95

Trout 10.5" Square Grill Pan        #100-017-327 / $24.95
Moose 10.5" Griddle                       #100-017-328 / $19.95
Wolf 6.5" Skillet                   #100-021-304 / $9.90

G. Enjoy the Outdoors with Lodge's Wildlife Cast Iron Pans
Fun to display and even better in use, these wildlife-themed cast iron pans each  
feature a different animal imprinted on the bottom.
 USA MADE 

D. Learn How to  
Cook in a  
Dutch Oven

A. Our Exclusive  
Lehman's Lodge  
Skillet! 

Enjoy all the perks of cast iron  
cooking with a time-proven design. Made for us 
by Lodge® and stamped with the Lehman's logo. 
101⁄4"ODx 13⁄4"D, 51⁄4 lb.
 USA MADE 

Lehman's 10" Lodge Skillet   #100-015-596 / $19.97

B. Perfect Fit for the Grill and Oven!
Lodge® round cast iron pans are cleverly made 
with short handles, so they won't interfere with 
your grill or oven. Great for stove and campfire 
use, too.
 USA MADE 

8" Pan-With handles 11"OD, 21⁄8"D, 3 lb.
#100-014-582 / $17.99
101⁄4" Pan-With handles 123⁄4"OD, 2"D, 6 lb.
#100-014-583 / $19.99

F. Lodge® Logic Cast Iron Skillets
Pre-seasoned, non-stick surface (soy-based 
vegetable oil finish), so food won't stick. 
 USA MADE 

Size 3-61⁄2"ODx11⁄4"D, 2 lb.   #L3-SK3 / $9.99
Size 5-81⁄4"ODx13⁄4"D, 4 lb.   #L5-SK3 / $12.99
Size 8-101⁄4"ODx13⁄4"D, 6 lb. #L8-SK3 / $19.99
Size 10-12"ODx2"D, 8 lb.     #L10-SK3 / $29.99
Size 12-131⁄2"OD, 10 lb.       #L12-SK3 / $44.99
Size 14-151⁄4"ODx21⁄4"D, 15 lb. #L14-SK3 / $52.99
Note: Our four largest skillets have assist handles opposite  
the large handle.

H. The Perfect, Portable Grill!
Made by Lodge®, this portable Hibachi-style 
charcoal grill is just right for chops, steaks, 
burgers or the day's catch. Two adjustable heights, 
rugged cast iron. 19"Lx101⁄4"Wx81⁄4"H, 32 lb.
 USA MADE 

Lodge® Sportsman's Grill               #L4-102 / $119.99

E. Lodge® Enameled Dutch Oven
Enameled porcelain coats the cast iron for a non-
stick dutch oven that you never have to season. 
Use in oven up to 500°F. Interior glossy off-white 
finish. 97⁄8"OD x 31⁄8"D, 91⁄4 lb.
Blue  #107-2055 / $69.99
Red  #107-2060 / $69.99

Filled with recipes, 
techniques and expert 
advice! J. Wayne Fears, 
165 pp.
The Lodge Book of Dutch 
Oven Cooking 
#100-014-466 / $16.99

8 REASONS  
WHY CAST IRON 

IS THE BEST
Lasts forever

Cooks food evenly

Natural non-stick surface

Conserves energy 

Versatile – Roast, bake,  
fry or sauté

Adds dietary iron

Food stays hot longer  

Customers tell us, 
FOOD TASTES BETTER!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Nothing Beats

Moose 
GriddleDuck 

Skillet

Trout 
Square 

Grill Pan
Deer 

Skillet
Bear 

Skillet

Wolf 
Skillet

C. Protect Hands 
and Tables  
up to 450°F!

Doubles as a flexible 
silicone pot holder and 
trivet.
Red Lodge® Holder  
#100-014-465 / $7.99

22 Simple Tip: Wondering how fresh that egg is? The better it floats, the older it is.



L. Clean Just About Anything
Great for glass-top stoves, cast iron, ceramic, 
stainless, hardwood floors, even windows. Just 
use water. Hard resin. 73⁄4"L and 33⁄4"L. Canada.
Skrapr® Cleaning Tools           #115-5520 / $12.99

P. Cook Bacon Evenly, No Curling
The weight of the press helps keep bacon flat. 
Also great for grilling sandwiches, burgers and 
quesadillas. 83⁄4"OD, 3 lb.
Cast Iron Bacon Grill Press 
#051-401 / $19.99

10" Set

I. The Cast Iron Cookware  
That Gives Back, Twice!

Not only will you have the cast iron essentials, 
you'll be giving back to those in need. Each set 
is crafted by a company who gives locally and 
globally and Lehman's donates 10% of pre-tax 
profits to charities and nonprofits. So buy once, 
give twice!
Each set includes-Skillet, crock, lid, handmade wooden 
trivet, stainless steel cleaning mesh, and seasoning 
paste.  
8" Set  #100-013-354 / $99.99
10" Set  #100-013-356 / $139.99
12" Set  #100-013-358 / $179.99
Note: Size of set refers to the diameter of skillet and crock.

J. The Best Care 
for Cast Iron
Woven loops of surgical 
stainless steel remove 
food without harmful 
detergents. Safe for cast 
iron. More sanitary than 
a scouring pad. 
 

Chain Mail Scrubber-4"x31⁄2".
 USA MADE 

#100-001-931 / $19.99
Extra Large Scrubber-Clean larger pans easier. 8"x6". 
China.
#100-015-495 / $11.99

Lehmans.com/ohiostore

COME VISIT OUR STORE 
IN KIDRON, OHIO AND 

YOU'LL FIND OUR 
MASSIVE ASSORTMENT 
OF LODGE COOKWARE!

K. Grill Seafood to Smoky Perfection
Made for the grill, these cast iron pans will help 
you create savory, succulent seafood dishes. Pre-
seasoned to prevent sticking.
Oyster Grill Pan-Holds 12 oysters, half shell or shucked. 
Great for mini corn bread, too. Oval 19"W, 10 lb.
#100-016-165 / $39.99
Shrimp Grill Pan-Designed so you can cook shrimp in a 
marinade without falling through the grill grate. Holds 
22 jumbo shrimp. 131⁄4"Lx61⁄4"W, 51⁄2 lb.
#100-018-993 / $34.99
Fish Grill Pan-Sear a small fish whole or filets side  
by side, 181⁄2"Lx71⁄4"W, 41⁄4 lb.
#100-018-994 / $34.99
Oyster Knife-Shuck oysters with ease. Blunt stainless 
steel blade helps pry shells open. Overall 6"L.
#100-016-166 / $9.99

Shrimp Pan
Fish 
Pan

Oyster Grill Pan

O. Cast Iron Essentials
Pre-seasoned, non-stick surfaces  
(soy-based vegetable oil finish),  
so food won't stick. 
 USA MADE 

Lodge® Wok-14"OD, 41⁄4"D, 12 lb.
#P14-W3 / $62.95
Lodge® Mini Wok-111⁄2"Lx9"Wx3"H, 5 lb.
#100-014-947 / $27.99
Lodge® Combo Cooker-3-qt Dutch oven (3" deep).  
Shallow skillet serves as lid or griddle (11⁄2" deep). 101⁄4"OD, 13 lb.
#LCC3 / $42.95
Lodge® 5-Qt Double Dutch Oven-101⁄4"OD, 12 lb.
#L8-DD3 / $45.99
Lodge® Chicken Fryer-Size 8, holds 3 qt. 101⁄2"OD, 3"D, 11 lb.
#L8-CF3 / $42.95
Cast Iron Teakettle-This durable cast iron teakettle will never wear out.  
Handle stays cool, comes with attached lid. Holds 2 qt, 6 lb (when empty).  
Imported.
#100-015-009 / $29.95
Note: Due to the nature of this item, it will rust; water from this kettle may have rust in it.

Combo 
Cooker

Double Dutch 
Oven

Wok

Chicken 
Fryer

Tea Kettle

M. A Cast Iron Skillet  
That's Tougher and Lighter!

Designed by Proprietor Galen Lehman, it's 
diffused with nitrogen, creating a harder-than-
common-cast-iron, food-safe finish. All the 
benefits of cast iron but with a surface that 
can't be scratched off or chipped. Stainless steel 
handle, glass lid. 11"ID, total wt 43⁄4 lb.
Nitrogen Hardened Cast Iron Skillet 
#100-015-016 / $29.99

N. Create a Better Pizza
NEW! Thanks to its cast iron construction, it 
heats up quicker and more evenly than a pizza 
stone. Raised lip for easy pizza peel use. 15"Dx 
201⁄2"Wx11⁄2"H. 111⁄4 lb.
Pizza Iron   #100-021-303 / $79.99

NEW

Oyster Knife
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Salad Bowl

E. Cooling Dish
A great way to keep dips and sauces cold when 
serving. Just add ice to the bottom of the pot, then 
add dip or sauce to the top reservoir (holds 12 fl 
oz). Overall about 53⁄4"Hx51⁄4"OD, 31⁄4 lb.
 USA MADE 

#100-016-161 / $17.99

F. Ramekins
Perfect for making individual desserts like mini 
cobblers and soufflés or individual-sized meals 
like mini chicken pot pies. 21⁄4"Hx43⁄4"OD.
 USA MADE 

Ramekin   #100-016-160 / $9.99
Ramekin with Lid  #100-016-159 / $12.99

D. Tortilla Warmer
Stoneware keeps tortillas warm and soft longer. 
Just warm up tortillas, then put them inside the 
container. Comes with a lid. About 23⁄4"H  
(with lid 33⁄4"H) x 85⁄8"OD, 4 lb.
 USA MADE 

#100-020-431 / $19.99

B. Dinnerware
 USA MADE 

Salad Bowl-57⁄8"ODx23⁄4"H, 11⁄4 lb.
#100-018-145 / $9.99
Dinner Plate-101⁄2"ODx11⁄4"H, 21⁄4 lb.
#100-018-147 / $14.99
Salad Plate-81⁄2"ODx1"H, 11⁄2 lb.
#100-018-148 / $10.99
Cornbread Pan-101⁄2"ODx21⁄4"H, 3 lb.
#100-018-146 / $15.99

Dinner Plate

Salad Plate

Cornbread Pan

Each stoneware piece is hand-turned for solid beauty and a one-of-a-kind look.  
Lead free. Oven, microwave and dishwasher safe. Made in Texas.

Note: This pottery is made by hand, so dimensions may vary.

C. Chili Soup Bowls
Enjoy a hearty serving of chili, soup, even hot 
chocolate. Each sold separately.
 USA MADE 

Small Chili Bowl-Great for smaller portions.  
Holds up to 2 cups. 21⁄2"Hx51⁄4"OD.
#100-020-428 / $12.99
Large Chili Bowl-The original, extra deep.  
Holds 2-3 cups. 37⁄8"Hx53⁄8"OD.
#122-0655 / $15.99

Heritage Handmade Pottery

HANDCRAFTED ONE AT A TIME 
In a pottery studio in Texas, this beautiful stoneware collection is made  

the traditional way - on a potter's wheel! Each one is made by hand  
("hand-thrown" as potters call it). It may take longer, but the quality is worth it.  
SEE THE FULL COLLECTION LEHMANS.COM/POTTERYUSA

Large Chili Bowl

Small Chili Bowl

COLLECT ALL THE PIECES

A. Water Cooler and Vinegar Crock
Serves as a handy drink dispenser for parties or 
as a crock for making your own vinegar. Durable 
plastic spigot included. 113⁄4"Hx81⁄2"OD, 11 lb.
 USA MADE 

#110-6220 / $74.95
Note: Will hold hot beverages, but will not keep them hot for a long 
period of time. As with all pottery, avoid extreme temperature 
changes as cooler may crack.

Water Stand-Increases the height of our stoneware 
water cooler, so you can comfortably fit  
a cup underneath to fill it. 65⁄8"Hx97⁄8"OD.
#100-020-427 / $24.99

Crock shown with 
optional water stand 

(sold separately)
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G. 8" Pie Pan
Hand-thrown pie pan absorbs heat well for 
delicious results. 101⁄8"OD, 11⁄2"D, 3 lb.
 USA MADE 

#100-011-578 / $24.99

Barrel Mug

Round Mug

Traditional 
Mug

Mug Tree

Chicken 
CookerPie Pan

Center reservoir

K. Chicken Cooker
Fill center reservoir with beer or other liquid, 
then place whole chicken on top and roast for 
flavorful, tender meat. Pouring spout lets you pour 
off the juices. Doubles as a veggie and dip server. 
33⁄4”Hx10”OD, 33⁄4 lb. 
 USA MADE 

#100-011-579 / $33.99

16"

14"

H. Extra Large  
Mixing Bowls

Super for mixing big batches.
 USA MADE 

Set of 4 #110-1255 / $189.95
10" #110-1235 / $34.95
12" #110-1240 / $44.95
14" #110-1245 / $54.95
16" #110-1250 / $64.95

I. Mugs
 USA MADE 

Barrel Mug-Holds about 16 fl oz. 
43⁄8"Hx33⁄4"OD.
#122-0690
Round Mug-Holds about 12 fl oz. 
37⁄8"Hx31⁄2"OD.
#122-0680
Traditional Mug-Holds  
about 12 fl oz. 43⁄8"Hx31⁄2"OD.
#122-0685
YOUR CHOICE $11.99
SAVE! Mix and Match 4 or more 
mugs for $9.99 each!

Mug Tree-Holds 6 mugs. Amish made. 
#100-003-478 / $48.99

Note: This pottery is made by hand, so dimensions may vary.

J. Mix and Pour Batter the Proven Way
Hand-thrown stoneware batter bowls have a spout for easy pouring. 
Microwave and dishwasher safe.
 USA MADE 

Small-Holds about 3 cups. 35⁄8"H, 51⁄2"OD, 11⁄2 lb.  #111-9750 / $29.95
Medium-Holds about 7 cups. 47⁄8"H, 7"OD, 21⁄2 lb.  #111-9760 / $34.95
Large-Holds about 12 cups. 57⁄8"H, 81⁄2"OD, 31⁄2 lb. #111-9770 / $39.95

10"

12"

N. Honey Pot
Hand-turned stoneware pot, 61⁄2"L wooden 
dipper. Holds about 11⁄4 cup (10 oz) honey.  
4"Hx41⁄4"OD, 1 lb.
 USA MADE 

#110-1260 / $14.95
Honey Pot

L. Large Stein 
Holds about 36 fl oz. 
6"Hx45⁄8"OD, 2 lb.
#122-0695 / 
$18.99

M. Wash Basin & Pitcher Set
Basin about 43⁄8"Hx121⁄8"OD. Pitcher holds  
about 3 quarts, 87⁄8"H.
Set       #100-006-439 / $89.99
Basin ONLY       #122-0645 / $49.99
Pitcher ONLY       #122-0640 / $49.99
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Simpler Ways to Mix and Serve

E. Drizzle on Chocolate  
and Irresistible Sauces

Add the final touch onto cakes, cookies, even  
the main course. Stainless steel, narrow  
spout. Dishwasher safe. 91⁄4"L.
Drizzle Spoon             
#114-4425 / $9.99

I. Turn, Stir and Serve Food
Just like the fork Grandma used. Three stainless 
steel tines with riveted, hardwood handle. 8"L.
 USA MADE 

Old-Fashioned Granny Fork         
#33-420 / $14.99

H. Safely Transfer Turkey from Pan 
Durable stainless steel lifters. Dishwasher safe.  
103⁄4"L. Set of 2. 
Turkey Lifters #100-010-958 / $19.99

A. Serve Right Out  
of the Jar

Long-handled, scooped spoons 
serve food from pint and quart 
canning jars. Stainless steel. 
Overall 103⁄4"L.
Jar Serving Spoons-2 pk    
#127-2890 / $9.95

J. Trusted by  
Restaurants

Solid stainless blade, hardwood handle, brass 
rivets. Blade over 1⁄8" thick with tapered edges. 
11"L. 
Restaurant-Style Spatula     
#3012-2572 / $12.99 SALE $10.99

D. Enjoy Your Soup  
Even More

Their extra-wide shape holds more 
than ordinary spoons for easy 
scooping of broth. Stainless steel, 
63⁄4"L. Set of 8.
Soup Spoons 
#128-6340 / $19.95

G. Keep Messy Spoons off Your 
Stove and Countertop

Clip onto the side of any pot (up to 1⁄4" thick) 
and slip your spoon right between the silicone 
handles. Assorted colors, 31⁄4"L.
Silicone Pot Clip  #112-3075 / $7.99

C. Find the Right Spatula  
for the Job!

Flex Griddle Spatula-Ultra-thin and flexible so it can 
handle delicate and hard-to-flip foods. Slotted/solid 
combo face. Stainless steel with rosewood handle, hand 
wash. 17"Lx3"W.
#112-7830 / $15.99
Slim Spatula-Fits in beater blades, whisks, jars and 
more, so you can scrape every last drop of batter or food. 
Non-stick silicone, dishwasher safe, 10"Lx11⁄4"W.
#116-2875 / $4.99

Flex Griddle 
Spatula

Slim Spatula

B. Discover the Perks  
of Wooden Spoons

There's a reason why wooden spoons are 
still favored over modern versions. They're 
strong, non-reactive to foods, and won't 
scratch pans unlike metal utensils. No 
worries of melting either.
14" Flat Mixing Spoon-Flat head, beechwood. 
Czech Republic.
#105-4055 / $2.19
Lehman's Hard Maple Spoons-High quality  
and handcrafted in the USA.
12" Tapered Spoon-12"L, bowl 11⁄16"D. 
#13-924 / $17.95
15" Tapered Spoon-15"L, bowl 11⁄16"D.
#13-925 / $17.95
15" Ladle-15"L curved handle, bowl 11⁄2"D.
#13-914 / $24.95

12" Tapered Spoon

15" Tapered Spoon

15" Ladle

K. USA Made with  
Superior Strength

Professional-grade strength and durability. High-
carbon stainless steel. Rosewood handles.  
Hand wash. 
 USA MADE 

Super-Size Hamburger Turner-Great for big burgers 
and steaks. 6"Lx47⁄8"W, 12"L overall.
#123-7165 / $49.99
Hamburger Turner-Flip foods easily. Sharp cutting 
edges. Blade 3"W, 11"L overall.
#123-7160 / $32.99

L. Reach Where Other Spoons Can't
Extra-long, 21"L spoon reaches the bottom of a stock pot or ice cream canister. Stainless steel. 
Giant Steel Spoon #21-SSP / $11.99

F. Keep Food from Sticking
Slightly-angled, flat edge easily scrapes the 
bottom of pans to prevent food from sticking.  
Great for stirring and basting, too. Stainless steel.
 USA MADE 

10" Blunt-End Spoon  #87-7610 / $9.99
13" Blunt-End Spoon  #87-7613 / $10.99

10" 13"

14" Flat 
Mixing 
Spoon
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b

c

g
N. Veggies Won't Stick to This Knife
Well worth the investment, this knife has 
distinctive holes in blade to prevent food from 
sticking. Built-in ridge deflects food away. High 
carbon, stainless steel. Overall 131⁄8"L. Germany.
Wüsthof® Vegetable Knife  
#100-008-916 / $169.99

M. Wüsthof® Knives: Sharper Blades for Precise Cutting
Their superb performance is worth the investment. Crafted in Germany, Wüsthof® cutlery is forged 
with a special technology that makes the blades 20% sharper and hold their edge twice as long. No weld 
between tang and blade (handle won't separate). High carbon, stainless steel with synthetic handle. 
Made by a seventh-generation family business. Hand wash.
a. 31⁄2" Paring Knife-Overall 71⁄2"L.      #100-005-803 / $59.99
b. 41⁄2" Artisan Utility Knife-Overall 9"L.    #100-005-815 / $74.99
c. 5" Serrated Utility Knife-Overall 93⁄4"L.    #100-005-807 / $84.99
d. 5" Boning Knife-Overall 101⁄2"L.     #100-005-814 / $109.99
e. 8" Cook's Knife-Overall 13"L.     #100-005-811 / $149.99
f. Wüsthof® Knife Set-Includes 31⁄2" paring knife, 6" utility knife, 8" bread knife,          #100-006-463 / $329.00
     8" Cook's knife, wooden knife block, scissors and sharpener.      
g. Wüsthof® Universal Sharpener-Maintains standard and Asian-style blades. #100-005-816 / $24.99

RIGHT TOOL        MEALTIME EASIERmakesThe

P. ULU Knife: The Fastest  
Way to Chop and Dice

Rock back and forth in the curved hardwood bowl 
to swiftly dice vegetables, chocolate and nuts. 
Turn bowl over for a flat cutting surface. 6"L 
stainless blade. Bowl is 8"Wx8"Lx11⁄2"D, made of 
Alaskan Birch and American Walnut. Hand wash.
 USA MADE 

Knife and Bowl Set #42-774 / $39.99
ULU Knife Only  #7BSL / $26.99
Bowl not sold separately.

a

b

c

d

e

g

f

Chef's Paring Knife

Herb Knife Shark

Cheese Knife

Carving Knife

Sharpening Steel

Santoku

Cleaver

Chef's Paring Knife-3.15" (8 cm).
#176-408 / $49.99
Herb Knife Shark-5.51" (14 cm).
#100-017-456 / $99.99
Cheese Knife-5.9" (15 cm).
#129-015 / $59.99
Santoku-3.15" (18 cm).
#154-618 / $99.99

Q. Güde Knives: Hand-Forged for Four Generations!
Made by a long-time personal friend of Jay and Galen Lehman, Güde knives are hand-sharpened for 
true artisan quality. Unlike other German knives, the tang and blade are stamped from a single piece of 
stainless steel, so they are much stronger. (They're also Mrs. Lehman's favorite knives!)

Carving Knife-8.27" (21 cm).
#176-521 / $79.99
Sharpening Steel-10.24" (26 cm).
#100-017-458 / $79.99
Cleaver-3.15" (18 cm).
#100-017-457 / $109.99
Note: Dimensions refer to blade length.

Lehmans.com/gude
READ THE GÜDE FAMILY'S STORY AT

O. Store Knives Safely, Neatly  
and Out of Sight

Cleverly-designed wooden organizer fits in your 
kitchen drawer. Holds 4 small and 3 large knives 
(up to 10" blade). 17"Lx41⁄8"Wx2"H.
Wüsthof® Drawer Organizer for Knives 
#100-006-892 / $39.99

R. Economical and Dishwasher Safe
Wüsthof® Zest Knives are perfect for peeling and 
paring tasks. High-carbon stain-free steel blades, 
plastic handles. Dishwasher safe.
21⁄4" Peeling Knife-Green, overall 61⁄4"L.
#100-014-085
3" Flat Cut Paring Knife-Orange, overall 7"L. 
#100-014-086
3" Spear Point Paring Knife-Black, overall 73⁄8"L.
#100-014-087
4" Serrated Paring Knife-Red, overall 8"L.
#100-014-088
YOUR CHOICE $7.99

21/4" Peeling

3" Spear Point

4" Serrated 
Paring3" Flat Cut
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F. Get Ice Cubes Out of the Tray – 
No Pounding Needed 

Lift the handle to remove ice cubes. More durable 
than the aluminum ones you remember. Makes 18 
cubes. Dishwasher safe, 111⁄4"Lx43⁄4"Wx21⁄8"H. 
Stainless Steel Tray  
#100-004-851 / $19.99

B. Gentle Heating, No Scorching
The best way to melt cheese and chocolate, heat 
baby food, cook custards and delicate sauces. 
Lower pan heats evenly, so no cold spots. 
Saucepans can be used alone. 18⁄8 stainless steel 
pans, tempered glass lid. 6"Hx73⁄8"OD.
Stainless Steel Double Boiler     
#15-201 / $44.99

D. Mix Natural Peanut 
Butter Mess-Free

Just place mixer right onto 
jar and turn handle; mixes 
separated oil neatly. Fits 16-oz 
jars (3"OD lids). Invented by a 
friend of the Lehman family.
 USA MADE 

Peanut Butter Mixer
#54-322 / $10.95

FILL YOUR KITCHEN with Simple Solutions

G. Say Goodbye to Soggy Salad
Just pump the lever, and your greens keep their 
healthy crunch. Rinse greens in the basket, then 
put basket in bowl to spin water away. Stop button 
halts spinner immediately. Dishwasher safe.  
BPA-free plastic.
Small Zyliss® Salad Spinner-5"Hx83⁄4"OD. 
#100-014-518 / $24.99
Large Zyliss® Salad Spinner-6"Hx101⁄2"OD.
#100-014-517 / $29.99

Large Salad 
Spinner Small Salad 

Spinner

E. Store and Pour  
from Canning Jars

Perfect for wet or dry goods: shake, pour and 
store. Heavy-duty, 100% BPA-free plastic. 
Dishwasher safe. 
 USA MADE 

Regular-Mouth Pour Cap               #127-4955 / $9.99
Wide-Mouth Pour Cap                    #127-4960 / $9.99

C. Make Effortless Spiral Veggies –  
3 Slicing Options!

Cooking gluten free? This spiralizer saves you 
hassle and gives you more options for mealtime. 
So easy to use, choose from three types of cuts: 
thick julienne, thin julienne and ribbon. BPA free. 
Dishwasher safe. 91⁄2"Lx63⁄4"Wx91⁄2"H.
Professional Spiralizer       #100-013-119 / $49.99

Honey Dipper Drink Lid Salt & Pepper Shaker Oil Cruet Fruit Infusion

A. Turn Jars into Nifty  
Kitchen Helpers

Just attach these unique lids to your regular-
mouth mason jars (you supply). Includes drink lid, 
fruit infusion lid, honey dipper (fits 16 oz jars), oil 
cruet, and salt & pepper shaker. BPA-free.
Jar Lid Helpers Kit 
#100-016-173 / $19.99

A

KIT INCLUDES ALL 5 JAR LIDS!

I. An Easier Way to Pit  
and Slice Avocados

The straight blade cuts through the tough skin, 
while the prongs remove the pit. Rounded serving 
end for easy slicing. 83⁄4"L.
3-in-1 Avocado Tool 
#100-020-999 / $12.99

H. Shake and Create 
Homemade Pancakes

Just add ingredients (you supply) 
and shake. Includes metal no-lump 
filter and pour-spout top. Glass jar, 
BPA free. 9"H. 
Pancake/Crepe Maker
#100-014-522 / $19.99
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P. A Greener Way  
to Cook

These reusable oil sprayers use 
no aerosol or propellants. Buy oils 
by the bulk, then just refill the 
bottles. BPA free. 
Plastic Oil Sprayer-Comes with 
funnel for easy refilling and bands for 
labeling. Holds 18 oz. 9"H.    
#100-000-705 / $24.99

Glass Oil Sprayer-Bottle is made of 
hygienic glass. Holds 6 oz. 6"H.
#100-014-507 / $29.99

Plastic Oil 
Sprayer

L. Simmer to Perfection
Zero-carbon steel mat keeps food from scorching, 
even after several hours. Use on glass, ceramic, 
gas or electric cooktops. 73⁄4"OD. 
The Simmer Mat™                        #107-4005 / $19.99

CREATE MEALS WHOLE FAMILY WILL ENJOYthe

J. Steam, Strain and Simmer
Use the stockpot alone for big batches of soups 
and stews. Add the perforated insert for cooking 
pasta or the basket for steaming vegetables.
Brushed stainless steel, glass lid for easy 
monitoring. Dishwasher safe. 8-qt stockpot 
7"Hx10"OD. Total wt 61⁄4 lb.  
Stainless Multi-Cooker   
#129-1530 / $69.99 SALE $59.99

O. Make Spaetzle Noodles Easily
Spaetzle is easy to make with our stainless steel 
grater. Just grate dough into boiling water. So 
tasty you won’t go back to regular noodles. 5⁄16" 
holes, 13"L, 1 lb.
Spaetzle Maker 
#3016-0145 / $19.95

M. A Smarter Way to 
Cook Bacon

Just drape bacon over the cup 
and cook in the microwave. 
The cup design catches 
grease and makes it easy 
to drain. Holds about 5 
strips. Dishwasher safe. 
61/2"Wx51/4"H.
Ceramic Bacon Cooker            #128-6345 / $14.99

S. Leftover Grease?  
Reuse it!

Attractive stoneware  
container neatly stores 
 up to 6 cups of grease  
for cooking. Stainless steel mesh  
strainer inside. Dishwasher safe. Black, 
61⁄2"Hx53⁄4"OD.
Stoneware Grease Keeper           #110-3230 / $22.99

R. Just Turn the Handle  
for Freshly Grated Cheese!

When you shred your own cheese, you get real 
cheese that just tastes better (no additives, 
unlike most store-bought cheese). Finely grate or 
coarsely shred with two stainless barrels. Great 
for chocolate and veggies, too. Suction base, 9"H.
Table Grater  #125-9785 / $30.99

T. The Safest Way to Open Cans, 
Jars and Bottles

Clever design removes can lids from the outside of 
rim, so it leaves no sharp edges. Open cans, jars, 
bottles, even pull tabs. BPA-free plastic. 67⁄8"L.
4-in-1 Safety Opener        #100-010-950 / $19.99

Cans Pull Tabs Jars Bottles

Q. Get a  
Comfortable Grip 

Long-lasting, smooth-gliding 
opener with rubberized handles. 
Chromed steel, 7"L.
 USA MADE 

Grip Handle Can Opener
#123-9520 / $9.99

K. Enjoy Better, Smoother Mashed 
Potatoes

These stainless steel tools help you make lump-
free mashed potatoes easily.
Stainless Potato Ricer-Just quarter and boil  
potatoes, toss them in and push down for  
velvety smooth, lump-free potatoes every  
time. 131⁄4"L. 
#101-5485 / $47.99 

Dual Potato Masher and Ricer- 
One tool mashes and rices.  
Spring-loaded for easy use.  
91⁄4"H, 41⁄8"W.   
#111-8150 / $19.99

N. Get the Perfect Slice Every Time
No need to buy pre-sliced cheese from the 
store anymore. Just use these easy slicers. 
81⁄4"Lx73⁄4"Wx11⁄8"H.
Green Marble Slicer-Smooth marble board keeps cheese 
cool and fresh. Stainless steel cutter, 73⁄4"x 81⁄4".
#690-0016 / $19.99 

Adjustable Cheese Slicer-Easily adjusts for thin or thick 
slices. Heavy-duty zinc alloy. 51⁄4"L, cutting area 4"W. 
#107-0825 / $12.99
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A. Less Mess, More Sweet!
Great for syrup and honey, hold center spout over 
food and press lever. Holds 8 oz. Glass dispenser/
stand; plastic handle/top. Hand wash. 53⁄4"H.
Syrup/Honey Dispenser              
#127-4200 / $17.99

B. Make Salad in Seconds,  
The Amish Way

Replaces several tools and counting clean up time, 
may be faster than an electric food processor! 
Popular in Amish kitchens, stainless steel cutting 
cones (4”OD) shred, julienne, slice, waffle cut and 
make French fry cuts. Food guide and food pusher 
protect fingers. Chrome-plated recessed base lets 
you place a bowl under the attachment to catch 
food. Suction cups on feet. 101⁄2”Hx13”W, 83⁄4 lb.
Salad Cutter        #100-003-353 / $179.99

OUR PICKS

Compost  
Pail Bags

I. Odor-Free Compost Pails
Collect coffee grounds and vegetable scraps for 
composting right in your kitchen. Charcoal filters 
ensure an odor-free environment.
Ceramic Compost Pails-Hold 1 gal. One installed filter. 
Stainless handle. 10"L. 
Red Ceramic  #112-4475 / $29.99 
White Ceramic  #107-3685 / $29.99 
Brushed Stainless Steel Compost Pail-Holds 1 gal, two 
installed filters. Stainless handle. 11"H. 
#100-015-022 / $39.95 SALE $34.99

Replacement Filters 
Ceramic Pail-4 pk.  #100-003-470 / $12.99
Steel Pails-4 pk. #122-6450 / $5.95
Note: Remove filters first before cleaning; hand wash pails only. 
Filters needs to be replaced at least every 4-6 months.
Compost Pail Bags-Just place them inside your pail 
for clean, easy disposal for municipal and commercial 
composting facilities. Holds about 11⁄2 gal. 50 bags.
#110-3225 / $12.99 
Note: Use within 12 months of purchase

Red 
CeramicBrushed 

Stainless Steel

E. Salad Stays Crisp Longer
Bag allows excess moisture to escape, keeping 
vegetables fresh days later. Cotton, machine 
washable. 161⁄4"x161⁄8". Canada. 
The Salad Sac™  #105-4220 / $10.99

EFFICIENT KITCHEN HELPERS

F. No Drips = Crispy  
Waffle Goodness 

Make wholesome, crispy-edged,  
round waffles on the stove,  
grill or campfire. Makes  
7"OD waffles. 5"L iron  
handle, 14"L overall,  
8 lb. 
No-Drip Waffle Iron
#121-6930 / $29.99
Note: Not for glass top ranges.

D. Serve Syrup without 
All the Drips

Just tilt the dispenser and the lid 
automatically opens. Features 
built-in spout for drip-free 
pouring. Holds 181⁄2 oz, glass 
container with stainless steel, 
silicone and plastic. 71⁄2"H.
Store and Pour Syrup Dispenser 
#100-020-800 / $14.99

C. Squeeze Every Lemon Life 
Throws You, Easily

Just set juicer on countertop and press down.  
The reamer rotates so you get the most juice 
possible – with less effort! Heavy-duty cast 
construction. Hand wash. 91⁄2"L.
Countertop Citrus Juicer  
#100-013-440 / $19.99

H. Cut Vegetables Quickly  
and with Less Mess

Chop, mince or dice with three interchangeable 
plates. Great for onions, tomatoes, peppers, 
garlic, ginger and more. Comes with removable 
bin for neater meal prep. Dishwasher safe. 
111⁄4"Lx5"Wx4"H.
Professional Chopper     #100-013-136 / $49.99

G. A Veggie Peeler  
That's Easier  
on Your Hands

Wide circular design,  
so you can hold it any way that's  
comfortable. Great for carrots, potatoes and 
cucumbers. Swiveling twin blades, 3"OD.
Grip'n Strip Straight Blade Peeler 
#100-021-001 / $7.99

PLAN YOUR TRIP AT LEHMANS.COM/VISITKIDRON

GADGETS GALORE!
Visit Lehman's in Kidron to see our impressive 16-foot long wall of kitchen 

gadgets. If you can't find it anywhere else, check with us before you give up.
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T. Make Delicious 
Cold Brew 
Coffee – No 
Bitterness!

Cold brew coffee is never 
heated so it's less acidic, 
giving you a sweeter 
drink. Just add ground 
coffee beans and water, 
and put it in your fridge 
for 18-24 hours. Holds 
1.6 qt. 71⁄2"H.
Cold Brew Coffee Maker 
#100-014-882 / $24.99

J. Cream Right  
from the "Cow"

Holds 3 fl oz. White 
porcelain, dishwasher safe.
Sitting Cow Creamer 
#100-021-194 / $5.99

Brew the Best Coffee and Tea

L. Add Fun Patterns to Your 
Cappuccinos

Just like the barista at the coffee shop, 
you can easily decorate frothed milk 
using cocoa, cinnamon or nutmeg.  
Just pick one of six designs and twist. 
43⁄4"H.
Cappuccino Artist  
#100-021-447 / $19.99 SALE $17.99

Q. Pour-Over for Precise Flavor
The slower you pour the water, the more flavor 
you get. Includes glass carafe (22 oz); stainless 
steel coffee filter; and coffee scoop.
Pour-Over Coffee Maker   
#100-009-945 / $39.99
Pour-Over Kettle-Stainless steel. Holds 34 fl oz. 6"H.
#100-009-944 / $49.99

Coffee 
Maker

Kettle

P. Keep an Eye on 
Water as it Boils

Clear glass carafe boils up  
to five 8-oz cups. Whistles  
when ready. Dishwasher  
safe. 73⁄4"H, 63⁄4"OD.  
Glass made in Germany.
Glass Teakettle
#109-4150 / $14.95

R. Oversized Kettle Boils LOTS 
of Water at a Time

These huge kettles hold lots of water and feature 
a pleasant, 2-tone "harmonica" whistle. Stainless 
steel with polished finish. Plastic handle folds 
down. 
1 Gallon, 201 Stainless Kettle-101⁄2"H x83⁄8"OD.
#117-6905 / $29.95
LIMITED SUPPLIES.
1 Gallon, 304 Stainless Kettle-High quality (will not 
stain or tarnish). 101⁄2"H x83⁄8"OD.
#100-020-989 / $39.99
Teakettle Spout Cleaning Brush Set-Set of 3 flexible 
brushes: 7⁄8"W and 3⁄8"W straight brushes and 3⁄8"W 
diamond-shaped adjustable brush. (Not pictured)
H USA MADE H
#102-2228 / $14.99

O. Grind Fresh  
Cinnamon  
and Nutmeg  
for Your Cup of Joe

Put the hard spices inside  
the mill, push plunger down and twist. 
41⁄2"Hx21⁄8"OD.
Spice Mill   #100-021-003 / $19.99

M. Brew Smoother 
Drip Coffee

Its stainless steel 
microfilter has super 
fine holes (0.2 mm), 
so you get a smoother 
coffee but with body. 
Holds 10 fl oz. Glass 
carafe, 53⁄4"H.
Drip Coffee Brewer with 
Microfilter 
#100-021-240 / $44.99

S. All the Tools You Need to Make 
Cold Brew Coffee

Make up to 2 qt of cold brew coffee at a time! 
Includes one 68-oz clip-top jar, two 13.5-oz 
handled jars, one stainless steel coffee filter, four 
muslin coffee squares and twine.
Kilner® Cold Brew Coffee Set 
#100-017-417 / $34.99

N. Best Hand-Turned Coffee Mills
All give precision grinding. Adjustable.  
Canning Jar Coffee Grinder-Designed by Proprietor 
Galen Lehman, store grounds right in the pint jar. 
81⁄4"Hx4"OD.
#123-7120 / $59.99
Flywheel Coffee Mill-Pull-out drawer. 5"Lx5"Wx121⁄4"H.  
#121-1900 / $69.99
German-Made Crank Coffee Mill-Our very best! 25-year 
guarantee on grinding mechanism. 8"Hx5"W.
#111-7750 / $119.95

Flywheel 
Coffee Mill

Canning 
Jar Coffee 
Grinder

Crank 
Coffee Mill

K. Fresh Coffee, 
without 
Electricity

Stainless steel drip 
coffee pot is quiet  
and easy to use.  
Makes about 64 oz. 
11"H, 6"OD.
Non-Electric Drip  
Coffee Maker 
#106-5425 / $114.99

The freshest coffee starts with the beans. Hand-grind for maximum freshness and flavor!
HINT FOR COFFEE LOVERS...
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C. Big Storage  
for Small Spaces
Shatterproof stainless steel bowls 
and plastic lids nest inside each 

other to save cupboard space. 
Includes 6 bowls: largest holds 
50 fl oz (21⁄4"Hx8"OD); smallest 

holds 6 fl oz (11⁄4"Hx4"OD).
Nesting Bowl Set
#100-003-351 / $21.99

For additional measurements,  
see Lehmans.com.

E. Get Instant Prep Space
Just pull out this pine cart for a convenient area 
to prep and serve food. Folds for easy storage. 
Textured top with two shelves, locking caster 
wheels. No assembly needed. 221⁄2"Dx32"Wx36"H, 
391⁄2 lb.
Textured Folding Cart 
#100-016-506 / $289.99

PREP       EASEwith

Case of 1 pt (60 containers)          #111-4265 / $39.95
Case of 11⁄2 pt (48 containers)      #111-4280 / $39.95
Case of 1 qt (36 containers)          #111-4270 / $39.95
Case of 1⁄2 gal (24 containers)      #111-4275 / $39.95

G. Freeze Lots of Produce
Heavy-duty plastic containers lock in flavor and 
prevent freezer burn. Quantity markings and fill 
lines. Dishwasher safe. BPA free.
 USA MADE 

B. The Best Stainless Steel Bowls: 
Solid Quality, Endless Uses!

Their weighted design keeps them balanced as 
you mix. Extra wide lip (1⁄2"W), dishwasher safe.
2 Qt-33⁄8"Hx6"ID.       #100-010-942 / $14.99
4 Qt-41⁄2"Hx77⁄8"ID.       #100-010-943 / $19.99
6 Qt-5"Hx91⁄2"ID.       #100-010-944 / $21.99
8 Qt-53⁄4"Hx11"ID.       #100-010-945 / $29.99
12 Qt-57⁄8"Hx133⁄8"ID.       #100-010-946 / $34.99

Set of 5-Includes one of each size.
#100-011-034 / $99.99

12 qt

8 qt

2 qt

6 qt

4 qt

NEW PRODUCTS FOR YOU!
See our newest arrivals for your kitchen and homestead at 

LEHMANS.COM/NEW 

F. Unbreakable, Timeless Beauty
Gleaming stainless steel can't break if dropped. 
Holds 16 fl oz. 93⁄8"ODx11⁄8"D. 
Soup Plates-Set of 4         #100-003-402 / $24.99
Soup Spoons-Set of 8       #128-6340 / $19.95

Medium 

Large 

Small 

D. Handmade in Our Home State
Timeless stoneware mixing bowls made in Ohio. 
Microwave, oven and dishwasher safe. Lead free.
 USA MADE 

Small Bowl-Holds 31⁄2 cups. 31⁄2"Hx61⁄2"OD, 2 lb.*
#122-5620 / $21.95
Medium Bowl-Holds 8 cups 41⁄2"Hx81⁄2"OD, 23⁄4 lb.*
#122-5625 / $29.95
Large Bowl-Holds 16 cups. 53⁄4"Hx111⁄4"OD, 63⁄4 lb.*
#122-5630 / $39.95
Set of 3 Bowls-111⁄4 lb.         #123-9735 / $84.95
*Note: Capacity and dimensions are approximate .

A. A Simple Solution for Keeping 
Food Fresh 

Just place silicone covers over a bowl to create an 
airtight seal – keeps food fresh and seals in heat 
during cooking. No wasteful foil or plastic wrap 
needed! Reusable, microwave safe. 
8" Granite Cover-Fits up to 71⁄2" bowls   
#100-014-692 / $10.99
9" Granite Cover- 
Fits up to 81⁄2" bowls.   
#100-014-691 / $11.99
11" Granite Cover- 
Fits up to 101⁄2" bowls   
#100-014-690 / $14.99

9" Granite
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R. Goodbye, Smelly Sponges!
These silicone scrubbers resist odor-causing 
bacteria and mold that cause foul smells. Last much 
longer than sponges and other scrubbers with a 3 
month no-odor guarantee.
 USA MADE 

Peachy Clean® Dish Scrubbers-Set of 3. 45⁄8"x27⁄8".
#100-021-241 / $19.99
Peachy Clean® Cooktop Scrubbers-Set of 3. 41⁄2"x23⁄4".
#100-021-242 / $24.99

P. Scrub Stainless Steel without 
Scratching the Surface

Our scrubbies won't scratch the mirror finish on 
stainless steel pots and pans. 3"OD. 
Stainless Steel Scrubbies-12 pk 
#100-002-912 / $14.99

The marble inside holds 
your towel in place

Bathtub

Red 
Dishcloth

Purple 
Dishcloth

Aqua 
Dishcloth

Blue 
Dishcloth

Rooster

Plain

Water 
Pump

Amish 
Buggy

I.  Extra Thick and Absorbent
Old-time double layer, poly/cotton blend 
dishcloths. Ivory with colored stripes. Set of 4. 
13"x91⁄2".
 USA MADE 

Red Dishcloths #112-4585 
Aqua Dishcloths #122-5765
Purple Dishcloths #122-5760 
Blue Dishcloths #122-5755
YOUR CHOICE $9.95
Note: Color shade may vary.

Blue Dishpan
White Dishpan

Hand Basin

M. Gentle on Dishes and Your Hands 
Our basins and all-natural dish soap help you get 
this necessary chore done right.
Farmhouse Dish Soap-All-natural ingredients are gentle 
on skin, while powering through grease. Lavender and 
lemon oils for a fresh fragrance. Biodegradable. 17.6 oz. 
 USA MADE 

#743-0025 / $7.95
Dishpan-15 qt, 51⁄2"Dx163⁄4"OD.
Blue  #605-5107 / $39.99
White  #17-420 / $39.99
Blue Hand Basin-4 qt, 3"Dx123⁄4"OD. 
#6432 / $12.99

GENTLE SOLUTIONS    HANDS  PANSfor &

L. Use for Just About  
Any Cleaning Job

Lint-free, cotton muslin towels. Soft – won't 
scratch finishes. 10 pk, imported.
Flour Sack Towels         
#112-0619 / $29.99

Q. The No-Fuss  
Solution for  
Drying Dishes

Extra absorbent drying mats soak up four times 
their weight in water, so counters stay dry and 
scratch free. Machine washable, black microfiber.
Regular Mat-16"x18".                #124-5385 / $7.99

XL Mat-Recommended for drying larger amounts of dishes. 
18"x24". 
#100-020-414 / $9.99

H. Stay Dry with  
Retro Vinyl Aprons 

They protect you from splatters and won't absorb 
moisture. Great for cooking, washing dishes, even 
bathing the dog. Wipes clean. Adjustable straps fit 
most sizes. About 283⁄4"Lx26"W. Handmade.
 USA MADE 

Blue Paradise 
#100-005-925 
Red Gingham  
#100-005-924  
Red Mixed Fruit 
#100-005-923
YOUR CHOICE $21.99 

Blue Paradise

Red Gingham

Red 
Mixed 
Fruit

J. Keep Your Towels  
off the Floor

Popular in Amish homes, these clever towel 
holders have a marble inside that keeps your towel 
from falling. Made of oak; adhesive on back for 
mounting. About 41⁄2"Hx31⁄4"Wx11⁄2"D. Amish made.
 USA MADE 

Plain   #100-012-244 
Amish Buggy  #100-012-248
Bathtub   #100-012-245
Rooster   #100-012-247
Water Pump  #100-012-246
YOUR CHOICE $16.99

Helpful Hint: To remove towel from holder,  
lift towel up or to the side to release.

K. Create a Thrifty 
Soap Dispenser

This soap pump fits any 
regular-mouth jar (you 
supply). Perfect for your 
homemade liquid soaps!  
BPA-free plastic. 71⁄4"H.
 USA MADE 

Soap Pump     
#100-006-117 / $9.99 N. Reduce Waste,  

Save Money
Wooden dryer holds up to 8 plastic 
bags. Dry baby bottles and water 
bottles, too. 141⁄4"H.
Plastic Bag/Bottle Dryer
#100-016-626 / $19.99 SALE $15.99

O. Protect, Clean and Shine
Great for appliances and countertops (except 
stainless steel and granite). Two 15-oz bottles.
Not pictured.
 USA MADE 

Jubilee Kitchen Wax       #100-006-409 / $12.99
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Hand Duster

Dust Mop

Barn

House

Child's
Whisk

I. Authentic Corn Brooms
Quality corn straw, bound and sewn by hand.  
Last for years of use. Made by Amish craftsmen.
 USA MADE 

Barn Broom-For tougher jobs. 57"L.
#011-333 / $34.99 
Whisk Broom-Hanging loop. 11"L.
#011-340 / $11.99 
House Broom-Fine bristles catch dust,  
hair and crumbs. 55"L.
#011-332 / $32.95 
Child’s Broom-32"L.
#011-345 / $15.99
Note: Handmade, so brooms  
will vary.

Large Dustpan-16"Wx191⁄2"L.
#771-919 / $19.95
Small Dustpan-121⁄2"Wx 
141⁄4"L. 
#771-914 / $12.95

C. Sweep without Cords
Pick up dirt, pet hair, crumbs 
without electricity. Easy to empty 
and store. Metal and plastic body.
Floor Sweeper with Corner Brushes-
Rotating corner brushes. Handle 
extends 45", 11"W path.
#11-400 / $82.99
Compact Floor Sweeper-
Interchangeable bristle and blade 
rotor. Handle extends 401⁄4".  
65⁄8"W path.
#100-006-428 / $59.99

Small

Large

E. No More Misplacing –  
Magnetic Brush and  
Dustpan Stay Together! 

Ideal for clearing crumbs from the  
table, this brush and dustpan  
are magnetic so they stay  
together when not in use.  
Beechwood handles, stainless  
steel dustpan, about 61⁄2"x41⁄8".  
Germany.
Magnetic Table Sweeping Set 
#100-018-782 / $39.99

A. Pick Up Dust with  
Easy-to-Clean Wool Dusters

Natural lanolin attracts dust, no chemicals! 
Removable wool head, hand wash. Made since 
1909.
 USA MADE 

Big Wooly Dust Mop-12" swivel head, 48"L handle.
#100-005-641 / $34.99
Wool Hand Duster-10" head, 18"L handle.
#100-005-643 / $24.99
Big Wooly Replacement Head
#100-005-642 / $17.99
Hand Duster Replacement Head
#100-005-644 / $14.99

D. The Most Effective  
AND Eco-Friendly  
Way to Clean Rugs

A time-proven method: hang rugs  
and beat out dust and dirt.  
Rattan reed, 291⁄2"L. Germany.
Carpet Beater 
#100-018-792 / $14.99

F. Clear Away Cobwebs 
from the Toughest Spots

Extra-long handle has two holes, so 
you can attach the cleaning head at an 
angle and get into corners more easily. 
Horsehair, beechwood handle 311⁄2"L. 
Germany.
Cobweb Broom  
#100-018-789 / $45.99

B. Clean Floors without  
Getting on Your Knees

There's no need to bend down thanks to the 
dustpan's long beechwood handle. Tip-proof 
stainless steel pan, horsehair brush. About 
253⁄8"H, Germany.
Dustpan and Brush Set 
#100-018-788 / $79.99

H. Dust Hard-to-Reach Ceiling Fans 
with Natural Lamb's Wool

Two wool rollers clean the top and bottom of each 
fan blade in one motion. Picks up dust extremely 
well, no chemicals! Extends to 591⁄4"L.
 USA MADE 

Wool Ceiling Fan Duster              #129-7920 / $42.99

Tidy Up for Guests

B

G. Tidy Up Floor  
and Car Mats

Its curved shape is perfect for 
sweeping small spaces. Made 
of rice straw, about 121⁄2"L. 
Germany.
Rice Straw Hand Brush          
#100-018-793 / $8.99

Floor Sweeper with 
Corner Brushes

Compact Floor Sweeper
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T. Stop Calcium 
Build-Up 
Without 
Chemicals
Place the Kessy in 
any container used to 
heat water. Stainless 
steel mesh becomes 

white as calcium is absorbed. 13⁄4"OD, Germany.
Kessy Lime Catcher      #100-018-805 / $9.99

P. Spots on Shirts? Remove 'Em.
Using palm and lemon oil, this pre-wash laundry 
stick removes those pesky spots and stains from 
clothing. Pack of 2.
Spot-Gone Sticks      #100-018-803 / $9.99

L. "A Must Try Polish.  
The Best I Have Ever Tried..."

Get a lustrous shine with Bee's Wax polish. Use on 
wood, leather, wrought iron and so much more! No 
sticky residue. 17-oz aerosol can.
 USA MADE 

Bee's Wax Furniture Polish
#3224-2937 / $14.99

R. Get a Sparkling Toilet Bowl 
Drop them into your toilet's tank to prevent 
minerals from staining bowl and building up on 
metal parts. Set of 4. 
Toilet Magnets         
#100-005-369 / $12.99

K. Easily Clean Walls up to 8 ft
Highly recommended for homes with wood stoves. 
Metal handle extends up to 8 ft. Removable 
microfiber head. Made by an Amish family.
 USA MADE 

Amish-Made Wall Mop      
#100-000-072 / $59.99
Replacement Mop Head      
#104-4655 / $9.99

M. Clean the 
Outside of 
Windows Safely 
from the Inside
Just open your window 
and put one magnet 
on the outside and the 
other on the inside. 
Move horizontally to 

wash window and vertically to squeegee dry. 
Works on single pane windows. 41⁄8"Lx45⁄8"W.
Magnetic Cleaner 
#100-016-927 / $12.99

J. Remove Dust Naturally
Real lamb's wool mop naturally attracts dust.  
No chemicals or sprays needed! Use on hardwood 
and tile floors, walls, ceilings. Handle 451⁄2"L. 
 USA MADE 

Wool Wedge Dust Mop            #5845 / $25.99

O. Stay Covered, Stay Clean  
with Arm Length Gloves

Extra-long latex gloves cover your hands and elbows 
as you clean. Reusable, one pair. 221⁄2"L.
Arm Length Cleaning Gloves 
#100-016-930 / $14.99

U. Protect Your Clothes  
from Moths, Naturally

The natural, pleasant aroma of cedar leaves 
your clothes smelling fresh and repels those 
pesky moths. No chemicals! Helps protect wool, 
cashmere and silk clothing. Germany.
Red Cedar Hooks-Hang in your closet. Two 2-pk bags.
#100-019-447 / $14.99
Red Cedar Hanger Discs-Slip onto clothes hangers  
(you supply). Two 10-pk bags. 
#100-019-445 / $16.99
Note: If using in drawers, place on a paper to protect clothes  
from the natural oils.

N. Two Sides for  
a Streak-Free  
Finish

This double-sided cloth has  
a finely woven copper side for  
tough scrubbing and a microfiber  
side for gentle, streak-free wiping. Perfect  
for the kitchen. About 61⁄4"x75⁄8", Germany.
Copper-Microfiber Cloth 
#100-020-801 / $9.99

Q. Dust-Free Blinds in a Snap
This brush has four bristled cylinders, so you 
can clean more than one slat at a time. Goat hair 
bristles, oiled beechwood handle. 63⁄4"L x51/4"W. 
Germany.
Blind Brush  #100-018-794 / $19.99S. A Bathroom Essential 

With Farmhouse 
Charm

Swap ugly, plain toilet  
brush holders for one that 
complements your bathroom  
décor. Attractive, functional  
metal holder, 81⁄4"H. Brush  
153⁄8"L. Germany.
Toilet Brush and Holder 
#100-018-798 / $19.99  

SEE THE WALL MOP IN ACTION AT 

LEHMANS.COM/WALLMOP
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H. The Eco-Friendly, Small Load 
Washer: Fits Under the Sink!

Ideal for washing undergarments, socks and 
delicates, this compact, hand-cranked washer 
uses minimal water and no electricity. Take it 
camping, use it in apartments and dorms – it's 
small enough to fit under the sink! Plastic tub. 
About 141⁄4"Lx15"Wx14"H, 53⁄4 lb.
The Laundry POD™ Manual Washer  
#100-019-131 / $99.99
Note: For small loads only.

F. Wring Clothes Faster,  
Save Your Hands Too

Hand-powered wringer wrings clothes out faster 
than other methods. And thanks to the clever 
design, you touch the cold, wet clothes less. Has a 
brake for quick stopping. Heavy-duty plastic tub 
holds up to two pairs of jeans  
and two shirts. 223⁄4"Hx183⁄4"OD, 131⁄4 lb.
Hand-Powered Spinning Clothes Wringer 
#100-020-194 / $189.00

Washer 
and 

Wringer

D. Use for Wrinkle-
Free Pants,  
No Ironing 
Needed

After washing pants, just 
insert into each leg along 
crease, adjust fit and hang to 
dry. Rust-resistant steel. Fits 
most adult sizes. Each end is 
adjustable: wide end adjusts 
from 201⁄2" to 121⁄2", narrow 
end adjusts from 113⁄4" to 73⁄4". 
37"L. Two pairs.
Pants Stretcher     
#100-015-494 / $29.95 

A. Wash in Just Minutes Per Load
Effortlessly pumps soapy water through clothes 
using the power of double pivot lever action. 
Proprietor Galen Lehman redesigned this proven 
favorite, beefing it up with stainless steel parts 
and a see-through lid. Holds 15 gal. 36"H, 30 lb.
 USA MADE   

Lehman's Own Hand Washer Only (no wringer)
#3282-3315 / $725.00  
plus $10 additional shipping
Lehman's Own Hand Washer and Best Hand Wringer
#3282-3325 / $899.00  
plus $10 additional shipping
Note: Minimal assembly required. Cannot ship Parcel Post.

Best Wringer-Clamps open to 13⁄4". Steel frame; 
reversible water board.  81⁄2"Hx15"W, 15 lb.
#3282-3320 / $199.99

Best Wringer

G. Homemade Laundry  
Soap Starter Set

Make laundry soap - for  
about 7 cents a load!  
Everything you need  
to make several  
batches (more than  
800 loads). 
 USA MADE 

#112-5325 / $54.95

Note: Our recipe makes a gel-like soap. Use about 1⁄2 cup per load.

a
b

B. Washboards Made  
for Daily Use

Unique “spiral crimp” surface effectively scrubs  
dirt, and sanitary soap drain removes dirty water 
from clothes. Printed decorative nameplate on 
front; back is blank. Fully mortised frames. 
233⁄4"Hx121⁄2"W, 3 lb (mini is 18"Hx81⁄2"W, 2 lb). 
 USA MADE 

a. Lehman's Galvanized Washboard-Traditional V-crimp 
instead of spiral crimp. Metal face is playable.
#66-SWB / $36.99
b. Lehman's Glass Washboard-Best Seller. Glass rubbing 
surface lasts the longest.
#66-GWB / $37.99
c. Lehman's Mini Glass Washboard-Great for delicates.
#106-5430 / $29.99

c C. Save Water and Your Clothes
Just plunge soap and water through clothes.
 USA MADE 

a. Breathing Washer  
#113-8390 / $18.99
b. Rapid Washer-Galvanized metal original.  
#66RW / $29.99
c. Galvanized Wash Tub-Holds 151⁄2 gallons. 
21"x221⁄2"x111⁄2"D. Mexico.
#H62-4471 / $59.99  
plus $10 additional shipping

ab

c

SIMPLY CLEAN toGentle Ways     Wash & Dry

E. Removes Excess 
Water So Clothes 
Dry Faster

Use this spin dryer first to 
extract water from clothes, 
then dry clothes fully in 
your tumble dryer or on 
a clothesline. It's quicker 
and consumes less energy! 
Compact, no hookup or 
venting required. 12 lb load 
capacity. 1800 RPM spin 
speed, 136W. 15"x15"x25", 
15 lb.
Nina Soft Spin Electric Dryer 
#100-019-130 / $149.99

36 Have a question? We have experts on hand. 



P. An Ironing Board Made to Last – 
Handcrafted of Wood!

Solidly built by Amish craftsman for lasting, high 
quality. Made of birch and maple (top is unfinished for 
safe ironing, legs are finished with two color options). 
Folds flat for simple storage, ironing board pad and 
cover included. About 543⁄8"Lx161⁄2"Wx33"H.
 USA MADE 

Natural Finish  
#100-020-266 / $169.99
Dark Finish  
#100-021-535 / $189.99
Note: Some assembly required.

Dark 
Finish

J. Adjustable, Compact and  
No Worries of Mildew

Drying rack has insulated lining on each wooden 
rung to help prevent mildew. Notches allow you to 
choose from two heights (413⁄4"H and 483⁄4"H). 9 lb.
 USA MADE 

11-Rung Clothes Dryer 
#100-011-417 / $99.99

O. Keep Those 
Clothespins 
Handy

Clip on line and slide. 
15"Hx111⁄2"W. Amish made.
 USA MADE 

Clip-On Nylon Clothespin Bag
#117-1325 / $19.95

I. An Affordable Way to Dry Clothes
Run line from post to porch, or buy two posts. 
Hardware included (cord sold separately). Holds  
7 lines. Galvanized steel. 90"H, 323⁄4"W, 2"OD.
Outdoor T-Post Clothes Dryer     #621-951 / $69.99
Buy 2 or more for $49.99 ea!
Note: To install, you'll need to cement the post into the ground. 

Optional Cord-Braided cotton. Pack of 4 (each 50'L).
#100-007-246 / $19.99

M. A Simple Way to Get Started
This kit allows you to stand in one place and hang 
all your clothes by simply moving the line around 
the pulley. Kit includes 150' of plastic coated, 
multi-wire cable (1700 lb); two 8" pulleys;  
2 screw eye hooks; and ratcheting tightener.
75-ft Clothesline Kit            #114-2655 / $64.99

Q. Space-Saving Wall Dryer is 
Functional, Durable and Beautiful

Durable ash wood. Shelf is stained and clear 
coated; dryer is unfinished. Amish made.
 USA MADE 

Large Accordion Clothes Dryer-Extends about 40",  
folds to 203⁄4"Hx34"Wx8"D, 251⁄2 lb. 
#114-6140 / $189.99
Small Accordion Clothes Dryer-Extends about 331⁄2", 
folds to 201⁄2"Hx243⁄4"Wx81⁄4"D, 22 lb.
#100-008-815 / $164.99
Note: Mounting hardware not included.

K. Solid Floor Dryers: Easy to Store
Freestanding dryers provide maximum drying 
space yet are collapsible for storage. Much more 
solidly built than other floor-type dryers we’ve 
tested. 3⁄4" dowels are attached to hardwood frame 
with screws, not staples. Amish-made.
 USA MADE 

Small-34 ft of drying space, 60"Hx191⁄2"Wx40"L. Folded 
40"x251⁄2"x8", 16 lb.
#68-740 / $99.99
Large-40 ft of drying space, 70"Hx23"Wx48"L. Folded 
48"x30"x8", 18 lb.
#68-748 / $119.99
Adjustable Clothes Dryer-Instead of extending out, 
this dryer extends up. Great for apartments and small 
homes. Unfinished soft maple. 193⁄4"Wx23"D, folds to 
28"Lx197⁄8"Wx7"H. 141⁄4 lb.
#100-011-982 / $69.99

R. Keep Your Ironing Board Cover in Place
No more slipping and wrinkling! Elastic  
fasteners fits all board styles. Metal clips, set of 4.
Ironing Board Cover Fasteners 
#100-018-132 / $6.99

Striped Cover

L. Spinning 
Clothesline 
Dries Laundry 
Effortlessly

This dryer spins for 
easy hanging of clothes and use far less space  
than traditional clotheslines. 18-gauge galvanized 
steel with pine arms dipped in industrial enamel. 
108' polyethylene rope. Comes mostly assembled. 
6'3"H, 21 lb.
 USA MADE 

Large Spinning Dryer     #100-019-718 / $199.99

N. Better Than  
Mom's Clothespins

100% American-made from tough 
maple, with a fully-wound stainless 
spring, they’re bigger, stronger and 
hold heavy laundry better – even in 
wind. 31⁄2”L.
 USA MADE 

Kevin’s Quality Clothespins–10 pk 
#100-013-803 / $19.99
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Pine Tar 

Oatmeal
Cornmeal

Buttermilk

Epson Salt

Thylox

Rose 
Clay

Charcoal

Witch 
Hazel

C. Get Clean with Grandpa's  
Time-Proven Soaps

Since 1878, Grandpa has been making reliable soaps, 
starting with his famous pine tar soap (a customer 
favorite). Soothing bar soaps are free of gluten  
(except Oatmeal soap), parabens and sulfates. 
 USA MADE 

Pine Tar Soap-Cleanse, deodorize and moisturize. 4.25 oz.
#841-622 / $5.29
Oatmeal Soap-Soothes. 4.25 oz.
#841-320 / $4.99
Cornmeal-Exfoliates. 4.25 oz.
#100-011-405 / $4.99
Buttermilk-Moisturizes. 4.25 oz.
#100-011-404 / $4.99
Epsom Salt-Deep cleans. 4.25 oz.
#841-120 / $4.99
Thylox-Helps with acne. 3.25 oz.
#841-820 / $5.49
Charcoal-Detoxifies. 4.25 oz.
#100-011-402 / $4.99
Rose Clay-Purifies. 4.25 oz.
#100-011-403 / $4.99
Witch Hazel-Tones and rejuvenates. 4.25 oz.
#841-720 / $4.99

Fresh 
Spearmint

Quiet Time

Cedar 
Spice

Sweet 
Almond

Antique 
Rose

Plain & 
Simple

Lavender 
Flowers

Lemon 
Créme

A. Lehman's Soaps Feel  
as Natural as Your Skin 

Since our exclusive handmade bar 
soaps use only all-natural, organic 
ingredients, like pure essential oils, 
virgin olive and coconut oils, they're 
gentle on skin and the environment. 
Super sudsy for a good lather, scented 
with essential oils. No artificial 
fragrances, gluten, dairy, eggs, 
soy, corn, oats or GMOs. Comes in a 
reusable muslin bag. Net wt 4.25 oz.
 USA MADE 

Fresh Spearmint  #15-130 
Quiet Time  #15-149 
Cedar Spice  #15-147 
Sweet Almond  #100-002-571
Antique Rose  #15-132
Lemon Crème  #15-131
Plain & Simple #15-140
Lavender Flowers  #15-133  
YOUR CHOICE $8.99
Buy 3 or more for $7.50 ea!

FROM HEAD TO TOE
FRESH      CLEANand

B. Grandpa's Gentle Shampoos and Conditioners
Super gentle like Grandpa's bar soaps, they're made with NO sulfates, parabens, phthalates, 
EDTA, glutens, silicones, PEG, petroleum, ethoxylates, artificial fragrances or colorants!  
Safe for color-treated hair.
Pine Tar Shampoo-Cleanses and moisturizes dry scalp and hair. 8 fl oz.
#841-012 / $10.99
Pine Tar Conditioner-Soothes and moisturizes dry scalp and hair. 8 fl oz.
#112-4590 / $9.99
Buttermilk Shampoo-Revitalizes dry, damaged and color-treated hair. 8 fl oz. #100-016-203 
Buttermilk Conditioner-Protects dry, damaged and color-treated hair. 8 fl oz. #100-016-204
Rosemary Shampoo-Refreshes and restores balance. 8 fl oz.   #100-016-207
Rose Clay Deep Conditioner-Restores balance and shine. 8 fl oz.  #100-016-208
Witch Hazel Shampoo-Removes environmental buildup and oil residue. 8 fl oz. #100-016-209
Witch Hazel Conditioner-Replenishes moisture and adds body. 8 fl oz.  #100-016-210
YOUR CHOICE $8.49

From richly scented to no fragrances at 
all, find all our soaps at

LEHMANS.COM/SUDS 
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G. Use Soap to the Last Sliver
Reusable bag has thick, soft weave for scrubbing 
with open mesh on the other side. Just put your 
bar and all its pieces inside. Machine washable. 
Includes 2 cotton bags. 41⁄4"Lx4"W.
ECOBAGS® Soap Bags  #100-006-367 / $12.99
Note: Line dry only. Soap not included.

J. Trusted by Farmers...Your Skin 
Will Love It Too

Used by generations of German farmers, Melkfett 
(milking fat) protects skin with moisture-sealing 
properties. Contains lanolin, coconut and 
glycerin. 3.2-oz bars. Pack of 3. Germany. 
Vaseline Soap  #108-5645 / $12.99

I. Just Three Ingredients!
Contains only lard, lye and water. May help relieve 
psoriasis and eczema. 6-oz handmade bar.
 USA MADE 

Grandma's Lye Soap                          #617-644 / $5.95

D. Bestselling Soaps from Our Store: 
Buzz-Worthy and 100% Natural!

Made by a family of beekeepers and their busy 
hive, these all-natural soaps are handmade, using 
only the really good stuff, like honey or beeswax. 
No chemicals! 
 USA MADE 

Foaming Hand Soaps-So popular in our Ohio store, 
we can barely keep them on our shelves! 16 fl oz pump 
bottle.
Grapefruit & Lemongrass  #129-7210
Lavender & Bergamot   #129-7215
Peppermint & Aloe   #129-7205
YOUR CHOICE $7.99
Bar Soaps-Moisturizing and gentle. 5-oz bars.
Dead Sea Mud-Dead Sea mud and beeswax  
help fight dry skin. 
#129-7230
Lavender & Honey-Calming lavender with honey.      
#129-7225
Tea Tree-Skin refreshing tea tree oil and beeswax.      
#129-7240
Totally Hip Hemp-A natural, vegan option that contains 
lemongrass with lavender.*  
#129-7220
YOUR CHOICE $6.99 
*Does not contain honey or beeswax.

Lavender  
& Honey

Totally Hip 
Hemp

Dead Sea Mud

Tea Tree

H. A True Soap Saver!             
Our stainless steel soap dish helps keep natural 
soaps dry, so soap lasts longer. 2-piece design 
lets air circulate through the slotted top piece. 
55⁄8"Lx33⁄4"W.
2-Piece Stainless Steel Dish    
#42-500 / $11.99 SALE $9.99

F. Pure Soap for Sensitive Skin: 
No Artificial Ingredients! 

This hypoallergenic soap eliminates harsh culprits – like parabens, sulfates and artificial dyes – and 
instead, uses an olive oil and soy base blended with all-natural ingredients. Handcrafted bars (5-6 oz). 
 USA MADE 

Lavender Moon-Soothing, calming lavender 
with oatmeal helps revitalize skin. 
#100-008-422 
Frankincense-Soothes damaged skin;  
may help with skin tone and reductions of wrinkles. 
#100-008-421 
Hogwash-Perfect as a hand scrub and for tough clothes 
stains. Made from a blend of all the soaps and cornmeal. 
#100-008-433 
Oatmeal-Helps relieve dry, itchy skin. Unscented. 
#100-008-424 
YOUR CHOICE $7.99

Almond Goat Milk-Hydrates skin; may reduce wrinkles. 
#100-008-419
Blueberry Orange-Rejuvenates skin.
#100-011-888
Calendula Dandelion-Tones and moisturizes.
#100-011-887
Soap'uccino-Blended with coffee beans to remove 
food odors from hands, like garlic and onion.
#100-011-896
Seagrass-Great for sunburns and blisters.
#100-011-895 

Hogwash

Calendula 
Dandelion

Oatmeal
Lavender 

Moon

Frankincense

Almond 
Goat Milk

Seagrass

Soap'uccino

Blueberry 
Orange

E. Nourish with Fresh Goat's Milk
Made from pure, fresh goat's milk. Loaded 
with capric and caprylic acids, which reduce 
alkalinity and provide a pH level very close to the 
skin's natural levels. 5-oz bars. Canada.
Goat's Milk Soap 
Pack of 2   #14-992 / $7.99
Case of 24   #100-018-418 / $99.99
Note: Cannot ship internationally.
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Add Instant Comfort to Your Wardrobe
Blue Calico

Cream

B. Beat the Sun with  
Our Handmade Bonnets

Fashioned like early pioneer prairie bonnets, 
their light cotton fabric keeps you comfortable 
and stays secured with long tie strings. Fits most 
adults. Handmade only for Lehman’s. Brim about 
43⁄4"D, back neck ruffle about 23⁄4"L. 
 USA MADE 

Cream       #125-7090
Blue Calico       #125-7085
Pink Calico       #128-4475
YOUR CHOICE $24.95

Pink 
Calico

 USA MADE 
Heavy-Duty Suspenders-Extra-wide 2" straps  
designed for hard-working men.
Brown  #105-5800 / $25.99
Blue Denim  #105-9880 / $25.99
Navy  #105-5775 / $25.99

G. For the 
Dapper 
Gentleman

Retro suspenders 
have patented no-slip, 
triple-plated nickel 
clips. One size fits all. Heavy-Duty

H. Legendary Tilley Hats:  
Ultimate Protection Against  
the Sun and Rain

Tilley® Airflo hats are so well made, they're 
guaranteed for life! They repel rain, block UV 
rays, float and won't shrink! Made to fit low and 
loose with secure ties for rough, windy days. 
Certified UPF 50+, nylon and polyester mesh; 
machine washable. Handcrafted in Canada.
71⁄8 Olive   #108-9095
71⁄2 Olive   #108-9110
8 Olive   #111-6470
7 Khaki   #111-3895
71⁄2 Khaki   #108-9085
8 Khaki   #109-7665
YOUR CHOICE $89.99

Airflo Khaki

Airflo Olive

D. Timeless Designs That Keep 
You Covered

Practical, no-fuss hat helps you stay protected in 
the sun. Striped, 100% cotton. Adult large.
Railroad Cap  #508A / $12.99 

E. Spiral Walking Stick
Made for us by an Amish family. Topped by a 
special grip. Satin lacquer finish. 34-36"L.
 USA MADE 

Cedar   #260-505 / $34.95
Walnut/Maple #260-510 / $64.95
Oak   #260-500 / $34.95

Cedar

Walnut/
Maple

Oak

F. An Easier Way to Clean 
Muddy Boots!

No need to bend over. Just hold onto 
the long oak handle as you clean 
boots with the sturdy arenga bristles. 
Then use the built-in bootjack to 
remove boots. About 215⁄8"x97⁄8"x331⁄2", 
Germany. 
Bootscraper with Bootjack  
#100-020-211 / $129.99

C. Enjoy Instant Shade  
with Our Town's  
Favorite Hats

These straw hats are  
favored by the Amish  
but also popular with other  
local folk. Classic design with distinctive 3⁄4"W 
black band. Leather-like sweatband inside (Boys' 
Round Hat has cloth sweatband).
 USA MADE 

Pinched-Front Hat-3"W brim.
Small   #104-6665 / $19.95
Medium  #106-5150  / $19.95
Large   #106-5155 / $19.95
Extra Large  #106-5160 / $19.95

Dressy 
Belts

Casual 
Work Belts

A. These Belts Just 
Might Last Forever 

Our 100% leather belts are handmade by Amish 
families in Ohio and Pennsylvania. Solid 
workmanship and handsome details.
 USA MADE 

Casual/Work Belts-Genuine cowhide with chrome  
buckle and snaps. 1 ⁄8" thick. 36". 11⁄4" wide.
Brown Belt           #731-36 / $19.95
Black Belt           #842-36 / $19.95
Black Belt-36". 2" wide.          #200-36 / $21.99
Dressy Belts-Genuine English bridle leather with  
fine stitching and brass buckle and snaps. 36".
Brown Belt-1" wide #1412-36 / $29.99    
Black Belt-1" wide #2413-36 / $29.99      
Brown Belt-11⁄4" wide #1514-36 / $29.99 
Black Belt-11⁄4" wide #100-000-422 / $29.99
For all size options, visit Lehmans.com.
Note: In general, order one size larger than your pants size. Belts 
are measured from the leather at the buckle end to the middle hole  
(do not include buckle when measuring).
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Shaving 
Brush

Faux Tortoise 
Shell Handle

Cow Horn 
Handle

I. Straight-Edge Razors  
Eliminate Razor Burn!

Exclusive lead hardening process –  
considered the best method for  
strengthening carbon steel – dates  
back centuries. After being hand  
forged, each blade is plunged into  
boiling lead, then quenched in water  
and sharpened. Blades stay sharp  
longer and will last for years. France.
Faux Tortoise Shell Handle-6⁄8"W blade, 51⁄2"L handle.
#36-534 ⁄ $229.99 SALE $189.99
Cow Horn Handle-6⁄8"W blade,51⁄2"L.  
#36-634 / $299.99 SALE $199.99
Best Shaving Brush-Soft AA grade badger hair.  
Brown plastic marbled handle. About 41⁄2"H.  
#120-9055 / $99.95 SALE $49.99

P. Get Rid of Stray Hairs, Pain-Free
Trim stray hairs from noses and ears without 
electricity or batteries. Stainless steel. 21⁄2"L. 
 USA MADE 

Pocket Rotary Hair Trimmer      #108-9385 / $21.99

N. Save Money on Haircuts  
with USA-Made Clippers

Be thrifty with our precision clipper kits. Haircuts 
at home are convenient and help you save money 
in the long run. Kits come in a storage case.
 USA MADE 

Lithium Ion Clipper Kit-Cordless clipper runs for up to 
2 hours on one single charge. Also includes battery-
powered trimmer, multiple comb attachments, scissors 
and more. 23-piece set.
#100-011-525 / $99.99
Clip and Trim Kit-A clipper and trimmer all in one 
tool! 20-piece set includes scissors and multiple comb 
attachments.
#100-011-526 / $43.99

Lithium Ion Clipper Kit

Clip and Trim Kit

O. Get Up to  
50 Shaves  
with One Blade
Just stroke your 
disposable razor on 
the sharpening strip. 
For single, double- and 
triple-bladed disposable 
razors (up to 2"W). 
55⁄8"Lx23⁄16"W.  
Sharpener
#36-731 / $14.95

K. Natural Deodorant
Made of natural mineral salts that prevent odor-
causing bacteria, no aluminum! Moisten with 
water. Stone lasts up to three years. About 21⁄2"L.
 USA MADE 

Deodorant Stone        #100-008-432 / $12.99

J. Feel Like a Man with Invigorating 
Washes and Balms

You're a man; time to smell like one!
 USA MADE 

2-in-1 Hair Wash-Contains tea tree oil and menthol 
to wake you up, protein for strength, Vitamin B5 for 
conditioning. No harsh sulfates or parabens. 10 oz.
#100-013-870 / $16.99
Ice-Cold After Shave Balm-Icy-cold menthol instantly 
comforts your face. No parabens or sulfates. 6 oz.
#100-013-851 / $19.99
Superior Grade Shaving Cream-Aloe vera, shea butter, 
macadamia nut oil and calendula extract hydrate skin 
and give you the closest shave without irritating razor 
burn. 6-oz bottle.
#100-013-842 / $16.99

Look and Feel Your Best

L. Easy, Clean Safe Shaving
Less than $.10 per shave! Chrome-plated safety 
razor with double-edged blade. When dull, remove 
handle to change the blade. (Blades last 8-10 
shaves.) 31⁄4"L. Germany.
Safety Razor                            #30-601 / $44.99
Replacement Blades-10 pack.         #90-102 / $7.95
SAVE SHIPPING, BUY NOW!

"Razor is absolutely perfect…the edge 
on mine is mirror bright and shave 
ready from the factory. Stropped it 
up and got an amazing shave straight 
out of the box."
- SATISFIED CUSTOMER

"This stone works wonderful! 
Natural and NO chemicals, I'm telling 
everyone about it!!!" 
- SATISFIED CUSTOMER

FIND MORE RAZORS AND 

GROOMING SUPPLIES AT 

LEHMANS.COM

M. Precise Grooming for  
Moustaches and Beards

Saw-cut, polished miniature comb is sized for 
grooming and training facial hair while being 
gentle on hair and skin. 43⁄4”L, handmade in 
England. 
Moustache/Beard Comb 
#100-013-874 / $12.99
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D. Relax with Comforting 
Herbal Tea Blends

Flavorful and therapeutic! Loose leaf tea, net wt 
about 3.5 oz.
 USA MADE 

Goodnight Tea Blend-Promotes a restful sleep with 
chamomile, calendula, raspberry leaf and more.
#100-021-600
Immune Boost Tea Blend-Supports your immune system 
naturally with elderberries, ginger, echinacea and other 
herbs.
#100-021-509
Peppermint Tea Blend-A refreshing blend of peppermint 
leaf, lemongrass and lemon balm to help relax your body 
and mind.
#100-021-510
YOUR CHOICE $16.99

G. Get Relief from 
Congestion and 
Aching Muscles 

Menthol scent. 7-oz jar
 USA MADE 

Unker's Therapeutic Rub   
#73-391 / $18.99

H. Wipe Out Nail Fungus, Naturally
This herbal soak treats fingernails, toenails, 
athlete’s foot and cracking heel. Steep herbs in 
apple cider vinegar (you supply). 0.65-oz box (lasts 
about 2 months).
 USA MADE 

Herbal Nail Fungus Soak        #116-2465 / $15.99

K. Stays Put Where 
Other Bandages 
Won’t

Waterproof beeswax stops 
bleeding of minor wounds. 
Fragrance and preservative-
free, 4 oz.
 USA MADE 

Waterproof Beeswax Bandage
#113-6980 / $18.99

E. Get Natural 
Relief

Made using a century-
old Amish recipe, no 
chemicals. One bottle 
lasts 2-3 months. 8 fl oz.
 USA MADE 

Acid Reflux Remedy 
#100-006-004 
Leg & Foot Cramps Remedy
#100-006-003
YOUR CHOICE $12.99

I. Tried-and-True Natural Remedy
Ribbing provides a gentler heat and protects 
against burns. Seamless, natural rubber bottle 
and hard plastic stopper. Holds about 2 liters. 
141⁄4"Lx81⁄2"W. 
Hot Water Bottle       #107-2370 / $19.99
Bottle & Red Plaid Cozy      #123-9320 / $29.99
Bottle & Flower Cozy       #100-005-938 / $29.99
Bottle & Owl Cozy      #100-005-937 / $29.99
Note: Fabric prints may vary.

Red 
Plaid

Flower

Owl

NATURAL SOLUTIONS FOR EVERYDAY AILMENTS
FEEL HEALTHIER

These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA.  
Not intended to treat, cure, diagnose or prevent any disease.  

Use only as directed by your health care provider.

B. Natural Ways  
to Feel Better

Made with simple, all-natural 
ingredients, devotees claim this 
herbal blend treats arthritis, 
high blood pressure, cholesterol 
and acid reflux. Many use as a 
daily immune system booster. 
NO added sugars or alcohol.  
25 fl oz plastic bottle.
 USA MADE 

Yoder's Good Health Recipe
#122-4545 / $24.95 
Note: Do not use if pregnant or nursing.  
For more info and a full list ingredients, 
visit Lehmans.com

A. Make Your Own 
Elderberry Syrup 
– A Rich Source of 
Vitamin A and C!
Elderberry syrup is full 
of immune boosting 
properties, and it's easy 
to make with this kit – all 
you need to supply is 
honey and water. Makes 
about 1 qt.

 USA MADE 
Elderberry Syrup Kit            #100-021-593 / $16.99

J. Get Much Needed Rest  
and Sleep as You Travel

Locally made, these buckwheat travel pillows are 
designed so your neck is well supported in any 
high-back seat, from cars to planes. Soft fleece 
filled with buckwheat hulls that cradle your head - 
won't go flat. 9"Lx11"W.
 USA MADE 

Burgundy   #100-021-520 / $29.99  
Heather Gray  #100-021-521 / $29.99

F. Discover the  
Soothing Aromas  
of Essential Oils 

Mist diffusers gently release  
essential oils (sold separately)  
into any room for a naturally  
soothing environment. Runs up  
to 3-4 hours continuously. 
Natural Wood Diffuser-Covers 201-250 sq ft. AC 
charging adapter. 7"H.
#100-011-528 / $79.99
Pure Essential Oils-Each 1/3 fl oz.
Eucalyptus  #110-2920
Lavender   #110-2935 
Peppermint  #110-9100 
YOUR CHOICE $8.99
Buy 3 or more essential oils for $6.99 each

C. Uplift Your Mood  
and Smell Great, Too

The secret to this necklace diffuser is the beeswax 
inside. Just open the pendant and apply 2-3 drops 
of essential oils to the beeswax. As you wear it, 
the oils are naturally diffused. Bronze chain 24"L. 
Personal Diffuser Necklace  
#100-013-034 / $29.99
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M. Sleep Well with Our Down and Feather Pillows
Feathers give you support, while natural down provides up to three times the 
warmth of synthetic fibers.
Premium Down-Snow white down (minimum 75% down). Blue-striped covering. 
Standard-Size Pillow-26"Lx20"W.  #110-0820 / $74.99
Queen-Size Pillow-30"Lx20"W.  #110-0825 / $84.99

Layered Feather and Down-A firmer pillow with inner core of supportive duck feathers 

and two outer layers of snow white down. 20% down, 80% feathers. White covering.
Standard-Size Pillow-26"Lx20"W.  #127-0950 / $49.95
Queen-Size Pillow-30"Lx20"W.  #128-4860 / $59.95

Layered Feather 
and Down

Premium 
Down

White Pillow

Buckwheat Hulls

ALL THE COMFORTS    HOMEof

N. Support for Your Head and Neck 
The secret to these pillows is what's inside. Filled 
with tiny buckwheat hulls, they contour to your 
head and neck and won't go flat. Hypoallergenic, 
won't cause heat build-up. White cotton  
pillowcase included. 14"x21".  
Locally handmade.
 USA MADE 

White Pillow  
#100-011-881
Black and White  
Ticking Pillow            
#100-011-882
YOUR CHOICE $64.99

L. Sit Back and Relax
Amish craftsmen steam hickory wood until 
flexible, then bend it to form the rocker’s 
contoured frame. Gleaming oak back, seat and 
runners. 22"Wx42"Hx23"L, 30 lb. 
 USA MADE 

Steam-Bent Hickory Rocker 
#44-256 / $279.00  
plus $10 additional shipping
Note: Cannot ship expedited or Parcel Post.

P. Keep Coats Tidy with Timeless Beauty
Just mount these timeless wallboards to the wall and you'll have an 
instant, attractive space to hang up coats and belongings. Amish-crafted of 
beautiful, smooth oak with metal hooks.
 USA MADE 

2-Hook Wallboard-18"Lx41⁄4"Wx7⁄8"D, 2 lb.
#100-016-833 / $39.99
3-Hook Wallboard-30"Lx41⁄4"Wx7⁄8"D, 3 lb. 
#100-016-838 / $49.99

5-Hook Wallboard-42"Lx41⁄4"Wx77⁄8"D, 
41⁄2 lb.
#100-016-842 / $69.99
Note: Mounting hardware not included.

Q. Tough Natural Materials, Elegant 
Designs for Your Doorstep

Made with ultra-durable natural materials,  
these mats go the distance.
Fleur-de-Lis Recycled Rubber Mat-Open design  
helps scrape off dirt and debris. 18”x30”. 
#100-013-674 / $29.99
Fleur-de-Lis Recycled Rubber Stair Treads-Recycled 
rubber treads won’t crack, mold or fade. 9”x30”. 3 pk. 
#100-013-676 / $39.99

Fleur-de-Lis Recycled 
Rubber Mat

Fleur-de-Lis Recycled  
Rubber Stair Treads

GET THE FIRST LOOK AT OUR  
NEW SPRING PRODUCTS

LEHMANS.COM/NEW 

O. Beautiful to Display, Soft to Use
Woven in North Carolina on a jacquard loom for a 
textured, intricate design. 100% cotton, double 
layer with fringed edges. Natural color, machine 
washable. 46"x60". 
 USA MADE 

Jacquard Cotton Throw      #100-005-946 / $49.99 

Black & White 
Ticking Pillow
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A. Enjoy Twice the Light
This handsome lamp has two wicks for more light. 
Brass duplex burner. 12-sided font, holds about  
28 fl oz. 201⁄2"H.
Grand Double-Wick Lamp 
#123-9240 / $99.99
Replacement Chimney 
#305-7938 / $9.95
Extra 1-1/16" Wicks (5-pack)
#309-1165 / $16.99 Double wick

C. Carry Easily 
from Room to 
Room

This oil lamp has a 
unique finger hold for 
easy carrying. Beaded 
ring at the bottom gives 
lamp a two-piece look. 
Silver-plated #1 burner  
(5⁄8"W wick), 11"H.
Old-Style Chamber Lamp
#0846-1378 / $19.99
Replacement Chimney
#0846-0172 / $9.95
Extra 5/8" Wicks (5-pack)
#302-99125 / $3.95

B. Practical and Pretty Lighting  
for Every Room

Mount or hang these rustic oil lamps. Their 
included reflectors help project more usable light.
Woodshed Wall Lamp-Painted pewter-like finish, holds 
about 20 fl oz. 3⁄4"W flat wick. 107⁄8"H.
#122-2035 / $19.99
Hanging Lamp-Glass font embossed with rope design; 
holds about 12 fl oz. Wick 3⁄4"W. 18"H.  
#105-2950 / $19.99
Replacement Chimney          #16-866 / $9.95
Extra 3/4" Wicks (5-pack)      #3023-0005 / $3.95
Note: Mounting hardware not included.
Rustic Reflector Lamp-Large reflector (41⁄2"OD) will  
cast more usable light into any room. 3⁄8"W wick. 12"H. 
#104-3995 / $29.99
Replacement Chimney               #305-7916 / $9.95
Extra 3/8" Wicks (5-pack)           #302-12355 / $3.95

Woodshed 
Wall Lamp

Hanging 
Lamp

Rustic 
Reflector 

Lamp

D. Simple, 
Charming 
Lighting

Clear glass font is 
embossed with a 
diamond-shaped pattern. 
Holds about 18 fl oz. 
Crimp-top chimney; brass 
burner with 7⁄8"W flat 
wick. 13"H.
Evening Lamp
#122-0730 / $14.95
Replacement Chimney
#0846-7936 / $9.95
Extra 7/8" Wicks (5-pack)
#307-8755 / $3.95

F. Safer, 
Cleaner and 
Easier to Use
Merry Corliss lamps 
burn olive oil so 
there's no smoke 
or odor – a great 
hypoallergenic and 
green alternative 
to petroleum fuels.  
Can use liquid fat or 
grease. Handcrafted  
steel elements.
H USA MADE H

Chamber Lamp-Handle makes it easy to carry. 1 ⁄8"OD 
round wick. Burns 12 hours per fill. 16 fl oz jar, 5"H. 
#15-312 / $16.99
Extra 1/8" Wicks (12-pack)            #15-756 / $7.99

E. Falks: The Gas Light Advantage
Provides the equivalent of 65 watts of light with 
no hassle while using only 0.085 lb/hr of fuel. 
Fully adjustable from a dim yellow glow to a 
brilliant white light.
Single Wall Light-Extends 10" from wall.
#2703 (LP) / $99.99
#108-2355 (NG) / $99.99

G. Carry from Porch to Barn
Like the lights used on river vessels, the 
powder-coated case features reflector panels 
that swing out and lock in place, directing light 
outward. Glass panels protect flame from breezes. 
Removable oil lamp (71⁄4"H). 1⁄4" round wick. Holds 
about 8 fl oz. 111⁄2"Hx51⁄2"W.
Dietz Homesteader's Oil Lamp     #100-1835 / $32.95

LET THERE BE LIGHT! 
Tips for Using an Oil Lamp

Oil expands during burning, so 
don't fill your lamp completely! 
(1/2" below the filler cap is 
ideal.)

If your lamp is smoking, the 
wick is either set too high or 
needs to be trimmed.

Aladdin Oil keeps for years when 
stored in a cool, dry place.

1

2

3
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M. Wedding White
Bright, simple, pure.  
Aluminum base, nickel 
burner. High performance 
English cotton wick. 
Optional pleated  
cloth shade.
Wedding White Lamp ONLY 
#100-011-065 / $199.95
Wedding White Lamp  
WITH Pleated Shade 
#100-011-135 / $229.95
Pleated Shade ONLY 
#N110W / $29.95

N. Southwestern 
Sands

Shatterproof aluminum 
base, nickel burner. 
Stunning, exclusive  
Dennis Lipp painted  
shade (optional).
Desert Sands Lamp ONLY
#100-011-066 / $199.95
Desert Sands Lamp  
WITH Ride into Sunset Shade 
#100-021-306 / $249.99
Ride into Sunset Shade ONLY
#100-021-110 / $49.95

Extra Mantle-Fits Aladdin lamps 
since 1928 (models 12-23, A-C). 
31⁄4"H. 
#R150 / $14.99
High Output Chimney-Gives you 
20% more light. 151⁄2"H.
MAXbrite Heel-less-Fits all models 
except 12, 21, 21c, 23, A, B, C.
#100-006-743 / $25.95
"Lox-On"-Fits lamps made between 
1932 and 1983, models 12, 21, 21c, 
23, A, B, C.
#100-003-921 / $25.95
Standard Chimney-121⁄2"H.
MAXbrite Heel-less-Fits all models 
except 12, 21, 21c, 23, A, B, C.
#100-004-908 / $21.95 

"Lox-On"-Fits lamps made between 
1932 and 1983, models 12, 21, 21c, 
23, A, B, C. 
#R103 / $21.95
Replacement Wick 
Fits all lamps since 1969  
(No. 23, No. 23A, No. 23E60)
#N230 / $19.95
Fits lamps made from 1932 to 1969 
(Models A, B, C and 14-English lamp 
burners)
#R151 / $19.95
Fits lamps made in the 1960s  
(No. 21 and No. 21C)
#R199 / $19.95
Fits lamps made before 1935  
(No. 7-No. 12)
#N198 / $19.95

Brass Light Booster-Adds 20% to 
lamp output by extending chimney
#N108B / $25.95
10" Brass-Plated Shade Ring
#401RB / $26.95
10" Nickel-Plated Shade Ring
#401RN / $26.95
12" Brass Tripod 
#1281 / $21.95
12" Nickel Tripod
#N401N / $21.95
14" Brass Tripod
#1478B / $26.95
14" Nickel Tripod
#1480N / $26.95

J. Tough Cabin Lamp
Aluminum base, nickel burner, 
Peruvian cotton wick. Optional shade. 
Cabin Lamp ONLY  
#100-020-739 / $129.99
Cabin Lamp WITH Gray Camo Shade
#100-021-305 / $159.95
Gray Camo Shade ONLY 
#100-021-248 / $29.95

O. Classic Brass  
Heritage Lamp

Tarnish resistant. Optional glass 
student shade. High performance 
English cotton wick. 
Brass Table Lamp ONLY
#100-007-059 / $209.95
Brass Table Lamp  
WITH Student Shade
#100-007-461 / $279.95
Student Shade ONLY 
#M540 / $59.95

K. Passion Purple!
Shatterproof aluminum  
base, nickel burner.  
Optional Damask cloth shade.
High performance English 
cotton wick.
Passion Purple Lamp ONLY 
#100-011-061 / $199.95
Passion Purple Lamp  
WITH Damask Shade 
#100-020-911 / $259.95
Damask Shade ONLY 
#100-007-302 / $59.95

TRUSTED BY GENERATIONS SINCE 1908
Non-electric lighting that's bright as electric and 6x more efficient

H. Perfectly Practical!
Rough & Ready Lamp ONLY-Shatterproof  
aluminum base with Peruvian cotton wick.
#100-021-369 / $99.99
Survival Kit-Includes Rough & Ready lamp, 
PLUS fuel and parts for 21 nights, waterproof 
matches and personal LifeStraw® water filter.
#100-020-634 / $148.99
Hunter's Hideaway Lamp ONLY 
Shatterproof aluminum, camo green,  
English cotton wick.
#100-011-055 / $179.95
Hunter's Hideaway Lamp  
WITH Green Camo Shade
#100-021-453 / $219.95
Green Camo Shade ONLY 
#100-020-737 / $29.95

L. Limited Edition Super Aladdin
33% brighter! Extra high chimney  
plus Light Booster. Works at extreme  
altitudes. High performance English  
cotton wick. Optional glass shade.
Super Aladdin Lamp ONLY
#100-020-912 / $329.95
Super Aladdin Lamp  
WITH Ruby Swirl Shade
#100-020-914 / $399.95
Super Aladdin Lamp  
WITH Green Ribbed Shade
#100-020-915 / $399.95
Ruby Swirl Shade ONLY
#100-008-781 / $69.95
Green Ribbed Shade ONLY     #N301 / $69.95

I. Collectible Signature Series
Every lamp serialized, certificate of 
authenticity. Hand painted, only 150 of each 
made. High performance English cotton wick.
a. Grand Vertique Cobalt Lamp  
WITH Cosmos Shade
Brass Trim 
#100-020-943 / $389.95
Nickel Trim 
#100-020-944 / $389.95
b. Grand Vertique Cobalt Lamp  
WITH Violets Shade 
Brass Trim 
#100-020-945 / $389.95
Nickel Trim 
#100-020-946 / $389.95

P. Keep Your Aladdin Lamp Burning Brightly

Brass Table 
Lamp

Hunter's 
Hideaway Lamp

Rough & 
Ready Lamp

Brass Trim

a b

Nickel Trim

Student 
Shade

Cabin 
Lamp

Gray 
Camo 
Shade

LEHMANS.COM

Find more Aladdin parts and 
accessories online at 
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F. Matches for Severe Weather
Outdoor matches light up quickly and stay lit even in blowing wind and pouring rain.
Stormproof Match Kits-Includes 50 matches and 2 waterproof containers. #124-6435 / $13.95

B. Heat Small Meals AND 
 Enjoy Dependable Lighting 

It's the lantern that can heat water, soup or small 
meals! Great for camping or emergencies. 12"H.
Green Lantern Cooker              #M2000 / $34.99
Extra Wicks (5-pack)          #302-99125 / $3.95

A. Light up the Whole Campsite
Time-proven kerosene pressure lantern has been 
trusted since WWII – burns up to 11 hours! Much 
higher quality than common Coleman lanterns: 
chrome-plated brass with stainless steel tank and 
heavy-duty heat shield. Burns K-1 clear kerosene. 
113⁄4"H. Australia. 
Aussie Bush Light #128-4650 / $349.99
Extra Mantles-3pk. #100-003-109 / $9.99

C. Proven Since 1840, They're 
Customer Favorites!

Dietz oil lanterns come in a variety of sizes with 
heat-resistant globes. Tin-coated steel with 
enamel finish (except Rustic Blizzard).
Rustic Blizzard-Unpainted. Burns 26 hours. 15"H.
#0846-0080 / $19.99
Blizzard: King of the Cold Blasts-Blue, brass trim. 
Burns 26 hours. 15"H.
#3780 / $19.99
Jupiter: Farmer’s Friend-Largest tank; can be burned 
every night for two weeks without refilling. 15"H. 84-oz 
tank, burns 72 hours.
Black  #3725B / $29.99

Blizzard Blue

Jupiter 
Black

D. Feuerhand Lanterns  
Are Tough Against Rust

When you need a lantern that can endure the elements of 
Mother Nature, choose Feuerhand. Built to last and galvanized 
to fight off rust. Burns 20 hours. 10"H. Made in Germany!
Brilliant Blue  #100-005-559 / $34.99
Bronze     #100-005-543 / $44.99
Classic Black    #128-3470 / $34.99
Dusty Blue    #128-3485 / $34.99
Light Pink    #100-005-548 / $34.99
Mossy Green   #100-005-558 / $34.99
Olive Green   #100-005-547 / $34.99
Pastel Green  #100-005-549 / $34.99
Pastel Orange   #100-005-546 / $34.99
Pure White    #100-005-544 / $34.99
Red    #128-3460 / $34.99
Royal Blue    #128-3465 / $34.99
Signal Yellow   #128-3490 / $34.99
Silver (unpainted)    #128-3455 / $24.99 
Shimmer Black  #128-3480 / $44.99 
Sparkling Iron   #100-005-542 / $44.99
Telemagenta  #100-012-442 / $34.99
Extra 1⁄2" Wicks (5-pack)  #3071-6755 / $3.95

E. Stock Up:  
Fuel for Oil Lamps

Purified to resist smoke and odor. 
Sealed containers store and ship 
safely.
KleanHeat-Our best-selling fuel.Burns 
with almost no odor. Petroleum based.
One 120-oz jug, 7 lb
#52-243 / $19.95
Case of four 120-oz jugs, 29 lb
#0910-0104 / $69.95
Aladdin Lamp Fuel-Our best lamp oil. 
Works in all oil lamps. Distilled for purity, 
it burns with so little odor that it's 
undetectable for most people. Wicks last 
longer, too!
32 fl oz #17-552 / $10.99
64 fl oz #100-017-469 / $15.99
Case of twelve 32 fl oz bottles
#175-5212 / $119.99

Silver

Classic 
Black

Bronze

Mossy Green

Red

Royal Blue

Brilliant 
Blue

Pure 
White

Dusty 
Blue

Olive 
Green

Pastel 
Green

Signal 
Yellow

Light 
Pink

Pastel 
Orange

Sparkling 
Iron

Shimmer 
Black

Telemagenta

We've got you covered with our 
non-electric lighting solutions.

Take them anywhere - no plugs 
to worry about.

They'll give you bright light, 
even when the power's out.

They're time proven and 
reliable.

Kerosene lights never need 
electricity.

DEPENDABLELight
POWER OUTAGES?

 CAMPING? 
GOING OFF THE GRID?

WHEN YOU NEED IT

Luci Original

Rustic 
Blizzard
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H. Generate Light  
with Gravity –  
No Operating Cost!

Over one billion people  
around the world do not have  
access to electricity. That's why  
one company came up with this  
affordable, safe and eco-friendly  
light. No batteries or sun needed!

VISIT LEHMANS.COM/GRAVITY TO 
LEARN HOW IT WORKS!

Gravity-Powered Light 
#100-019-994 / $99.99

I. EXTRA Bright  
Light - with Remote

24 long-lasting LED bulbs give lots of usable light 
(108 lumens). Folding handle, hanging hook, built-
in compass and key ring remote. Requires 2 AAA 
and 3 D batteries (you supply). 101⁄2"H, 41⁄4"OD.
LED Emergency Lantern with Remote Control
#119-3115 / $24.99 SALE $19.99
4 AAA Energizer® Batteries  
#1081-3665 / $6.99
2 D Energizer® Batteries              
#806-453 / $6.99

N. Bring Bright, Safe Light Anywhere You Need It
Inflatable solar LED lights use no batteries or fuel, so they're eco-friendly and safer. 
Take anywhere – just flip over to charge in 7-8 hours in the sun. Deflates for easy 
storage. Waterproof and floats!
Luci Original-3 modes: bright, super bright and flashing. Clear, 50 lumens. 41⁄4"Hx5"OD.
#100-015-751 / $19.99
Luci Candle-Flickers just like a candle. Frosted finish with a warm amber glow, 25 lumens. 
4"Hx4"OD.
#100-015-750 / $16.99
Luci Lux-3 modes: bright, super bright and flashing. Frosted finish, 50 lumens. 4"Hx5"OD.
#100-015-749 / $19.99
Luci Color Essence-Changes to 8 vibrant colors. Frosted finish, 50 lumens. 4"Hx5"OD.
#100-015-748 / $24.99

Luci Color Essence
Color changes to  
8 vibrant colors!

Luci Original

Luci Candle

Luci Lux

L. Rustic Look  
with Safe LED 
Lighting

15 LED bulbs dim and 
brighten with just a turn  
of the knob. Authentic 
glass globe with rugged 
metal construction. 
Requires 2 D batteries  
(you supply). 91⁄4"H.
Rustic LED Lantern 
#100-010-977 / $12.99
2 D Energizer® Batteries 
#806-453 / $6.99

LET THERE    LIGHT, ALWAYS!be

M. Stay Informed  
During Storms   

Get the news, weather and light 
without needing batteries: AM/
FM/Weather bands radio functions, 
built-in 3-LED flashlight, and Radio-
to-USB Adapter to charge cell phones. 
Powered by solar panel, hand-crank 
or 3 AA batteries (you supply). 
71⁄4"Wx5"Hx2"D.
Solar AM/FM/Weather Radio/Light
#117-0370 / $59.99
4 AA Energizer® Batteries      
#801-537 / $6.99

Charge cell 
phones with 

USB Adapter!

G. LED Lanterns Shine,  
Then Easily Recharge! 

These LED lanterns have a lithium ion battery 
that can be charged from any USB port. Dimmer 
switch allows you to adjust brightness. Weather 
resistant, charging cord included. 
Beacon Lantern-Hang it up with the carabiner or use it 
freestanding. 220 lumens on high. 4"x41⁄2"x4".
#100-015-788 / $39.99
Forest Lantern-The brighter of the two – plus, it 
charges your smartphone! 325 lumens on high. 
6"x6"x91⁄2".
#100-015-787 / $49.99

Beacon 
Lantern

Forest 
Lantern

J. Camping Lantern Turns into a 
Spotlight and an Alarm!

Multi-use LED light has 3 settings: low and high 
spotlight, and lantern for maximum light. Better 
yet, it's powered by you – no batteries, just turn 
the crank to recharge. Comes with an emergency 
alarm and USB cable to charge your phone. 73⁄4"H.
Hand-Cranked Lantern, Spotlight & Alarm 
#100-014-841 / $39.95 SALE $29.99

Alarm and  
AM/FM Radio

K. Instant Light 
Always in Reach 
as You Sleep…

Just pull the convenient 
chain to turn light on and 
off, no need to get out of 
bed! Requires 60 watt 
light bulb (you supply). 
White shade with cord. 
111⁄4"Wx63⁄4"H.
Headboard Lamp 
#100-016-936 / $29.99
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Splitting 
Maul

Large Splitting 
Axe

Hand 
Hatchet

CHOP IT, STACK IT, STORE IT
B. They're Here! Gränsfors 

Bruk Axes – Hand-Forged, 
Top Quality

Seriously sharp and ready-for action, 
these sought-after axes are known 
around the world for their amazing 
quality. Crafted for over 100 years by 
Gränsfors Bruks smiths, each tempered 
steel blade bears its maker's initials. 
Hickory handles, top-grain leather 
sheaths. 20-year guarantee. Sweden.

Splitting Maul-The only axe designed for striking a wedge. 31"L, 7 lb.
#101-2105 / $209.99
Large Splitting Axe-271⁄2"L, 5 lb.  #101-2780 / $189.99
Hand Hatchet-91⁄2"L, 13⁄8 lb. #100-011-413 / $140.00
Mini Hatchet-10"L, 13.6 oz.  #100-011-415 / $159.99
Outdoor Axe-Handle 141⁄2"L, 1 lb. #100-011-416 / $185.00
Not pictured.
Small Forest Axe-Head 7”Lx33⁄4”W, overall 191⁄2”L, 21⁄4 lb.
#420 / $155.00
Ceramic Grinding Stone-Has a course side for repairing damage and  
a fine side for sharpening. 21⁄4"OD. 
#124-0085 / $54.99

F. Tried-and True Crosscut Saws: Less Noise, No Fumes!
Crosscut saws are a lot quieter than chainsaws and lighter with no noxious fumes. 
Our saws have precision ground design that can't stick in cut. Oil hardened, special 
analysis steel with accurately set teeth and rakers (4 teeth/raker).
 USA MADE 

One-Man Saw-For heavy pruning and trimming, 
firewood, occasional felling and notching logs. Straight 
back with D-handle. Hole at opposite end for optional 
two-man handle.
3 Ft Saw   #13 / $259.00
41⁄2 Ft Saw   #145 / $259.00

One-Man Handle-Add to handle end as second grip for 
operator or to opposite end to convert for two-man use. 
Hardwood, 53⁄4"Lx11⁄8"OD. 
#J20 / $38.99
Two-Man Saw-For heavy cutting and felling. Straight 
back without handles (use two No.16). 51⁄2 ft, 6 lb.
51⁄2 Ft Saw   #33-55 / $289.99

Two-Man Saw Handle-Hardwood handle fits 
No. 33-55 or any saw with 1⁄4"ID or larger holes less 
than 11⁄8" in from end of saw. Reversible in case of wear, 
14"Lx11⁄8"OD.
#16 / $22.95
Note: Saws must be sharpened before use and proper maintenance is 
crucial for optimum performance.

Crosscut Saw Maintenance Kit-Kit includes jointer/raker 
gauge tool, spider set gauge, setting stake, hammer, file 
and invaluable "Guide to Crosscut Saws" book.
#10-204 / $189.99

A. Safer, More Precise  
Wood Splitting

The pioneer's choice for splitting kindling. Your 
hands are always above the super sharp blade. 
Hardened steel. Amish craftsmanship. 16" 
hickory handle, 15" blade.
 USA MADE 

Lehman's Own Old-Fashioned Froe
#37-637 / $49.99
Natural Hardwood Mallet-Beech  
hardwood.91⁄2"Hx3"OD. 
#100-009-574 / $29.99

Froe

Mallet

Mini Hatchet

One-Man Saw

One-Man 
Handle

Two-Man Saw

Two-Man Saw Handle

E. Safer Solutions to Cutting 
Kindling – No Axe Needed!

Split wood with less force. Durable cast iron 
construction.
Kindling Cracker™-Just place wood onto the splitting 
wedge stand and hit with a mallet or another piece of 
wood (you supply). 12"H, 61⁄2"ID, 10 lb. Australia.
#100-014-665 / $108.99
Wall-Mounted Kindling Splitter-No bending or 
swinging – just mount to a wall, insert wood and lower 
the steel wedge. 23"Hx31⁄4"Wx5"D, 10 lb. Sweden.
#100-014-662 / $199.99

Wall-Mounted
Kindling Splitter

Kindling 
Cracker

"Well made tool for a great price. 
Boxes of kindling made on short 
time using the froe."
- SATISFIED CUSTOMER

D. Dig and Chop!
We've found an axe that not  
only chops and splits wood like a 
pro, but has a second blade that's 
designed to cut and dig through 
tough garden soil. Hand-sharpened 
high carbon steel, full tang. Leather 
sheath included. 24"Lx12"W.
Pulaski Axe  
#100-013-351 / $135.00

C. Lighter Axe is Easier on  
Your Arms

Weighs only 31⁄2 lb! Great for cutting and light 
splitting jobs. Forged steel head with curved 
hickory handle, 271⁄4"L.
 USA MADE 

Boy's Axe  
#102-2745 / $39.99
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Splitting Maul-The only axe designed for striking a wedge. 31"L, 7 lb.
#101-2105 / $209.99
Large Splitting Axe-271⁄2"L, 5 lb.  #101-2780 / $189.99
Hand Hatchet-91⁄2"L, 13⁄8 lb. #100-011-413 / $140.00
Mini Hatchet-10"L, 13.6 oz.  #100-011-415 / $159.99
Outdoor Axe-Handle 141⁄2"L, 1 lb. #100-011-416 / $185.00
Not pictured.
Small Forest Axe-Head 7”Lx33⁄4”W, overall 191⁄2”L, 21⁄4 lb.
#420 / $155.00
Ceramic Grinding Stone-Has a course side for repairing damage and  
a fine side for sharpening. 21⁄4"OD. 
#124-0085 / $54.99

Woodcutting & Hauling

H. Haul Firewood  
without Hurting Your Back

Just add wood and push or pull. Lightweight 
aluminum cart fits through a standard doorway, so 
you can take it right to your stove. Amish made. 
263⁄4"W with rubber tires, 431⁄2"H, 231⁄4 lb.
 USA MADE 

Amish-Made Wood Cart  
#100-005-680 / $289.00
Note: Some assembly required.

K. Keep Your Woodpile High  
and Dry for Better Fires

Build a log rack to your precise  
needs with these steel brackets. 
Use with a few 2'x4's (you supply). 
Logs stay off the ground up to 5". 
Log Rack Brackets-4 pk  
#100-017-931 / $24.99 SALE $19.99

G. Haul or Split Logs  
While Saving Your Back...

This ingenious tool reduces the strain of bending 
over and eliminates dangerous pulp hooks. Rubber 
end grip and hardwood handle give you control as 
you lift. Hollow steel frame. 
 USA MADE 

LogOX Hauler-Easily picks up stove length logs with 
its 21" short cant hook. Huge help for feeding a splitter. 
73⁄4 lb.
#100-014-568 / $129.99
LogOX 3-in-1 Set-Has all the capabilities of the Hauler 
combined with a cant handle extension (38"L) and 
timberjack T-bar for easily rolling or lifting. Elevates 
logs so your chainsaw stays out of the dirt as you cut. 
131⁄2 lb.
#100-014-567 / $210.00
LogOX Hauler Holster-Compatible with standard-width 
belts. 1 lb.
#100-014-569 / $39.99

LogOx Forester Package-Includes the LogOX 3-in-1, 
PLUS PickOX Pickaroon attachment for picking up logs 
and wood pieces, hauler holster to hold the LogOX on 
your work belt, and CarryOX storage bag.
#100-020-986 / $339.00
LogOX Woodsmen Package-The premium set! Includes 
the LogOX 3-in-1, PickOX Pickaroon attachment, hauler 
holster, PLUS large work belt, GripOX large premium 
work gloves and CarryOX storage bag.
#100-020-984 / $379.99

LogOX HaulerLogOX Hauler Holster

LogOX 3-in-1 Set

SEE THE LOGOX IN ACTION AT   

LEHMANS.COM/HAULING

LogOx  
Woodsmen Package

LogOx Forester 
Package

L. Hand-Forged Since 1697! 
When you pick up a Hults Bruk axe, you're 
getting a tool that's razor sharp and will  
outlast cheaper versions. Their secret? Age-old, 
hand-forged craftsmanship. Swedish steel with 
hickory handles and leather sheaths. Sweden.
Motala Double-Headed Axe-Perfect for chopping 
wood or axe throwing competitions. 30"L, 5 lb.
#100-012-914 / $319.00 
Akka Forester's Axe-For clearing trails. 24"L, 21⁄2 lb. 
#100-012-911 / $159.00 
Kisa Felling Axe-For cutting smaller trees and limbs. 
26"L, 3 lb.
#100-012-912 / $139.99 
Almike Hatchet-For making kindling  
and light clearing. 16"L, 13⁄4 lb.
#100-012-909 / $127.00 
Aneby Hatchet-For hunters. 20" L, 21⁄2 lb.
#100-012-910 / $131.00

Motala Double-Headed Axe

A
lm

ike Hatchet

A
neby Hatchet

Akka Forester's Axe

Kisa Felling A
xe

J. Cut Logs and 
Brush without  
the Bulk and 
Weight

This mini pocket saw is 
a real saw - not a toy. 2x 
more teeth, cuts in both

directions. High visibility orange handles. 26"L.
Nordic Pocket Saw #100-015-158 / $49.99

I. Keep Any Blade at Its Best
Sharpen just about anything: cutlery, shears, 
axes, even reel and power mower blades. Two 
guides. Built-in glass and tile cutter, lifetime 
guarantee. 63⁄4"L.
 USA MADE 

SelecTool Sharpener      #121-3900 / $29.99
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C. Slice Through Leather,  
Wood, Rubber and More

Drop-forged steel blade, leather scale handle  
with belt holster. 81⁄4"L. England.
Hacking Power Knife
#210-111 / $32.99

E. A Savvy Choice for Hunters
Affordable and compact! Our exclusive knife 
features a gut hook and drop point for quick field 
dressing. Edge-holding anodized blade, non-slip 
handle with liquid drainage holes. 8"L.
Hunter's Camo Knife        
#100-015-355 / $10.99

G. A Potential Lifesaver!
Our survival knife gives you the escape tools 
you need for vehicle accidents and emergencies: 
serrated blade, glass breaker, seatbelt cutter, flint 
fire starter and flashlight! Aluminum handle, 81⁄2"L.
Survival Knife    
#100-015-356 / $12.99

A. Use Daily Indoors  
or Out

Our barlow knife is a true classic, with genuine 
bone handle and stainless steel blades. Clip and 
pen blades, 31⁄4"L when closed.
Old-Fashioned Barlow Knife    
#112-8495 / $14.99

Yellow-Handled 
Medium Stockman

B. High-Quality Case® Knives: Handcrafted for Over a Century!
Started in 1889 by four brothers who sold knives along the wagon trail, Case® knives are 
still handcrafted in the USA for legendary, dependable quality.
 USA MADE 

Amber Bone Pocket Knives-The unique jigging  
allows the amber hue of the bone handle to  
shine through. Stainless steel blades.
Russlock-Unique “tail” on clip blade for  
easy one-handed opening. 41⁄4"L when closed.
#0800-0260 / $69.99
Medium Stockman-Clip, spey and sheepfoot  
blades, 35⁄8" when closed. 
#0800-0042 / $59.99
Case® Paste-This metal polish restores shine  
to bolsters, blades, and shields. 1.76 oz-tube. 
#100-013-381 / $5.99

Yellow-Handled Pocket Knives-Their bright  
yellow handles makes them easy to find.  
Chrome vanadium blades. 
Medium Stockman-Clip, spey and  
sheepfoot blades. 35⁄8"L when closed.
#0800-0035 / $49.99
Trapper Pocket Knife-Clip and  
spey blades. 41⁄8"L when closed.
#0800-0161 / $49.99 
Hunting Knives-Made to last, just like Grandpa's. 
Surgical steel blades, stacked leather handle.
3" Blade with Sheath #0800-0379 / $57.99
5" Blade with Sheath #0800-0381 / $74.99

2-Knife Set-One sheath, 3" and 5" knives.
#0800-0372 / $119.99

D. Make the Rope You Need
Make 3- or 4-strand rope to your precise 
specifications, just as it was made in the early 
1900s. Base of machine can be secured with bolts 
or clamps. 8"Hx153⁄4"Lx45⁄8"W. 
 USA MADE 

Rope Making Machine        #76-730 / $99.95
Rope Making Book             #625-464 / $16.95

Yellow-
Handled 
Trapper 

Amber Bone 
Medium 

Stockman 

2-Knife 
Set 

Amber Bone 
Russlock

TIME-TESTED TOOLS
MAKE EVERY JOB EASIER

F. Great for Any Occasion
Long ago, every grandpa owned pocket knives 
that were perfect for any circumstance. Our 
quality-made knives bring back this tradition. 
Grandpa’s Ram Horn Work Knife-Weathered ram horn 
handle with brass pins. Clip and spey blades. 33⁄8"L.
#118-5150 / $19.99
Grandpa’s Small Dress Knife-Iridescent abalone shell 
handle with brass pins. Small enough that it won't ruin 
the lines of your dress pants when you carry it. 21⁄8"L.
#118-5155 / $14.99
Grandpa’s Sunday Afternoon Knife-Earth-toned acrylic 
handle with brass pins. Spear, spey and sheepsfoot 
blades, 33⁄8"L.
#118-5145 / $17.99 SALE $14.39

Ram Horn 
Work

Sunday 
Afternoon

Small Dress

THERE'S MUCH  
MORE ONLINE!

See our full selection of Case knives  
and other time-proven hand tools at 

LEHMANS.COM/HANDY
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10" Straight

I. Shape Metal with  
Quality Hammers 

Tough jobs require tough tools. Our farrier and 
blacksmith steel hammers are specially designed 
to shape metal and make your task easier.
Bellota Hammer-Great for starting and drawing clips on 
hot horseshoes. One rounding side, the other is pointed, 
so you can design your own pattern. 133⁄4"L, 2 lb.
#100-015-889 / $59.99
Nordic Rounding Hammer-One side is round crowned 
and one side flat with beveled edge to reduce the 
possibility of chipping. 133⁄4"L, 13⁄4 lb.
#100-015-887 / $49.99
Mustad Hammer-Perfect for making and shaping 
horseshoes. Square head and round head, 175⁄8"L, 21⁄2 lb.
#100-015-888 / $79.99

Bellota Hammer

Nordic Rounding 
Hammer

Mustad Hammer

J. The Essential Tools  
for Wood Carvers

This hand-forged carving set comes with a variety 
of 13 high carbon steels tools, including skews, 
gouges and spoons. Durable wooden handles are 
tough enough for the heaviest mallet. Each stores 
in the included canvas cloth roll.
13-Piece Carving Tool Starter Set 
#100-009-569 / $139.99

8" Straight

M. Military-Grade Strength
Hefty steel fuel cans are homestead approved for 
safe storage and transport. Can't leak!
20L Green   #100-012-597 / $94.99
20L Red   #100-012-599 / $94.99
20L Blue   #100-012-600 / $94.99
10L Green   #100-012-601 / $84.99
10L Red   #100-012-602 / $84.99
10L Blue   #100-012-603 / $84.99 SALE $74.99
5L Green #100-012-604 / $79.99
5L Red #100-012-605 / $79.99
5L Blue #100-012-606 / $79.99 SALE $69.99

L. Debark and Shape Wood with 
Traditional Draw Shaves

Durable steel blades with comfortable wooden 
handles for a good, secure grip.
5" Curved Draw Shave-With handles 97⁄8"W, 3⁄4 lb.
#71-5612 / $49.99
Not pictured.

10" Straight Draw Shave-With handles 171⁄4"W, 2 lb.
#13-884 / $49.99
10" Curved Draw Shave-With handles 113⁄4"W, 13⁄4 lb.
#100-014-720 / $34.99
13" Straight Draw Shave-With handles 197⁄8"W, 21⁄4 lb.
#100-014-721 / $34.99
8" Straight Draw Shave- 
With handles 165⁄8"W, 13⁄4 lb.
 USA MADE 

#14-884 / $47.99

H. Heavy-Duty Leather 
Aprons Keep You 
Protected As You Work

Slips can happen in your workshop, 
so be prepared, be safe with 
these heavy-duty leather aprons. 
They give you the coverage and 
protection you need.
Woodcarver's Apron-Natural leather 
with suede finish, canvas backing. 
Adjustable straps. 23"Lx23"W.
#100-009-573 / $39.99
Blacksmith's Apron-Handmade with 
heavy, high-quality leather with  
snaps and full chest coverage.  
About 421⁄4"Lx231⁄2"W.
#100-015-911 / $199.99 Woodcarver's 

Apron
Blacksmith's 

Apron

Original  
Tri-Stone Deluxe 

Tri-Stone

Diamond  
Pocket Stone

K. Precision Sharpening  
for Any Straight- 
Edge Blade

Keep these sharpening  
stones in your workshop and  
you'll have an easy, efficient way to sharpen 
knives, chisels and other straight-edge blades. 
Rubber-grip base prevents sliding while 
sharpening (can mount to a surface). 91⁄4"Lx33⁄4"W.
Original Tri-Stone-Three sharping surfaces: coarse 
(120 grit), medium (180 grit), and fine (240 grit). 33⁄4"H.
#100-017-604 / $34.99
Deluxe Tri-Stone-Just like the original, but with more 
grit. Coarse (320 grit), medium (280 grit), fine (1500 
grit) sharpening surfaces. 31⁄4"H.
#100-017-605 / $49.99
Diamond Pocket Stone-On the go? Just stick this travel-
size sharpening stone in your bag. Has a coarse side for 
sharpening knives and a fine side for honing edges. Case 
included, stone about 27⁄8"Lx1"W.
#100-017-323 / $12.99

10" Curved

13" Straight
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A. The Largest Gas Refrigerators
Plenty of space. CSA certified. 
 USA MADE 

Diamond Elite White-19 cu ft   #100-000-103 / $2289.00 plus $199 shipping*
Diamond Elite Black-19 cu ft   #100-000-104 / $2289.00 plus $199 shipping*
Diamond Elite Stainless-19 cu ft  #100-000-106 / $2489.00 plus $199 shipping*
Diamond Elite Bisque-19 cu ft  #100-000-127 / $2289.00 plus $199 shipping*
Diamond Supreme White-17 cu ft  #100-000-102 / $2185.00 plus $199 shipping*
Diamond Quest White-14 cu ft  #100-000-108 / $1975.00 plus $199 shipping*
Diamond Designer White-10 cu ft  #100-000-101 / $1675.00 plus $199 shipping*

B. Dependable and BIG! 15 Cu Ft of Freezer Storage
Store more meat, more produce, more food without electricity. Upright LP freezer is silent and 
has no compressor to wear out. Approx. gas usage per day: 1.75 lb. 30"Wx381⁄2"Dx63"H, 282 lb.
Diamond 15 Cu Ft Upright Gas Freezer  #100-010-055 / $2339.00 plus $199 shipping*

Diamond Upright 
Gas Freezer

NON-ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

Diamond Elite White

D. Heavy-Duty  
Wood-Fired  
Water Heater

Amish-made near our store,  
it's large enough to provide a continuous supply 
of hot water. 2.4 cu ft firebox, 3⁄16" thick welded 
steel. Handles log up to 26"L, holds 15 gal, 6" flue, 
1" NPT water pipe connections. 24"Hx20"Wx34"L, 
235 lb. 
 USA MADE 

#26-845 / $949.00  
plus $175 freight
Note: Before this item ships, we'll  
contact you to arrange the freight.  
Not available to ship to the state of Washington; not UL listed or 
pressure tested. If not properly used or installed,  
may explode with life-threatening force. 

C. The Best Kerosene  
Cookstove We've Found!

Made by the Amish for daily use by large 
families – it's the only USA-made kerosene 
cooker available! Cooks like the best gas ranges, 
without any gas or electric utilities. Lights with 
a match, requires no preheating, pumping or 
other complicated procedures.  
Black, 181⁄4"Dx32"H, 75 lb.
 USA MADE 

Perfection 2-Burner Cookstove 
#62-822 / $999.00

E. SunMar Self-Contained Toilets
SunMar toilets compost in an easy-to-manage drum. 
They also feature independent optimized chambers 
for composting, evaporation and compost finishing. 
Require 2" vents (non-electric models require 4"). 
32"Hx221⁄2"Wx33"D, 100 lb. Canada. 
Non-Electric 
#NE / $1649.00 plus $125 freight
Electric-Requires 120V to run built-in heating element and 
fan.
#XL / $1849.00 plus $125 freight
Compact Self-Contained Toilet-A medium capacity unit that 
will complement any bathroom. Requires 120V to run built-
in heating element and fan. The low profile design means no 
footrest. 27"Hx221⁄2"Wx331⁄2"D, 90 lb. 
#SC / $1799.00 plus $125 freight
Note: Toilets will ship by semi truck to a freight terminal near your 
home. Before the item ships, we'll contact your to arrange freight.

Compact 
Self-Contained 

Toilet 

Non-Electric

FOR CONVENIENT, OFF-GRID LIVING

*These items will ship by semi truck to a freight terminal near your home. Before the item ships, we'll contact you to arrange the freight. 
Freight charges apply. Please call 1-800-438-5346 for a quote.

F. Total Convenience: 
Self Contained, 
Waterless 
Composting Toilet

Compact and space  
efficient. Great for boats,  
RVs and cabins.
 USA MADE 

Nature's Head  
Composting Toilet
#1630-3105 / $969.00
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L. Pump 90 Gallons Per Minute
Crank pump by hand or use a power drill to move 
lots of water. 2" inlet and outlet can be reduced 
with ABS reducers. 111⁄2"Hx10"W. Canada.
Hand-Powered Pump  #114-1425 / $179.99
Note: Distance water is being moved will affect the speed you have 
to crank. Not for drinking water or use with flammable liquids.

Perfect emergency  
  pump for flooded  
          basements!

Royal  
Berkey
For 2-4  
people

Berkey 
Light
For 1-5  
people

Big 
Berkey
For 1-4 
people

Travel 
Berkey
For 1-3 
people

Go Berkey
For 1-2 people

G. Berkey's Biggest Filters Are Here! Get Clean Water by the Gallon
Removes pathogenic bacteria, viruses, parasites, lead, heavy metals and detectable levels of chlorine. 
Every model comes with two "Black Berkey" filter elements, the only one that does all this. Sanitary 304 
stainless steel. Add elements as need to increase output. America's best seller! 

Royal Berkey-Filters up to 7 gal/hr when using four 
elements. Holds about 3.25 gal. 23"H.
#128-3520 / $305.00
Berkey Light-Made of BPA-free polyester. Filters up to 4 
gal/hr when using four elements. Holds 2.75 gal. 21"H.
#85-440 / $243.00

PURE, CLEAN WATER

J. Be Emergency Ready  
with Our Portable Filter

Performs like our large Berkey filters, at a much  
lower cost. Filters up to 24 gal/day! Removes 
bacteria, cysts, sediment, bad tastes and odors.  
Holds 4 gallons. BPA-free polyethylene buckets.  
261⁄4"H, 53⁄4 lb. 
 USA MADE 

Lehman's Bucket Water Filter
#100-004-409 / $199.99
Note: Some assembly required.

Replacement Pleated Filter- 
Replace every 6 months.         
#100-004-413 / $79.99
Replacement Multi-Media  
Cartridge-Replace once a year  
or after 1800 gallons.
#100-004-416 / $39.99

FOR PEACE OF MIND

I. Get Water from Your Well by Hand
Well bucket slides down inside well casing. 
Special leak-proof valve opens to fill then closes 
automatically when bucket is drawn up. Use for 
emergencies—not intended for everyday use. (You 
may need to remove any installed submersible pump 
before using a well bucket.) Galvanized steel. Holds 
1.9 gal, fits wells down to 4"ID, 31⁄2"ODx52"L, 4 lb. 
Amish made.
 USA MADE 

Lehman's Own Galvanized Well Bucket
#550-202 / $79.99
Note: We pack our products carefully, but this item often acquires 
small dents. The performance of the bucket is not affected. 

H. Add a Touch of 
Elegance to  
Your Yard

Simple, clean lines, painted glossy 
black. Overall 54"H. Spout 8"L, 
13⁄4"OD. 85 lb. Germany.
Victorian-Style Cistern Pump #104-
1045 / $399.00
Note: Additional parts required for 
installation. For more information, call us at 
1-800-438-5346.

Big Berkey-Filters up to 3.5 gal/hr when using four 
elements. Holds 2 gal. 19"H.
#123-9835 / $258.00
Travel Berkey-Filters up to 2.75 gal/hr when using two 
elements. Holds about 1.5 gal. 18"H.
#100-013-562 / $249.00
Go Berkey Kit-Filters up to 1 gal/hr with included one 
element. Holds about 1 qt. Also comes with water purifier 
bottle (filters 160 refills).
#114-3665 / $182.00

Need more elements? Each Black Berkey element 
filters up to 3,000 gallons. Set of 2. 
#85-455 / $120.00

K. Purify Water Instantly, Anywhere
Lifestraw® water filters instantly remove 99.9% 
of parasites and bacteria, so water is safe to drink 
anywhere you are.
LifeStraw® Original Filters-Put directly  
into water and drink. Filters up to  
264 gallons!
#100-011-287 / $24.99
Note: Dispose of complete unit after filtering  
up to 264 gallons.
LifeStraw® Universal-This adapter kit 
 turns your water bottle into a powerful 
 water filter. 2-stage filtration also reduces 
chlorine. Compatible with most standard and wide 
mouth bottles (must be over 7.3" tall).
#100-017-150 / $34.99 Universal
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On the Square in Kidron, OH  • In the heart of Amish Country  •  Open every day except Sunday

WHAT'S better than Saturday 

MORNING BREAKFAST?
Not much.... 

Except maybe a trip to Lehman's!

Lehman's in Kidron has one of the biggest 
selections of Lodge Cast Iron in Ohio. 

Plan your trip to Lehman's to shop thousands of 
non-electric items for food, heat, water, lighting and 
more. Each one is selected to make your life simpler.

Lodge even put 
our name on one! >>

 PLUS Lehman's has a full pantry stocked with unique and 
delicious items to make your meals just a little sweeter.

PLAN YOUR VISIT TODAY

54 Simple Tip: Maple syrup as a sweetener has fewer calories than honey.



I. Just Like Grandma Made
Grandma's jams and jellies have a natural, 
delicious taste – just fruit, sugar, water, pectin 
and citric acid in every jar. Glass pint jar, 19 oz. 
 USA MADE 

Cherry Jam                   #454-24
Elderberry Jelly            #454-32
Black Raspberry Jam (seedless) #7690
Black Raspberry Jam (with seeds) #7700
Peach Jam   #7740
YOUR CHOICE  $6.99

B. Canned Bacon: Ready for Eating! 
Bacon is pre-cooked and canned, so you don't have 
to refrigerate or cook it. Enjoy anytime. 54 slices 
per can! 10-year shelf life. Net wt 9 oz.
 USA MADE 

Single Can  #100-021-018 / $21.99
Case of 12  #100-003-452 / $219.00

F. Spread on  
Homemade  
Sweetness

Our delicious fruit  
butters are made in Ohio's  
Amish Country by a small,  
family business. All-natural  
ingredients, no preservatives. 8-oz jar.
 USA MADE 

Apple Butter NO Sugar Added #0202-1005
Apple Butter     #0202-1000
Peach Jam NO Sugar Added #0202-1050
YOUR CHOICE $5.49
Buy 3 or more for $5.00 each

IT'S NOT JUST FOR BREAKFAST ANYMORE!
SWEET      SAVORYand

H. Postum – It’s Back!
Loved as a caffeine-free 
alternative to coffee since 
1895. 8-oz jar.
Original  
#100-008-701 / $17.99
Coffee-Flavored  
#100-008-702 / $17.99
SAVE! Mix and Match  
2 or more for $15 each

C. The Goodness of Natural Honey
Gathered only from USA honeybees, Tonn’s 
Honey is 100% unpasteurized - nothing added or 
removed, preserving healthful properties. U.S. 
Grade A, bottle net wt 32 oz. Minimally processed 
in Ohio’s Amish Country.
 USA MADE 

Buckwheat Honey-Dark color; strong, molasses flavor. 
#124-6340 / $13.95
Clover Honey-Mild and light; delicate flavor.
#107-8655 / $13.95
Orange Blossom Honey-Sweet “citrus” flavor.
#124-6335 / $14.95
Premium Ohio Honey-Clover and wildflower nectar.
#124-6360 / $15.95
Raw Ohio Honey-Unfiltered and gently strained. 
#100-003-301 / $14.99

G. Bolder, Better Molasses
The strongest flavor and the most nutritious, our 
blackstrap molasses contains pure sugar cane 
molasses – unsulfured, no preservatives added. 
Great addition to cookies, baked beans and sauces, 
and high in potassium, calcium and iron. 32 fl oz.
 USA MADE 

Blackstrap Molasses       #358-110 / $12.99
Sorghum-Many use it as substitute to molasses.  
It's sweeter making it perfect for topping off hotcakes.  
16-oz jug       #100-6516 / $8.99
64-oz jug       #100-6586 / $22.99

Smooth and creamy, sweet 
and fluffy, with hints of 
marshmallow and maple. Served 
at local restaurants. 12 oz.
 USA MADE 

#128-0360 / $6.99
Buy 4 or more for $6.00 ea.

A. Amish Country's 
Favorite Peanut 
Butter Spread

Ginger Maple Chews Ginger Maple Crisps

J. Love Maple Syrup? Try These 
Natural, Sweet Treats!

So simple and so good,  
these maple syrup treats only  
use one or two ingredients so  
you know you're getting real,  
natural food. 
 USA MADE 

Powdered Maple Sugar-A delectable natural sweetener! 
Pure maple sugar is great for cooking or sweetening up 
drinks. Two 2.75-oz jars.
#100-018-200 / $9.99
Ginger Maple Chews-A chewy treat with spicy ginger 
root and sweet maple syrup. 4.25 oz.
#100-018-198 / $9.99
Ginger Maple Crisps-Thin and crispy! Spicy ginger root 
infused with sweet maple syrup. 3 oz.
#100-018-197 / $12.99

Powdered 
Maple Sugar

E. Pure Maple Syrup: One of 
Nature's Finest Sweeteners

Our U.S. Grade A maple syrup is a gorgeous amber 
color and filtered pure. Produced by the Lehman 
family in Lewis County, New York, from Lehman’s 
third-generation sugarbush.
 USA MADE 

16 fl oz (pint)             #100-6685 / $14.99
32 fl oz (quart)          #100-6695 / $24.99
64 fl oz (1 ⁄2 gallon)    #100-6700 / $42.99
128 fl oz (gallon)       #100-6705 / $69.99

D. The Purest Honey, 
Right from the Comb!

A favorite in our Ohio store, 
this pure, raw honeycomb is 
completely unfiltered just the way 
nature made it. Rich in enzymes 
and pollen, 1-lb jar.
 USA MADE 

Pure Honeycomb 
#100-014-448 / $19.99

Honey Straws-An easier way to add honey to coffee and 
tea.  Just open the straw and squeeze into your drink. 
Pure honey, pack of 30. Not pictured.
#100-020-853 / $16.99 SALE $14.99
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B. "The Best Fry Pie I've Ever Had…"
No forks are needed with these pies! A favorite 
Amish Country treat made with homemade dough, 
fruit pie filling, fried and sealed with a vanilla-
flavored glaze. Each 5 oz.
 USA MADE 

Amish Fry Pie Sampler-Pack of 12. Includes two of 
each: apple, blackberry, blueberry, cherry, peach and 
strawberry.
#100-016-099 / $49.99*
Apple Fry Pies-6 pk.       #100-016-102 / $29.99*
Blueberry Fry Pies-6 pk.     #100-016-103 / $29.99*
Cherry Fry Pies-6 pk.          #100-016-101 / $29.99*

*Note: These food items cannot be shipped to P.O. boxes or outside 
of the U.S. If shipping to AK or HI, additional shipping charges  
will apply. Please call 1-800-438-5346 for more information.

E. Fritters to Wow Your Taste Buds
Our local bakers pack these large pastries with 
chunks of fried fruit, then top them off with a 
delightful sweet glaze.
 USA MADE 

Apple Fritters-6 pk, 45 oz.  
#100-020-242 / $24.99* 

Cherry Fritter-6 pk, 45 oz. 
#100-020-248 / $24.99*

Apple 
Fritters

Cherry 
Fritters

Sourdough 
Bread

Peach 
Bread

D. Loaves to Rave About
Soft and buttery, our homemade specialty breads 
are baked fresh daily and shipped the same day 
they're made.
 USA MADE 

Sourdough Bread-Sliced, one round 16-oz loaf.
#100-020-254 / $9.99*
Peach Bread-Baked with sweet peaches. One 24-oz loaf.
#100-020-257 / $11.99*

A. Luscious Cinnamon Rolls with  
a Touch of Caramel…

Locally made, these cinnamon rolls make 
mornings so much sweeter! Freshly baked and 
generously topped with caramel icing. 4 pk, 14 oz.
 USA MADE 

Cinnamon Rolls        
#100-020-189 / $12.99*

Savor the Flavor of Amish Country Foods
Discover why Ohio's Amish Country is known for their homemade breads and mouthwatering desserts.  

Made fresh in a local bakery and shipped directly to you!

C. Make Dessert a Piece of Cake
Freshly made and ready to be enjoyed, these 
delicious cakes and treats are perfect for picnics, 
parties and special meals. No fuss on your part!
 USA MADE 

No Sugar Added Pineapple Cake-Sweetened with 
pineapple juice and Splenda, no sugar added. 32 oz.
#100-019-143 / $22.99*

Sharing good food together is satisfying, and with our freshly-baked Amish  
Country food, you get all the delicious flavors of baking from scratch without the 

work. It's just a small taste of what makes Ohio's Amish Country so great.

A SIMPLER LIFE isSatisfying

Apple Blueberry Cherry

56 Enjoy a fun, relaxing day at our store in Ohio's Amish Country. Lehmans.com/visitkidron



Jumbo Black Licorice Jelly Beans-Four 19-oz bags. 
Mexico.  
#100-011-016 / $16.99*
Licorice Mix-Two 11-oz bags.  
 USA MADE    

#100-006-462 / $9.99*
Sugar-Free Licorice Hard Candy-Free of sugar and 
gluten. Three 3.5-oz bags.
#100-020-446 / $9.99
Note: Contains sorbitol.

Sweet Treats

Original Peanut Butter Blitz

Cow TalesSugar Daddies

Original Caramels

Sugar Free Licorice
Jumbo Licorice 

Jelly Beans

Kookaburra Black 
Licorice Soft Licorice Bites

For more information and a list of ingredients, 
visit Lehmans.com.

Kookaburra Black Licorice-Two 12-oz tubs. Australia.
#100-006-020 / $17.99*
Soft Licorice Bites-Bite-size licorice that's soft and 
flavorful. Four 5.2-oz bags.
#100-015-144 / $9.99*
Black Licorice Pipes-20 pk. Czech Republic.
#100-005-988 / $19.99*
*Note: Not available to ship to California

F. Delectable Classics: Caramel, 
Brittle and Old-Fashioned Sweets

 USA MADE 
Sugar Daddies-Case of 24       #110-6180 / $29.99
Cow Tales®-36 pk.
Original                         #100-005-183
Strawberry               #100-005-966
YOUR CHOICE $19.99

Sugar Babies-Three 6-oz boxes.
#100-020-892 / $8.99
Original Caramels-Locally made, 12-oz bag.  
#100-006-496 / $12.99
Original Peanut Brittle Blitz-1-lb bag.
#100-005-247 / $12.99
French Burnt Peanuts-Three 13-oz bags.
 USA MADE 

#100-021-063 / $12.99
Pink Lozenges-15-oz bag. #104-6765
Root Beer Barrels-16-oz bag. #100-4801
Cherry Slices-22-oz bag. #104-6775
Orange Slices-22-oz bag. #104-6780
YOUR CHOICE $5.99 
Save! Mix and Match 3 or more for $4.49 each!
Old-Fashioned Buttermints-Four 6-oz bags.
#100-006-385 / $9.99
Amish Church Mints-Cool peppermint, 8-oz bag.
#100-003-498 / $7.99
Coffee Candy-Individually wrapped hard candies,  
two 5.3-oz bags.
#100-020-891 / $9.99
Angel Mints-Two 6-oz boxes (each has about 18  
wrapped mints). 
 USA MADE 

#100-006-777 / $12.99

Sugar Babies

French Burnt Peanuts Pink Lozenges Root Beer Barrels

Orange SlicesCherry Slices Buttermints

Amish Church Mints Coffee Candy

Black Licorice Pipes 

Licorice Mix

The Best, Bold Black Licorice

H. Claeys Sugared Hard Candy
The classic flavors you remember. 6-oz bag.
 USA MADE 

Horehound   #006-101 
Lemon Drops  #006-309
Wild Cherry  #006-507
Cinnamon   #006-750
Root Beer   #006-859
YOUR CHOICE $2.29
SAVE! Mix and Match 6 or more for $2 each!

Claeys Sampler Pack-Includes our bestselling flavors: 
lemon drops, cinnamon, horehound, wild cherry and 
root beer!
#100-021-378 / $10.00

G. Enjoy Something Sweet
Candy Blox®-Build tasty creations you can eat! Assorted 
fruit-flavored candy pieces, two 4.5-oz boxes.
#100-020-444 / $12.99

Strawberry 
Cow Tales

I. Indulge in Delicious Black Licorice
We searched high and low to find these treats! 
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Garlic Sea Salt Almonds

Pork Rinds BBQ Pork Rinds

Veggie Chips

Cinnamon Sweet Puffs

Kettle Corn

Potato Chips

Onyums

Caramel Puffcorn

Peanut Butter Pretzels & Peanut Butter Caramel Corn

Large Sourdough Pretzels Sweet Potato Chips

A. Snackable Treats Made in the 
USA

These snacks are perfect for an afternoon pick-
me-up, a movie night at home or a gathering of 
friends and family!
 USA MADE 

Gold'N Krisp Potato Chips-Made with only potatoes, salt 
and a vegetable shortening and lard blend. Kettle-cooked 
with a hint of pork flavor. Case of 5 bags (16-oz each). 
#119-9655 / $34.99
Note: Six-week shelf life because no preservatives are added.

Garlic Sea Salt Almonds-Organic, raw, unpasteurized 
almonds are soaked to sprout and seasoned with only 
natural ingredients, like celtic sea salt and/or maple 
syrup. Made with fermented garlic, so you get the 
benefits of probiotics! 7 oz.
#100-018-194 / $19.99
Caramel Puffcorn-Crunchy puffcorn coated in sweet 
caramel. Similar to caramel corn, but with no hulls to 
worry about! Two 16-oz bags. 
#100-014-898 / $12.99
Sweet Cinnamon Puffs-Tempt your taste buds with 
these cinnamon-covered corn puffs – they’re like tiny, 
crunchy cinnamon rolls you can enjoy anywhere, even 
on the go! Crispy, sweet and so yummy. Two 16-oz bags.
#100-011-624 / $9.99
Pork Rinds-Made in our area with crowd-pleasing 
flavor and crunch.
Original-Two 6-oz bags.         #100-018-403 / $9.99
BBQ-Two 6-oz bags.          #100-012-355 / $9.99

Veggie Chips-Hints of tomato and spinach blended into 
crispy, crunchy potato chips. No trans fat. 12 oz bag.   
#100-014-889 / $8.99 

Onyums-Downright delicious, our crunchy onion 
flavored rings are a favorite at our store. Two 8-oz bags.  
#100-012-354 / $9.99
Kettle Corn-Made in our area with just a few simple, 
natural ingredients that will have you reaching for more. 
Low fat, no trans fat. Three bags  
(each net wt 8 oz).
#100-012-272 / $12.99
Large Sourdough Pretzels-Great for lunches, handmade! 
Packaged in snack bags (2 hard pretzels per bag).  
Case of 48.
#100-003-343 / $34.99
Sweet Potato Chips w/Sea Salt-All-natural ingredients, 
no preservatives. Packed with flavor and Vitamin A! 
Gluten free. Three bags (each net wt 7 oz). 
#100-011-070 / $12.99
Kettle-Cooked Salsas-These locally-crafted salsas are 
kettle cooked to perfection for naturally thick, chunky 
salsa. Now in a larger size, so there's more to enjoy! No 
artificial preservatives, 32 oz.
Mild   #100-020-260 / $8.99
Medium   #100-020-262 / $8.99
Hot   #100-020-261 / $8.99

Hot Salsa

HUNGRY FOR MORE? 
SEE ALL OUR FOOD AT 

LEHMANS.COM/DIGIN

Savory  
Snacks

Peanut Butter Pretzels & Peanut Butter Caramel Corn-
Perfect for sweet and salty fans alike! Sweet caramel 
corn combined with crunchy, peanut butter-filled 
pretzels. Two 6-oz bags.
#100-015-350 / $9.99

Pop Up Something Delicious
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HUNGRY FOR MORE? 
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H. Can't Decide?  
Try Them All 

Eight 4-oz bags of  
unique varieties: red, 
 extra large caramel,  
rainbow blend, blue, baby yellow and white; 
medium yellow and white; canola oil; and yellow 
salt. Boxed. 
 USA MADE 

Amish Country Popcorn Sampler   #44-387 / $24.99

F. Fantastic Pop-Ability
Our popcorn is picked and dried the old-fashioned 
way – on the cob in a corn crib. Natural drying 
process hardens kernels thoroughly before 
shelling and increases “pop-ability.” Non-GMO.
 USA MADE 

Local
Purple

Blue
White

Ladyfinger

Lehman’s White-Light and delicious – best-seller.
Small-Two 2-lb bags. #100-005-617 / $9.99
Large-6-lb bag. #121-0250 / $13.99
Local Favorite-Traditional large yellow kernels. Pops big 
and crunchy. Sold locally since 1936. 
Small-Two 11⁄2-lb bags. #100-005-618 / $9.99
Large-6-lb bag. #PC06 / $13.99

Lehman’s Ladyfinger-Pops with almost no hulls.  
Small in size and very delicious.
Small-Two 2-lb bags. #100-005-616 / $9.99
Large-6-lb bag. #121-0245 / $13.99
Lehman’s Blue-Medium kernels are just a little  
sweeter than other varieties. Two 2-lb bags.
#100-005-881 / $9.99
Lehman’s Purple-Tender, with fewer hulls; high in 
antioxidants. Two 2-lb bags.
#100-005-880 / $9.99

D. Black Walnuts Ready for Eating 
and Baking (No Hard Shelling!)

Store founder Jay Lehman planted 10,000 walnut 
trees. He did it because he loves a hardwood 
forest. You'll love these nuts! Net wt 1 lb.
 USA MADE 

Shelled Black Walnuts        
#100-006-448 / $19.99

E. Refuel with a Protein-Filled Snack
Black walnuts are a great source of protein and 
flavorful, too! Just pack these snack mixes in your 
bag, and you'll have an instant boost of energy 
when you need it.
 USA MADE 

Black Walnut Harvest Mix-A delightful fruity blend of 
dried cherries, blueberries and cranberries with roasted 
black walnuts and coconut. 12-oz bag.
#100-018-201 / $16.99
Caramelized Black Walnuts-The bold flavor of black 
walnuts coated in a sweet mixture of butter, honey and 
sugar. 16-oz bag.
#100-018-202 / $19.99

Harvest MixCaramelized

B. Homegrown Garlic:  
Pure, Fresh and Naturally Grown!

Create flavor-packed meals without the fuss of 
mincing messy garlic. Natural seasonings and 
marinades are made with pure hard neck garlic 
that is grown by a family farm in Ohio –  
no chemicals used!
 USA MADE 

Garlic Nuggets-Fresh garlic, chopped and dehydrated; 
just twist the grinder to add to your meals. 2 oz.
#100-020-272 / $9.99

C. Try Bold Mexican Vanilla: 
You Won't Look Back

The finest, purest and boldest flavor 
you'll find. Dark amber color.  
Mexican vanilla pods are  
bottled to FDA standards.  
Coumarin-free.
8.4 fl oz Bottle   
#110-6655 / $26.99
3.3 fl oz Bottle   
#110-6650 / $14.99

Pop Up Something Delicious

Extra Virgin Olive Oil with Garlic-Made with Coratine 
olives from Italy blended with fresh Music garlic. 8.5 
fl oz.
#100-020-269 / $24.99
Balsamic Vinegar with Garlic & Cilantro-Made from 
Italian balsamic that has been aged in oak, cherry, and 
ash barrels for 17 years; infused with Music garlic and 
cilantro. 8.5 fl oz.
#100-020-267 / $24.99

Garlic Nuggets

G. An Economical Choice  
for Scrumptious Popcorn

Our affordable aluminum popper helps you make 
better batches – won't burn popcorn or leave 
unpopped kernels. Works on glass top, gas and 
electric stoves. 93⁄4"ODx51⁄2"D.
6-qt Gourmet Stovetop Popcorn Popper 
#100-018-229 / $19.99
Amish Country Popcorn Beginner's Gift Set-Includes 
6-qt Gourmet Stovetop Popcorn Popper, plus everything 
you need to start popping the minute you get it: 
ladyfinger popcorn 2 lb, rainbow popcorn 2 lb and canola 
oil 16 fl oz.
#100-020-957 / $29.99
Amish Country Popcorn Complete Gift Set-Includes 6-qt 
Gourmet Stovetop Popcorn Popper, plus Amish Country 
Popcorn Sampler (eight 4-oz varieties of popcorn to try 
with salt and canola oil) and one On the Cob popcorn for 
the microwave (no popper needed).
#100-020-958 / $39.99

J. Essential for Popping
You need popcorn oil when using 
a popper. Try our coconut oil for 
delicious flavor. Two 16 fl oz  
glass jars.
Popcorn Coconut Oil 
#100-021-477 / $11.99

I. Add Your  
Favorite Flavor

Sprinkle on popped popcorn. 
Fat free. 11 oz.
 USA MADE 

Bestselling Movie Theater Flavor
#100-021-382 / $14.99
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CREATE A WINNING SPREAD IN A JIFFY
IN   PICKLE?a

Smoked 
Pickled Eggs

Mustard 
Eggs

Marinated  
Mushrooms

Zesty Pickled 
Cauliflower

Sweet  
Pickled Garlic

Pickled 
Snap Peas

Pickled 
Polish Sausage

Pickled Asparagus

Pickled Cured 
Pork Hocks

Homestyle Beets Old-Fashioned 
Sauerkraut

Pickled 
Smoked Bologna

Bread & Butter 
Pickles

Pickled 
Brussel Sprouts

Mild Hot

A. Pickled Meats for Tangy Flavor 
 USA MADE 

Pickled Cured Pork Hocks-One 12-oz jar.
#100-005-012 / $13.99
Pickled Smoked Bologna-Two 8-oz jars.
#100-007-119 / $19.99
Pickled Smoked Polish Sausage-Two 8-oz jars.
#100-007-129 / $19.99
Cooked Turkey Gizzards (packed in a brine)- 
2 jars (net wt 9 oz each). Not pictured. 
#100-007-127 / $12.99

B. Pickled Eats by the Jar
Choose from a yummy assortment.
 USA MADE 

Pickled Baby Beets-32 oz. #113-9240
Homestyle Beets-32 oz.  #100-011-448
Sauerkraut-32 oz.  #113-9245
Smoked Pickled Eggs-32 oz. #100-009-476
Mustard Eggs-32 oz.  #122-6240
Bread & Butter Pickles-32 oz. #113-9250
YOUR CHOICE $9.99
Mix and Match!  
Buy 2 or more quart jars for $8.99 each.

Pickled Brussels Sprouts
Hot-Two 16-oz jars.  #100-014-875 / $12.99
Mild-Two 16-oz jars. #100-014-874 / $12.99

Sweet Pickled Garlic-14-oz jar.
#100-005-892 / $14.99
Zesty Pickled Cauliflower-16 fl oz. 
#100-013-928 / $8.99
Pickled Asparagus
Original-Two 16-oz jars.  #100-019-586
Hot-Two 16-oz jars.   #100-019-602
With Jalapenos-Two 16-oz jars.  #100-020-477
YOUR CHOICE $14.99
Marinated Mushrooms-Two 15.8-oz jars.
#100-018-210 / $14.99
Pickled Snap Peas-Two 16-oz jars.
#100-007-121 / $12.99
Sweet Hot Habanero Pickles-  
Get ready for the heat!  
Two 15-oz jars.  
#100-019-016 / $12.99

Watermelon Rind Preserves-Two 32-oz jars. Not pictured. 
#100-011-011 / $19.99

C. Juicy, Wholesome Fruits  
for Topping off Meals

 USA MADE 
Natural Canned Peaches-No preservatives! 32 oz.
Slices   #122-6245 / $9.99
Halves   #113-9270 / $9.99
Spiced Halves  #113-9275 / $9.99

Bartlett Pears-No preservatives! Halves, 32 oz.
#100-013-913 / $8.99

Bartlett Pears

D. Pack a Punch  
with our Pepper Mixes 

The perfect picnic and party food!  
Add to hot dogs, sandwiches and 
salads for instant zesty, spicy flavor.  
Each jar 16 oz.
 USA MADE 

Hot Pepper Mix-2 jars.
#100-013-836 / $12.99
Mild Pepper Mix-2 jars. 
#100-013-837 / $12.99

Pickled 
Baby Beets

Sweet Hot 
Habanero Pickles
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Satisfying Snacks for Anytime

E. Savor Snacktime – 2 lb Worth!
Our BIG bag of meat sticks are hickory-smoked in 
our area for enticing flavor. 36 sticks per bag.  
 USA MADE 

Beef Sticks-Made of beef, 36 oz.
Original  #127-2080
Honey  #127-2085 
Spicy Hot   #127-2090
YOUR CHOICE $26.99
Snack Sticks-Blend of pork and beef, 36 oz.
Bacon Cheddar  #100-020-220
Barbecue   #100-020-221 
House Blend #100-020-226
Sweet & Spicy  #100-020-225
YOUR CHOICE $24.99

H. Giant Beef Jerky:  
You Won't Go 
Hungry...

One big hunk of jerky 
that will make everything 
else seem small. Made of 
premium cuts of lean beef 
and a tantalizing blend of 
spices and herbs. Net wt 
3.25 oz.
Original  #100-014-910 
Peppered  #100-014-909
Teriyaki  #100-014-911
YOUR CHOICE $9.99

F. Delectable Summer Sausage  
from Amish Country

Savory and full of smoky flavor, our summer 
sausage is ready to eat anytime. Just slice and 
enjoy. Blend of pork and beef, shelf stable.
 USA MADE 

Original (12 oz)  #100-020-208 / $9.99
Pit Smoked (16 oz)  #100-020-215 / $12.99
Pit Smoked Onion & Garlic (12 oz)  
#100-020-213 / $9.99
Smoked Garlic (12 oz)  #100-020-209 / $9.99
Smoked Jalapeno Cheddar (12 oz) 
#100-020-210 / $9.99
Note: Only needs refrigeration after opening.

G. Enjoy Delicious Cheese Flavor 
Anywhere You Go

Pair it with our summer sausage or eat it as is—
it's delicious either way! Shelf stable, unsliced 
pasteurized process cheese food.
 USA MADE 

Cheddar (4 oz)-5 pk.   #100-020-434
Horseradish Cheddar (8 oz)-2 pk.  #100-020-436
Mild Garlic Cheddar (8 oz)-2 pk.  #100-020-435
Smoked Cheddar (8 oz)-2 pk.  #100-020-438
Ultra Sharp Cheddar (8 oz)-2 pk.  #100-020-439
Green Onion (8 oz)-2 pk.  #100-020-437
Hot Pepper (8 oz)-2 pk.   #100-020-440
YOUR CHOICE $9.99
Note: Only needs refrigeration after opening.

Original
Pit Smoked  

Onion & Garlic

Beef Sticks

Smoked 
Garlic

Smoked  
Jalapeno Cheddar Cheddar Cheese

Mild Garlic 
Cheddar

Horseradish

Smoked 
Cheddar

Hot Pepper

Green Onion

Pit Smoked

Snack Sticks
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A. Food That Might Outlast You... 
Our freeze-dried meats and cheeses have a 25+ 
year shelf life! Perfect for long-term storage, no 
refrigeration is needed. Just add water (some 
items will need to be cooked before eating). 
Packaged in cans.*
Chicken Breasts (Uncooked)-12 boneless breasts  
per can.
#100-013-577 / $59.99
Chicken Thighs (Uncooked)-About 14-16 skinless 
boneless thighs per can.
#100-015-859 / $99.99
Chicken Patties (Uncooked)-15 patties per can.  
#100-013-587 / $59.99
Chicken Tenders (Uncooked)-18-22 tenders per can.
#100-020-241 / $59.99
Chicken Nuggets (Cooked)-80-90 nuggets per can.
#100-020-258 / $119.99
Cod Fillets (Uncooked)-15 fillets per can. (Not pictured) 
#100-013-580 / $59.99
Filet Mignon Steaks (Uncooked)-12 oz.
#100-015-862 / $149.99
Sirloin Steaks (Uncooked)-10-11 steaks per can.
#100-013-578 / $129.99
Top Round Beef Cubes (Uncooked)-16-oz can.
#100-020-249 / $129.99
Country Fried Steaks (Uncooked)-25-oz can.
#100-020-251 / $139.99
Hamburger Patties (Uncooked)-15-16 ground beef 
patties per can.  
#100-013-576 / $79.99
Beef Meatballs (Cooked)-About 100 meatballs per can.
#100-015-861 / $112.99
Pork Chops (Uncooked)-15-20 boneless pork chops per 
can.  
#100-013-582 / $69.99
Salmon Fillets (Uncooked)-10 fillets per can. 
#100-013-579 / $139.99
Smoked Ham Slices (Cooked)-15 slices per can.  
#100-013-575 / $99.99
Shrimp (Uncooked)-Peeled shrimp. 12-oz can.  
#100-013-581 / $149.99
Turkey Breakfast Sausage Links (Cooked)About 70-75 
sausages per can.
#100-015-860 / $99.99
*Meats come in large gallon-size cans. (Above photos show meats 
after we rehydrated and cooked them.)

Chocolate Brownies-32 oz.
#100-015-857 / $79.99

Hawaiian Rolls-12-oz can.
#100-020-259 / $59.99
12-Grain Bread-About 12  
slices per can.
#100-015-856 / $29.99
Oat Nut Bread-About 12 slices per can.
#100-015-855 / $29.99

Freeze drying removes the moisture from food while keeping nearly all the  
nutrients, so you can store them in your pantry now and enjoy 25 years later.

Pilot Bread Crackers-Ready to eat. At least 12 crackers 
per can. 30-year shelf life.
9.9-oz Can    #100-013-583 / $14.99
Case of 12    #100-013-589 / $139.99

Powdered Butter-Mix with water; 17 servings per can. 
10+ year shelf life.  
12-oz Can    #100-013-584 / $16.99
Case of 12    #100-013-591 / $179.99

Dehydrated Mirepoix Mix-Celery, carrot and onion mix; 
rehydrate with water. 25+ year shelf life. 
6.5-oz Can    #100-013-585 / $9.99
Case of 12    #100-013-592 / $119.99

B. Future Essentials 
They're not freeze dried, 
but they're packaged to last 
a long time too... you'll be 
ready for anything. Vacuum 
sealed in a can and packed 
with oxygen absorber and 
food-grade desiccant pack.

Pilot Bread 
Crackers

Dehydrated 
Mirepoix Mix

Chicken Patties

Hamburger Patties Pork Chops Salmon Fillets

Pilot Bread Crackers with Smoked Ham

Shrimp

FREEZE-DRIED FOOD
NO REFRIGERATION, LASTS FOR DECADES

Bulk Macaroni and Cheese- 
Contains 24 servings! 
Uncooked macaroni and 
cheese packets come in a 
double enameled No. 10 
can to preserve flavor and 
nutrients. Just add milk 
and butter (you supply) 
and cook. 58 oz, 20+ year 
shelf life.
#100-020-247 / 
$49.99

Hawaiian 
Rolls

Chicken Breasts Chicken Nuggets

Beef Meatballs Country-Fried SteaksTop Round Beef Cubes

More options available at

LEHMANS.COM/PREPARED 

Chicken Tenders
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E. Extra-Thick Egg Noodles 
Make All Recipes Better

Locally made. Case of four 21⁄2-lb bags. 
 USA MADE 

Medium-1 ⁄4"W noodles          
#113-8455 / $34.99
Wide-1 ⁄2"W noodles          
#805-2263 / $34.99
Extra Wide-1"W noodles
#113-8460 / $34.99

BEEF (Chunks)
14.5-oz Can   #100-014-845 / $8.99
Case of 24 (14.5-oz cans)  #100-014-846 / $159.99
28-oz Can    #291-202 / $12.99
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)   #1229-1202 / $139.99

C. Ready-to-Eat Canned Meats
Make quick meals or have on hand for emergencies – they're 
fully cooked! Minimally processed, no artificial ingredients. 
5-year shelf life. 
 USA MADE 

CHICKEN (Chunks)
14.5-oz Can   #100-014-847 / $8.99
Case of 24 (14.5-oz cans)  #100-014-848 / $159.99
28-oz Can    #291-201 / $12.99
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)  #1229-1201 / $139.99

PORK (Chunks)
14.5-oz Can   #100-014-849 / $8.99
Case of 24 (14.5-oz cans)  #100-014-850 / $159.99
28-oz Can    #291-204 / $12.99
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)   #1229-1204 / $139.99

TURKEY (Chunks)
14.5-oz Can   #100-014-851 / $8.99
Case of 24 (14.5-oz cans)  #100-014-852 / $159.99
28-oz Can   #291-203 / $12.99
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)  #1229-1203 / $139.99

GROUND BEEF (Chunks)
14.5-oz Can   #100-014-853 / $8.99
Case of 24 (14.5-oz cans)  #100-014-854 / $159.99
28-oz Can    #100-008-693 / $12.99
Case of 12 (28-oz cans)  #100-008-694 / $139.99

F. Ready-to-Cook, Hearty 
Meals from Amish Country

Keep them on hand in the freezer for special 
occasions or send to loved ones as a delicious gift. 
(Just cook and enjoy!)
 USA MADE 

Amish Breakfast-Includes one 24-oz corn meal mush, 
four 4-oz smoked sausage, one 1-lb peppered country 
bacon, and two 8-oz bone ham steaks.
#100-015-024 / $69.99
Griller's Delight-Includes four 4-oz boneless pork chops, 
four 6-oz bacon burgers 50/50 blend, four 8-oz ground 
chuck patties, and two 6-oz filet of sirloin.
#100-015-025 / $69.99
After Church-Includes one 3-lb English pot roast, six 8-oz 
chopped sirloin steaks, and six 8-oz boneless ham steaks.
#100-015-027 / $119.99 
Steak Supreme-Includes two 8-oz center cut strip steaks, 
two 8-oz boneless ribeye steaks, two 10-oz flat iron 
steaks, and two 8-oz center cut top sirloin steaks.
#100-015-026 / $129.99
The Best Steaks and Chops-Includes two 16-oz bone-in 
ribeye steaks, two 18-oz T-bone steaks, two 12-oz 
porterhouse pork chops, and two 14-oz bone-in strip 
steak. (Not pictured)
#100-015-028 / $199.99
Note: Meats ship in an insulated cooler; freeze immediately.  
Cannot be shipped to P.O. boxes or outside of the U.S.  
If shipping to AK or HI, additional shipping charges will apply.  
Please call 1-800-438-5346 for more information.

Griller's Delight

After Church

Steak Supreme

Amish Breakfast

H. Simple Soup Bases
Pair these soup bases with our canned meats and 
noodles for a simple, filling soup. One container 
makes 10 qt of stock! Gluten free, no MSG. 8-oz 
container. 
Beef-2 pk.   #100-014-856 / $9.99
Chicken-2 pk.  #100-014-858 / $9.99

SATISFYthatCREATE HEARTY MEALS

G. Just "Dust" Meats  
for Incredible Flavor

Hand-mixed seasonings are made with ingredients 
you can read and understand, so the flavors are 
real and delicious. No MSG!
Chicken Dust (7.5 oz)   #786-906
Steak Dust (9 oz)   #786-900
Farm Dust (8 oz)   #786-902
Spicy Farm Dust (8 oz)   #100-017-616
Southwestern Dust (7 oz) #786-914
Seafood & Fish Seasoning (5.5 oz)  #100-017-617
YOUR CHOICE $7.99

D. Homestyle Noodles  
from Amish Country 

Get that wholesome, homemade taste 
without the gluten. Locally-made egg 
noodles are made with only premium 
ingredients. Gluten free. Each bag net wt 
10 oz. Pack of 2.
 USA MADE 

Original  #100-011-021
Spinach  #100-011-022
YOUR CHOICE $16.99
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N. Discover the Perks of Pure 
Essential Oils

NEW! Hand-blended in small batches, they are 
practitioner grade with a higher concentration 
than many other essential oils (meaning you'll 
typically use less oil to achieve the same or better 
results). No synthetics used, just 100% pure 
essential oils. Dilution required, 1 fl oz.
 USA MADE 

Lavender Essential Oil 
#100-024-191 / $24.99
Nerve Support Essential Oil Blend 
#100-024-192 / $24.99
Sinus Comfort Essential Oil Blend  
#100-024-202 / $19.99

N. Make Breakfast Sweeter and 
Yummier

NEW! Our unique, locally-made syrups  
are perfect for drizzling on pancakes, 
waffles, oatmeal and more. 12 fl oz jars.
 USA MADE 

Blackberry Syrup-2 pk.  
#100-024-735
Blueberry Syrup-2 pk.  
#100-024-734
Butter Pecan Flavored Syrup-2 pk.  
#100-024-731
YOUR CHOICE $14.99
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JUST IN! New Products for Spring

DON'T MISS OUT ON OUR NEW AND 
WEB EXCLUSIVE ITEMS!

SHOP NOW AT LEHMANS.COM/NEW

N. Add Sweet and 
Spicy Flavor to 
Meals

NEW! Great as a meat 
glaze or a dip, this sauce 
is locally made with a 
blend of hot peppers (like 
habanero and chipotle) 
and sweet raspberries. 
Two 16-oz jars.
 USA MADE 

Raspberry Chipotle Sauce 
#100-024-721 / $11.99

N. Nourish and Soften 
Dry, Damaged Hands

NEW! Take care of your 
hands with a blend of hydrating 
ingredients, like lanolin, jojoba 
oil and olive oil. No parabens, 
sulfates, BPA and phthalates. 
4 oz.
 USA MADE 

Dr. Hess Hand Genuine Cream
#100-024-711 / $9.99

N. Create Flavorful 
Salads to Please

NEW! Just pour on for 
instant yum! Made in our area, 
shelf stable (refrigerate after 
opening). 12 fl oz bottles.
 USA MADE 

Raspberry Sweet and Sour 
Dressing-2 pk. 
#100-024-723
Slaw Dressing-2 pk.  
#100-024-727
YOUR CHOICE $9.99

Note: These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. Not intended to treat, cure, 
diagnose or prevent any disease. Use only as directed by your health care provider.
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